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A neural network theory of three-dimensional (3-D) vision, called FACADE theory, is described .
The theory proposes a solution ofthe classical figure-ground problem for biological vision . It does
so by suggesting how boundary representations and surface representations are formed within
a boundary contour system (BCS) and afeature contour system (FCS) . The BCS and FCS interact
reciprocally to form 3-D boundary and surface representations that are mutually insistent . Their
interactions generate 3-D percepts wherein occluding and occluded object parts are separated,
completed, and grouped . The theory clarifies how preattentive processes of 3-D perception and
figure-ground separation interact reciprocally with attentive processes of spatial localization,
object recognition, and visual search . A new theory of stereopsis is proposed that predicts how
cells sensitive to multiple spatial frequencies, disparities, and orientations are combined by context-
sensitive filtering, competition, and cooperation to form coherent BCS boundary segmentations.
Several factors contribute to figure-ground pop-out, including: boundary contrast between spa-
tially contiguous boundaries, whether due to scenic differences in luminance, color, spatial fre-
quency, or disparity; partially ordered interactions from larger spatial scales and disparities to
smaller scales and disparities ; and surface filing-in restricted to regions surrounded by a con-
nected boundary. Phenomena such as 3-D pap-out from a 2-D picture, Da Vinci stereopsis, 3-D
neon color spreading, completion of partially occluded objects, and figure-ground reversals are
analyzed. The BCS and FCS subsystems model aspects ofhow the two parvocellular cortical pro-
cessing streams that join the lateral geniculate nucleus to prestri.ate cortical area V4 interact
to generate a multiplexed representation ofForm-And-Color-And-Depth, 4t FACADE, within area
V4 . Area V4 is suggested to support figure-ground separation and to interact with cortical mech-
anismsofspatial attention, attentive object learning, and visual search. Adaptive resonance theory
(AR'I) mechanisms model aspects of how prestriate visual cortex interacts reciprocally with a
visual object recognition system in infemtemparal (M cortex for purposes ofattentive object learn-
ing and categorization. Object attention mechanisms of the What cortical processing stream
through IT cortex are distinguished from spatial attention mechanisms of the Where vertical
processing streamthrough parietal cortex . Parvocellular BCS and FCS signals interact with the
model What stream. Panrocellular FCS and magnocellulatr motion BCS signals interact with the
model Where stream . Reciprocal interactions betweenthese visual, What, andWhere mechanisms
are used to discuss data about visual search and saccadic eye movements, including fast search
of conjunctive targets, search o£ 3-D surfaces, selective search of like-colored targets, attentive
tracking ofmultielement groupings, and recursive search ofsimultaneously presented targets.
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1. Introduction
This article describes a neural network theory ofbiolog-

ical vision, called FACADE theory, that suggests solutions
to some long-standing problems concerning howwe per-
ceive a three-dimensional (3-D) world, notably the clas-
sical figure-ground problem ofbiological vision . FACADE
theory provides a unified explanation ofmany visual phe-
nomena that may, upon first encounter, seem to be un-
related . The theory explains them all as manifestations

-Accepted by previous editor, Charles W. Eriksere of the mechanisms whereby the visual cortex generates
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informative 3-D representations of boundaries and sur-
faces with which to perceive the visual world . These phe-
nomena include : haw a 2-D image may generate a 3-D
percept; how figures pop out from cluttered backgrounds ;
how spatially sparse disparity cues can generate continu-
ous surface representations at different perceived depths ;
how binocular fusion of objects at different depths can
deform perceptual space by different amounts, as during
a1lelotropia ; how representations of occluded regions can
be completed and recognized without usually bung seen ;
haw occluded regions can sometimes be seen during per-
cepts of transparency ; how high-spatial-frequency parts
of an image may appear closer than low-spatial-frequency
parts ; how sharp targets are detected better against a fig-
ure and blurred targets are detected better against a back-
ground ; how low-spatial-frequency parts of an image may
be fused while high-spatial-frequency parts are rivalrnus ;
how sparse blue cones can generate vivid blue surface per-
cepts ; how depth attraction may occur between nearby
targets and depth repulsion between farther away targets ;
how 3-D neon color spreading, visual phantoms, and tis-
sue contrast percepES are generated ; and how conjunctions
of color and depth or other 3-D object properties may
rapidly pop out as single attributes during visual search .
These explanations are motivated by an ecological anal-
ysis of how monocularly viewed parts of an image inherit
the appropriate depth from contiguous binocularly viewed
darts, as during Da Viaci stereopsis, the equidistance ten-
dency, and the viewing oftexture stereograms . The theory
is thus supported by its proposed explanations of many
challenging and paradoxical psychophysical and neuro-
biological data that have heretofore eluded explanation .
It also makes many experimental predictions whereby its
mechanisms can be further tested .
FACADE theory describes a set of computational rules

that are applied in a prescribed order . Consistent use of
these rules provides an explanation of the types of per-
ceptual data that are listed above . These rules nay be nat-
urally instantiated by neural processes . The ordering of
the rules places strong constraints upon the processing
stages at which they are most likely to occur in the visual
cortex . The theory hereby suggests how key processing
stages in the two parvocellular processing streams from
the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) through prestriate
cortical area V4 are organized, and how they interact (Fig-
ure 1) . Although the individual model processes are few
and conceptually simple, their interactions in multiple pro-
sassing stages lead to subtle perceptual properties . The
processing stages that are needed in the theory are liked
to stages in the LGN Parvo - Interblob -- Interstripe
- V4 processing stream and the LGN Parvo - Slob
Thin Stripe , V4 processing stream .
Corresponding to these two pazvocellular processing

streams, FACADE theory contains two subsystems called
the boundary contour system (BCS) and the feature con-
tour system (FCS) for representation of 3-D boundaries
and surfaces, respectively . In particular, the BC5 gener-
ates emergent 3-D boundary segmentations that combine
edge, texture, shading, and stereo information . The FCS
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Figure I. Schematic diagram ofanatomical connections and neu-
ronal selectivities of early visual areas in the macaque monkey .
LGN =lateral geniculate nucleus (Parvocellular and magnocellular
divisions) . Divisionsof Vl and V2 : blob = cytcehroeie o3ddaseblob
regions, interblvb = cytochrome oaddase-poor regions surrounding
the blobs, 4B = lamina 4B, thin = thin (narrow) cytochrome oxi-
dase ships, interstripe =cwtcehrome oxidase-poor regions between
the thin and thick stripes, thick = thick (wide) cytochrome oxidase
strips, V3 = visual area 3, V4 = visual area(s) 4, and M7' = mid-
dle temporal area. Areas V2, V3, V4, and MT have connections to
otherareas nor explicitly represented tim. Area v3 rosy also receive
projections from V2 iaterstripes or thin stripes . Heavy lines indi-
cate raMust primacyconnecflons, and thin liar indicate weaker, more
variable connections. Dotted lines represent observed connections
that require additional verification . Icons: rainbow =tuned and/or
opponent wavelength selectivity (incidence at least 40'0), angle
symbol = orientation selectivity (incidence at least 200), sperm
lades = binocular disparity selectivity and/or strong binocular inter-
actions (V2) (incidence at least 2096), end pointing hand = direction
of motion selectivity (incidence at least 209(0) . From "Concurrent
processing streams in monkey visual cortex" by E. A. De Yoe and
n. c. Van FAen,198R, Trends inNe�rosrences,ll,Zr9-226.Copy-
right 1988 by Elsevier Trends journals . Adapted by permission.

discounts the illumznant and fills-in surface properties of
brightness, color, and depth within FCS domains that are
defined by SCS - FCS interactions_ These interactions
give rise to a multiplexed representation of Form-And-
Color-And-DEpth at the final processing stage ofthe FCS,
which is called a binocular filling-In-Domain (Frno) .
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Such a FncnnE representation is hypothesized to occur
in area V4 of prestriate cortex . Area V4 is hereby pre-
dicted to support figure- ground separation and to play
a key role in attentive object recognition and visual search,
rather than being merely a region for color perception,
as originally proposed (Zeki, 1983a, 1983b) . This char-
acterization does not, however, imply that area V4 does
not also participate in color perception . It is in the nature
of multiplexed processing that multiple properties and
tasks may be supported by each brain region . However,
the binocular Fivo, and by interpretation area V4, is the
first stage in the theory that is fully capable of 3-D
figure-ground separation .
The BCS and FCS also interact reciprocally via adap-

tive pathways with a visual object recognition system, in-
terpreted to occur in inferotemporal (IT) cortex . This
interaction binds preattentive boundary and surface rep-
resentations together into attentive object representations .
This object-attention process (Duncan, 1984) generates
categorical and prototypical representations for purposes
of visual object recognition (Carpenter & Grossberg,
1993) . Its circuits are interpreted in terms of interactions
of IT with prestriate visual cortex, notably V4 . The pro-
posed object-attention circuits are conceptually distin-
guished from spatial-attention circuits (Posner, 1980) that
transform visual information into spatial maps, interpreted
to occur in parietal cortex (Figure 1) . The theory suggests
how parallel outputs from the FCS and a motion system
called the motion BCS (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1992 ;
Grossberg & Rudd, 1989, 1992) converge upon this
spatial-attention system . The FCS, for example, enables
visual search to be restricted to items of a particular color
(Egeth, Virzi, & Garbart, 1984) or color-depth combi-
nation (Nakayama & Silverman, 1986) . The motion BCS
is suggested to operate via the magnocellular cortical pro-
cessing stream (Figure 1), using mechanisms that are sug-
gested to be closely related to apparent motion mecha-
nisms (Grossberg, 1991, in press) and that may contribute
to predictive eye tracking (Fischer, 1986 ; Mountcastle,
1978 ; Wurtz, Goldberg, & Robinson, 1982) . These object-
attention and spatial-attention processes thus model as-
pects of the What cortical stream through IT cortex, which
subserves visual object recognition, and the Where cor-
tical stream through parietal cortex, which subserves spa-
tial localization & orientation (Goodale & Milner, 1992 ;
Mishkin, Ungerleider, & Macko, 1983 ; Ungerleider &
Mishkin, 1982) . BCS and FCS interactions with these at-
tentive object recognition and spatial localization systems
are suggested to control visual search for targets among
distractors, a task that often depends upon a competence
for figure-ground separation (Schiller & Lee, 1991) .
The article does not describe mathematical equations

or computer simulations . In order to be maximally ac-
cessible, it relies on consistent use of the same small set
of qualitatively described concepts and mechanisms to ex-
plain a large interdisciplinary data base . Each such use
is supported by quantitative articles where such processes
have been mathematically characterized and computation-
ally simulated in order to explain related perceptual and

neural data . These references are described in the text .
Thus, the article is self-contained, but builds upon a de-
cade of quantitative modeling which ensures that these
qualitatively described processes actually work the way
they are claimed to work .
These concepts and mechanisms will be explained in

stages in the text . Some of them are briefly summarized
here, without explanation, for the reader who desires a
compressed glimpse of what lies ahead. The main new
insights concern how and why the brain processes visual
information about near and far objects in an asymmetric
way . This asymmetry prevents erroneous boundary seg-
mentations and surface filling-in events from occurring
among occluding and occluded objects. As a result, many
interactions between and within the BCS andFCS are par-
tially ordered from larger scales and disparities to smaller
scales and disparities . Moreover, a boundary contrast pro-
cess occurs, such that stimuli that strengthen one bound-
ary more than they do a contiguous boundary, whether
due to contrast, spatial frequency, or disparity differences,
help to initiate figure-ground pop-out.
On a finer level of detail : Model complex cells with

large receptive fields can binocularly fuse a broader range
of disparities than can cells with small receptive fields .
Complex cells of the same receptive field size compete
across disparities at each position . A pool of near-zero
disparity complex cells cooperates with multiple pools of
nonzero disparity complex cells to form multiple bound-
ary segmentations. The cortical magnification factor helps
to convert disparity computations at different retinal ec-
centricities that correspond to a prescribed range of rela-
tive depths from the observer into a single boundary seg-
mentation. Cortical ocular dominance columns help to
organize the amount ofallelotropia and the size-disparity
correlation that occur during binocular viewing into a de-
cision as to whether a fused binocular boundary segmen-
tation or binocular rivalry will occur. Multiple self-similar
networks of simple cells, complex cells, hypercomplex
cells, higher order hypercomplex cells, and bipole cells
form the multiple boundary segmentations that correspond
to different relative depths from the observer . Ordered
competitive and cooperative interactions across position,
spatial frequency, orientation, and disparity give rise to
the coherent 3-D boundary segmentations that separate
and complete the boundaries of occluding and occluded
objects . Moreover, each boundary segmentation cooper-
ates across multiple receptive-field sizes at each position
to generate the positionally and orientationally most ac-
curate segmentations that are possible . Each 3-D bound-
ary segmentation interacts with monocular featural data
within the FCS to select the monocular featural data that
are consistent with the segmentation . The first such FCS
filling-in event occurs within a circuit called a monocu-
lar Fino . Only binocularly consistent featural data are al-
lowed to fill-in FIno surface regions . Only regions sur-
rounded by a connected boundary can fill-in . The regions
that manage to fill-in surface regions at a given depth ex-
cite BCS boundary and FCS feature signals at the same
position and depth, but inhibit them at the same position
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but farther depths . Boundary-surface consistency is hereby
ensured. All surviving boundary segmentations that corre-
spond to nearer depths are added to the boundary segmen-
tations corresponding to farther depths . These last two
operations illustrate the partial ordering of interactions
that is used to separate figure from ground . The aug-
mented boundary segmentadons activate the surviving
FCS signals to trigger surface filling-in events that gener-
ate the final FACADE representation within a circuit that
is called a binocular ezDO .
The article is broken into three parts . Part I discusses

some challenging perceptual data about 3-D vision and
figure-ground separation in order to highlight some of
the key data properties and conceptual paradoxes that need
to be explained . Part II reviews just enough ofthe theory
as it existed before the present work to make the article
self-contained, Part III uses this foundation to extend the
theory and to explain the data summarized in Part I as
well as a large body of related data . Readers who are fa-
miliar with the theory can skip directly from Part i to
Part III .

PART I

2. Da Vinci Stereopsis and Filing-In
The theory may be motivated by the following exam-

ple, which is experienced ubiquitously as we view 3-D
layouts during our daily lives . When we view a farther
surface that is partly occluded by a nearer surface, one
eye typically registers more of the farther surface than
the other eye does . Our conscious percept of the farther
surface is often derived from the view of the eye that
registers more of this surface . For example, under the
viewing conditions depicted in Figure 2, observers see
the right-eye view in dept., even though the image region
that lies between the vertical lines B and C is registered
by only the right eye . This type of ubiquitous perceptual
condition has been known since the time of Leonardo
da Vinci, and is often called Da Vinci stereopsis (Gillam
& Borsting, 1988 ; Kaye, 1978 ; Lawson & Gulick, 1967 ;
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From 2. When a scene is viewed by both eves, most of it may
6e binocularly defected, such as moons AB and CD, but part of
itmay be detected by only one eye, such as region SC. An appropriate
depth of the monvcularly viewed region is often filled-in using in-
formation from retinallv contiguous, binocularly viewed regions .

Nakayama & Shimojo, 1990 ; Wheatstone, 1838 . Some
ofthe challenging perceptual properties chat subserve this
apparently innocuous percept will now be illustrated by
considering them under simpler stimulus conditions .

A. Deformable Fusion by Allelotropia
Because each eye views the world from a different po-

sition in the head, the same material point on an object
is registered at a different location on the two retinas, ex-
cept for the object region that is foveally fixated by both
eyes . In order to binocularly fuse such a disparate pair
of monocular images, the two images must be deformed
into one image . A simple case of this process is the phe-
nomenon ofdisplacement, orallelatropia (Kaufman, 1974 ;
von Tschermak-Seysenegg, 1952 ; Werner, 1937) . In this
phenomenon, when a pattern EF G is viewed through one
eye and a pattern E FG is viewed through the other eye,
the letter F can be seen in depth at a position halfway be-
tween E and G. Thus, the process of binocular fusion de-
forms the two monocular appearances of F into one binoc-
ular percept ofF whose spatial position differs from either
monocular position of F with respect to E and G. This
deformation of F's relative position is necessitated by the
large disparity of the two monocular F positions when
E and G are binocularly fused .
During inspection ofa 3-D scene, the amount of defor-

mation needed to achieve binocular fusion depends upon
how far away each object is with respect to an observer's
retinas . For example, crossed-disparity images of closer
objects are more disparate than images of farther objects .
Thus, different parts of the left-eye and right-eye images
are deformed by different amounts to generate a single
binocular percept of the world. During Da Vinci stereop-
sis, the vertical boundaries of regions AB and CD in the
left/right-eye images of Figure 2 are deformed by differ-
ent amounts in order to be binoctilarly fused. Given that
different amounts ofdeformation are required to binocu-
larly fuse the monocular boundaries of objects at differ-
ent distances, why are no "holes" in binocular percep-
tual space created?

B. Distance of Zero Disparity Points
Some other basic facts about binocular vision also have

profound implications for vision theories . For example,
the retinal images ofobjects at optical infinity have zero
disparity on the two retinas, and the disparities on the two
retinas ofcorresponding object points tend to increase as
an object approaches the observer . This is the familiar
reason for assuming that larger disparities are an indica-
tor of relative closeness .
On the other hand, when both eyes focus on a single

point on a planar surface viewed in depth, the fixation
point is a point of zero disparity . Paints of the surface
that are registered by ire retinas farther from the fixation
point generate larger binocular disparities . Why does a
plane not recede toward optical infinity at the fixation
point and curve toward die observer at the periphery of
the visual field? Whydoes the plane not become distorted
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in a new way every time our eyes fixate on a different
point within its surface?
For present purposes, a key fact is that zero disparity

also occurs under monocular viewing conditions . In par-
ticular, the region BC in the right-eye image of Figure 2
is monoculady viewed, Yet this region is perceived as
a continuous extension in depth of the binocularly viewed
region CD . Hawdoes the monocularly viewed region BC
inherit the depth of the binocularly viewed region CD?
Why, then, are unpaired monocularly viewed regions of
stereograms always seen in back (lulesz, 1971 ; Nakayarrea
& 5himoja, 1988)?

C. Equidistance Tendency and Emmert's Law
These properties ofDa Vinci stereopsis are closely re-

lated to the equidistance tendency that has been studied
by Gvgel (1956, 1965, 1970) . Gogel noted that if one ob-
ject is viewed manocularly through a mirror arrangement,
whereas all other objects in a scene are viewed binocu-
larly, then the monocularly viewed object seems to lie at
the same distance as the retinally most contiguous binocu-
larlv viewed object . Emmert (1$81) earlier reported the
analogous percept that a monocular afterimage seems to
be located an any surface that a subject fixates binocu-
Iarly while the afterimage is active . Collett (19$5) and
Buckley, Frisby, and Mayhew (1989) have studied this
phenomenon psychophysically by using textured stereo-
grams in which a pair of textured regions could be
matched binocularly, but an intervening region was de-
fined by monocular information to only one eye .
How does the region BC in Figure 2 inherit the depth

of the region CD, and analogously, how do Gogel's
equidistance tendency and Emmert's law obtain? These
effects may be explained by a filling-in process that selec-
tively completes a BC surface representation at a dept
corresponding to that of region CD. A variety of recent
experiments have demonstrated that a filling-in process
does, indeed, complete various depthful surface proper-
ties (Nakayama, Shimojo, & Ramachandran, 1440 ; Naka-
yama, Shimojo, & 5ilverman, 1989 ; Takeichi, Watanabe,
& Shimojo, 1992 ; Watanabe & Cavanagh, 1992) . To ex-
plain how this occurs, the theory utilizes the following
types of processes .

D. Binocular and Monocular Boundary
Representation
The filing-in process is contained by internal represen-

tations of scenic boundaries . Some boundaries are viewed
binocularly, others are viewed monocularly . In the ex-
ample of Figure 2, we need to show how the boundaries
A and B m the left and right images arc binocularly fused,
and how the boundaries within region CD are binocularly
fused . As noted above, fusion of the AB boundaries and
the CD boundaries causes different amounts ofailelotro-
pia . The monocularly viewed boundaries in region BC
of the right-eye view are not binocularly fused : hence,
they do not register a binocular disparity in their internal
cortical representation . The same is true for all horizon-

tal boundaries in the image. Thus, there are at least three
ways in which an image can be registered with zero, or
near-zero, disparity: as an occluded region during
Da Vinci stereopsis, as an entire image that is monocu-
larly viewed, or as a horizontal boundary during either
monocular or binocular viewing_ The theory suggests that
all such near-zero disparity boundaries are processed in
a separate pool of near-zero disparity cortical cells. The
following discussion indicates how the theory makes use
of this property .

E. The Near-Zero Disparity Cell Pool
We need to explain how the manocularly viewed, near-

zero disparity vertical and horizontal boundaries in region
BC are joined with the binocularly fused, large-disparity
vertical boundaries and horizontal near-zero disparity hor-
izontal boundaries in region CD to form the window frame
in Figure 2 . Disparity-sensitive cortical cells are tuned
to a limited range of disparities . The theory assumes that
active near-zero disparity cells, whether they are monocu-
larly or binocularly activated, give rise to spatially or-
ganized boundary signals that are combined with the spa-
tially organized activations of cells that code nonzero
disparities to create a more complete boundary represen-
tation . The nonzero disparity cells are themselves assumed
to be segregated into separate cell pools that are organized,
in a manner described below, to correspond to different
relative depths ofan observed image feature . Thus near-
zero disparity cells are assumed to add their boundary ac-
tivadons to multiple boundary representations, each corre-
sponding to a differently tuned pool ofnonzerv disparity
cells . This property suggests a new functional interpreta-
tion of psychophysical evidence (Itegan, Erkelens, & Col-
lewijn, 1986 ; Richards & Regan, 1973) and neurophysia
logical evidence (Poggio & Talbot, 1981) that near-zero
disparities, crossed disparities, and uncrossed disparities
are processed by separate cell pools in the visual cortex .
The theory also segregates disparity-sensitive cells ac-

cording to their receptive field sizes, or spatial scales, and
suggests how, and for what functional purpose, different
receptive field sizes binocularly fuse a different range of
binocular disparities, as in the size-disparity correlation
(Kulikowski, 1978 ; Izichards & Kaye, 1974 ; Schor &
Tyler, 19$1 ; Schor & Wood, 1983 ; Schor, Wood, &
Ogawa, 1984 ; Tyler, 1975, 1983). Thus it is assumed that
BC boundaries are added to the CD boundaries at the
scales and disparities that are capable of competing
binocularly fused CD boundaries . For those spatial scales
and nonzero disparities at which all these boundaries ex-
ist, the composite BCD boundaries enclose connected
regions, such as the connected window frame in the right-
eye image of Figure 2.

It should not be inferred from this verbal discussion of
"separate cell pools" of disparity-tuned and spatial-
frequency-tuned cells that this separation is maintained
in the final visible percept. Instead, it is suggested below
how cells sensitive to different positions, spatial frequen-
cies, orientations, and disparities are combined by context-
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sensitive competitive and cooperative interactions into the
3-D boundary segmentations that organize visible per-
cepts . In this regard, the composite BCD boundaries in
Figure 2 will enclose a connected region only if the fol-
lowing problem can be solved .

F. 3-D Emergent Boundary Completion
Due to al[elotropia, the binocularly fused boundaries

within region CD may be positionally displaced relative
to the monocularly viewed boundaries within region BC .
As a result, gaps may occur between the cortical loca-

tions of cells that represent these boundaries . When the
monocularly and binocularly viewed regions contain
oblique contours, the responses of cortical cells may be
both arientationalty and positionally displaced. These gaps
and misalignments need to be corrected by a boundary-
completion process. The theory explains how each pool
of cells corresponding to a different range of nonzero dis-
parities is capable of generating an emergent boundary
segmentation that is triggered by the active cells in its dis-
parity range augmented by the active near-zero disparity
cells. Such a process realigns and connects the bound-
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Figure 3. (a) Near-zero disparity boundaries add to the boundaries of all oonzero

disparity cell pools. Onlytheboundaries that enclose a connected region can contain
the filling-in at surface properties. (b) Boundaries corresponding to nearer objects
are added to boundaries corresponding to fartherobjects to contain the Crlling-ie of

suture representations in the perceived visual representation.
In more technical terms, each feature contour system (FCS) copy receives inhibitory
boundary-gatingsignals, or SF inLercopies, from one ormore boundary contour sys-
tem (BC5) copies. The BFinteroopy inputs arepartially ordered from larger dispar-
ity to smallerdisparity BC5 copies . Each FCS copy contains three pairsofopponent
Filling-In Domains (Fn"). A F-ino is defined in the text.

BCS COPIES FCS COPIES
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cries that join regions BC and CD, thereby generating
boundaries that completely enclose the window frame in
Figure 2 .

G. Filling-In Surface Properties of
Connected Regions
The connected boundaries within region BCD form a

sparse and discontinuous representation of the scene. How
are the scene's continuous surface properties, including
their brightnesses, colors, and surface depths, generated?
The theory explains how boundaries that enclose con-
nected regions in BCD, and only these boundaries, can
trigger filling-in of surface properties of these regions that
form part of the final visible 3-D percept (Figure 3a). It
is assumed that multiple filling-in domains exist . Each
filling-in domain corresponds to boundaries that are sen-
sitive to a restricted range ofbinocular disparities . Thus,
the filled-in representations combine properties of surface
depth, position, orientation, brightness, and color. These
multiplexed properties may be compared with analogous
receptive field profiles of cells in cortical area V4 (Desi-
mone, Schein, Moran, & Ungerleider, 1985 ; Zeki, 1983a,
1983b) . A key insight of the theory is thus to show how
the monocularly viewed region BC selectively fills-in
depthful surface properties within the filling-in domain
corresponding to the binocularly fused boundaries of
region CD .

H. Boundary Invariance Under Eye Fixation
Changes
One can begin to see from this property how the near-

zero disparity cell pool helps to compensate for changes
in eye fixation . Suppose, for example, that the eyes
binocularly fixate one of the vertical boundaries in region
CD, and therefore register it via near-zero disparity cells
rather than nonzero disparity cells. These near-zero dis-
parity activations are added to all the nonzero disparity
cell activations, in their respective cell pools . If there are
enough nonzero disparity activations in a given pool to
form aconnected boundary, then this boundary can sup-
port the filling-in of surface properties in a filling-in do-
main that represents the corresponding relative depth from
the observer .
Changes in eye fixation also alter all the binocular dis-

parities that are registered by the brain. Thetheory sug-
gests howthe brain combines responses of cells that cor-
respond to the same relative depth from the observer into
a single boundary representation . It uses the cortical mag-
nification factor to start the process whereby cells that
code larger disparities at larger distances from the fovea
may input to the same boundary representation .

I. Near Boundaries Obstruct Filling-In of
Occluded Regions
Why does not the filling-in of BC by CD also propagate

across region AB? The binocular boundary B is fused at
a disparity corresponding to a nearer surface than are the
boundaries of region CD. Without further processing,
boundary B could not form a connected boundary around

region BD. Nor could it prevent filling-in of region AB
within the filling-in domain whose depth corresponds to
region CD from continuing across region AB . Filling-in
would also occur within the "correct" filling-in domain
whose depth corresponds to boundaries A and B of region
AB. Ifboth filling-in events could occur, region AB would
appear transparent ; it would be represented by two dif-
ferent filled-in representations at two different depths from
the observer . This example illustrates the general prob-
lem that if filling-in is the basis for many surface depth
percepts, why do not all such surfaces look transparent?
The theory suggests that this does not happen because

the boundaries that correspond to closer objects are added
to the boundaries that correspond to further objects in the
filling-in domains (Figure 3b) . As a result, filling-in that
is initiated in region BD does not flow behind region AB .
This restriction upon filling-in of surface properties does
not prevent boundaries from being completed behind an
occluding region . Since direct interactions are assumed
to exist from boundary representations to the object rec-
ognition system, some occluded objects or object parts
may be recognized via their completed boundaries, even
if visible surface properties are not filled-in behind the
occluding object . The object recognition system may, in
turn, send attentive prototypical signals back to the bound-
ary segmentation system, thereby using prior knowledge
to prime the system, select among ambiguous boundary
segmentations, and attentively enhance some parts more
than others . Thus, the preattentively completed bound-
ary segmentation may be attentively modified .
These properties of Da Vinci stereopsis will be ex-

plained below in terms of the theory's computational rules.
The theory will also be used to explain a variety of other
basic perceptual processes that challenge traditional views
about how 3-D visual perception takes place . For exam-
ple, the discussion in Section 2 illustrates that a new anal-
ysis is needed of how the multiple spatial scales that are
used for early visual filtering interact with later bound-
ary segmentation processes that group, or bind, visual fea-
tures into surface and object representations . The need
for a fresh analysis ofthese interactions is also indicated
by a powerful set ofdemonstrations of how figure-ground
perception depends upon spatial frequency . I will collec-
tively call these demonstrations the Weisstein effect .

3. Spatial Frequency Influences
on Figure-Ground Perception

The Weisstein effect shows how paradoxical 3-D per-
ceptual properties can occur in response to even simple
images that are constructed from multiple spatial frequen-
cies . These images show that our understanding of early
filtering and how it interacts with grouping processes is
incomplete . In particular, it is often stated that low spa-
tial frequencies selectively process near objects and high
spatial frequencies selectively process far objects, because
the images of an object on an observer's two retinas in-
crease in size and disparity as the distance between ob-
ject and observer decreases . This relationship is often
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Figure 4. The higher spaniel frequencies appear to be farther away than the lower spatial frequencies.

called the size-disparity correlation . An illustration ofthis
effect is shown in Figure 4, where the low-spatial-frequency
region of the image appears closer than its high-spatial-
frequency region . This property also contributes to per-
cepts of depth from monocular perspective gradients, one
ofthe key demonstrations ofecological psychology (Gib-
son, 1950) .

In contrast to this property, Brown and Weisstein
(1988b) have demonstrated that if regions filled with rela-
tively higher spatial frequency sinusoidal gratings are ad-
jacent to regions containing relatively lower spatial fre-
quency gratings, the regions with the higher frequency
appear closer in depth than those containing the lower fre-
quency, as illustrated in figure 5 .
A comparison ofthe opposite dependence between spa-

tial frequency and depth in Figures 4 and 5 shows that
whether a spatial frequency difference signals "near" or
"far" depends upon the global organization of the im-
age, notably how the image is segmented by boundaries,
not merely upon a spatial frequency difference per se .

Related studies clarify that the Weisstein effect can play
a powerful role in the figure-ground separation of im-
ages capable of supporting reversible figure-ground con-
figurations . Whether the configuration is a disk-annulus
(Wang & Weisstein, 1982, 19$3), a bipartite field, a
Maltese cross, or a Robin (1921) faces/vase (Klymenko

& Weisstein, 1986 ; Figure Sb), the regions containing the
relatively higher spatial frequency appeared as a figure
mare often than did the regions containing the relatively
lower spatial frequency . Correspondingly, the figure ap-
peared closer in depth than did the ground . Pendand
(1985) has also shown that the more an occluded object
is blurred, the more the occluding object appears to be
closer in depth .
Brown and Weisstein (198$a) noted that a number of

authors have proposed that "figure and ground analysis
is carried out by systems with different information pro-
cessing characteristics" (p . 56) . Such a view is hard to
support because the relative depths and sizes offigure and
ground regions may vary between wide limits, and a
switch between figure and ground percepts in response
to reversible figures would require a switch to occur be-
tween these systems without any change occurring in im-
age characteristics. Thus, the same image parameters
which may be interpreted as a figure at one moment may
be interpreted as a ground during the next moment . Like-
wise, a region that may be perceived as a figure in one
image may be perceived as a ground in another image.
For example, the "low "-spatial-frequency regions in Fig-
ure 5 may be the "high"-spatial frequency regions in a
different image which uses an even lower spatial fre-
quency in the alternating regions . No simple system
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Figure 5. The higher spatial frequencies appear to be closer than the lower spatial frequencies. (a) From "A spatial frequency effect
on perceived depth" by J. M. Brown and N. Weisstein, 1988, Perception &Psychophysics, 44, 157-166. Copyright 1988 by the Psycho-
nomic Society . Adapted by permission. (b) From "Spatial frequency differences can determine figure-ground organization" by V. Klymenko
and N. Weisstein, 1986, Journal ofExperimental Psychology: Human Perception &Performance, 12, 324330 . Copyright 1986 by the
American Psychological Association. Reprinted by permission .
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dichotomy in terms of locally defined properties, such as
spatial frequency, can cope with this type of global con-
text sensitivity .

These data challenge theories to explain how the ex-
pected relationship between spatial frequency and depth,
as shown in Figure 4, may be reversed by boundary seg-
mentation processes, as shown in Figure 5, to influence
which parts of an image or scene will appear as figure
and which as ground . Relative depth may also be influ-
enced by factors otter than spatial frequency, notably
binocular disparity, which the spatial frequency effect can
override (Brown & Weisstein, 1988b) . Such data show
that the relationship between spatial frequency, binocu-
lar disparity, and relative depth is not captured by such
models as that of Marr and Poggio (1979) . which restrict
their attention to the early processing of stereo mforma-
tian . One task ofthe present theory is to further develop
the mechanisms, outlined in Grossberg (I487c), that dis-
tinguish early processing ofstereo disparity from later pro-
cessing of surface depth and form .

4. 3-D Percepts of Occluded and
Occluding Figures in 2-D Pictures

The spatial organization of occluding and occluded ob-
jects also has a powerful influence on depth perception,

yy

such that image regions that correspond to partially oc-
cluded objects may appear to lie behind the occluding ob-
jects . This 15 true during inspection of 2-D pictures as well
as daring inspection of 3-D scenes . Inspection of the oc-
cluded B shapes in Figure 6b (Bregman, 1981 ; Kanizsa.
1979) illustrates that occluded objects in a 2-D picture may
function perceptually as image "figures" even tough
they arc not perceived as the nearest objects in the scene.
Thus, although spatial frequency and/or binocular dispar-
ity may cause figures to pop out of a scene by making
them appear closer, this is not the only way for figures
to be defined . A comparison ofFigures 6b and 6c shows
that the existence of the black sinewy shape in front of
the occluded Bs is needed m order for them to be readily
recognized as Ss .
How does a 2-D image create a 3-D percept of occlud-

ing objects in front of occluded objects, as in Figure 6b?
How are the occluded objects recognized in Figure 6b but
not Figure 6c even though they are equally well seen in
both? A comparison of Figures 6b and be illustrates that
properties of forth, color, and depth interact to generate
a percept, and that this interaction may, as in Figure 6b,
or may not, as in Figure 6c, generate a 3-D representa-
tion of a 2-D image . This 3-D representation enables the
occluded parts of the S shapes to be completed for pur-
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Figure 6. Role of occluding region in recognition of occluded letters : (a) Uppercase "BM Letters ; (b) same, except partially hidden
by a black snake-6ke accluder. (c) same, except that the occluder is white, and therefore merges with the remainder of the white
background. Although the exposed portions ofthe letters are identical in (b) and (c), they are much better recognized
"Stereoscopic depth: Its relation to image segmentation, grouping, and the recognition of occluded objects" byK. _Yalca~vam ,

m
S.Shinnojo,

and G. H. Silverman, 1989. Perception, 18, 55-88. Copyright 1989 by Peon Ltd. Reprinted by permission .

b) ----
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poses of recognition in response to Figure 6b but not Fig-
ure 6c, even though the occluded regions are not seen in
either Figure 6b or Figure 6c .
Nakayama, Shzmojo, and Silverman (1989) have ar-

gued, from such a comparison and related experiments,
that partially occluded objects "are enclosed by two types
of bounding contour : those inherent to the object itself
(intrinsic) and those defined by occlusion (extrinsic)----
Extrinsic contours . . must be removed prior to a stage
oftemplate matching---- The common border is attached
to and regarded as intrinsic td the closer region . . . . In-
trinsic borders aid in the segmentation of image regions
and thus preventgrouping, whereas extrinsic borders pro-
vide a linkage to other extrinsic borders and facilitate
grouping" (p . 55) . In summary, the common boundaries
ofthe black occluder and the gray B shapes are somehow
removed from the B representations and assigned to the
occluder .
Nakayama, Shimojo, and 5ilverman (1984) traced the

basis for this distinction to "the natural constraints of the
real world (which] dictate that the border always `belongs
to' the region corresponding to the closer object . Simi-
larly, it does not belong to the farther object and is thus
extrinsic to it" (p . 58) . Such a description is intuitively
appealing, but it does not explain the phenomenon . It calls
"natural constraints"' those which exist and which must
therefore be explained, without characterizing how "nat-
ural constraints" are functionally and mechanistically dis-
tinguished by the brain . A key insight of the Nalcayama,
Shimojo, and Silverman (1989) argument will nonethe-
less be supported in the subsequent analysis-namely, that
the boundaries that are shared by the gray B shapes and
the blade occluder are detached from the remaining B
boundaries . The shared boundaries are used to generate
aboundary segmentation and filled-in surface representa-
tion of the black accluder "in front of" the surface on
which the S fragments tie . When the remaining B bound-
aries are freed from the shared boundaries, they can gener-
ate a more complete boundary segmentation of whole B
letters . At a later processing stage, the boundaries ofshe
black occluder, including the shared boundaries, are reat-
tached to the B shapes in the filling-in domains to pre-
vent the gray color ofthe Bs from flowing "behind" the
black occluder and thereby rendering it transparent, much
as the nearer B boundary in the Da Vinci stereopsis dis-
play ofFigure 2 prevents filling-in ofthe surface BD into
the region AB using the mechanism depicted in figure 3b .
Thus, the Nakayama et al . claim is both supported and

contested by the present theory . In either case, an argu-
ment based upon "natural constraints" cannot explain
many depthfuf percepts, including the Weisstein effect,
or various percepts described below which involve illu-
sory contours, which I will explain rising the same mech-
anisms . In all these cases, a unified explanation derives
from an analysis of how a continuous surface representa-
tion at a fixed depth can be synthesized from spatially dis-
continuous image signals that may not even activate binoc-
ular disparities that represent the same depths .

In the case of the Wcisstein effect, an interaction be-
tween the boundary segmentations of multiple spatial
scales generates a 3-D percept from a 2-D image . In the
case of the Bregman-Kanizsa Bs, an interaction between
the boundary segmentationc of differently colored regions
generates a 3-D percept from a 2-D image . We need to
analyze how the Sregrrian-Kanizsa form-color interaction
selectively activates some spatial scales mole thanothers,
and thereby generates a 3-D percept in much tie same
way as in the Weisstein effect . In both cases, we need
to understand how selective activation ofsome scales more
than others creates the basis for a percept of relative depth,
and how this depth difference may be used to prevent
filling-in of occluded regions "behind" occluding regions.
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figure 7. (a) Completed boundaries within the boundary contour
system (RCS) can be recognised within the visual object recogni-
tion system (ORS) via direct 8CS - 0R4 interactions whether or
notthey areseen ins the feature contour system (FCS) by separating
two regions with different filled-in brightnesscs or colors . The
FCS - BCS interactions areintroduced in this article. The monacu-
lar preprocessing (MP) stageis definedin thetext . (b) The recipro-
cal interactions of the ORS with BCS and FCS are supplemented
by reciprocal interactions with an attentivespatial map. T'heqe object-
based and spatial-based interactions are used to coordinate atten-
tive object recognition, spatial orientation, and visual search. Ex-
pressed somewhat more technically, the static BCS and FC5 inter-
act reciprocally with the ORS for purposes of visual object
recognition. The FCS and motion BCS interact reciprocally with
a multiplexed spatial map for purposcc of spatial attention. Both
systems interact together to dame spatially invariant ORS recog-
nition categories and to control visual search . See text for details.
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5. Occluded Boundary Completion
and Recognition Without Filling-In

Even if the shared boundaries between occluder and H
shapes in Figure 66 are somehow deleted, how does an
observer so quickly recognize the incomplete B figures?
The boundary completion process of the present theory
is capable ofgenerating illusory contours between the (ap-
proximately) colinear line ends of the incomplete S fig-
ures (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b, 1987a) . This
property of illusory contour completion raises a central
question in visual perception for which the theory offers
an answer, namely : if illusory contours complete the B
shapes and thereby enhance their recognition, why do we
not see these illusory boundaries in the sense ofdetecting
a perceived brightness or color contrast at their locations?

Figure 7 schematizes part of the answer . A boundary
that is completed within the segmentation system (denoted
BCS) does not generate visible contrasts within the BCS.
In this sense, all boundaries are invisible. Visibility is a
property of the surface filing-in system (denoted FCS)_
The completed BCS boundary can directly activate the ob-

(a)

D

sect recognition system (ORS) whether or not it is visible
within the FCS . Within the present theory, the ORS 35 pre-
dicted to include tie inferotemparal cortex (Mishkin, 1982 ;
Mishkin & Appenzeller, 19$7 ; Schwartz, Desimone, AI-
bright, & Gross, 19$3), whereas the FCS visible surface
representation is predicted to include area V4 of the pre-
striate cortex (Desimone et al ., 1985 ; 7_eki, 1983a, 1983b) .

In summary, a boundary may be completed within the
BCS, and thereby improve pattern recognition by the ORS,
without necessarily generating a visible brightness or color
difference within the FCS . This key insight ofthe theory
has made it possible to explain many perceptual proper-
ties that areotherwise mysterious . Figure 8 provides sev-
eral illustrations of these processes at work . In Figures
8a and Sb, respectively, the vertical illusory boundary and
the circular illusory groupings are vivid even though they
do not correspond to large perceived contrast differences .
Figure Sc illustrates the type of display that Biederman
(1985, 1957) has used to study recognition of incomplete
and briefly presented line drawings that are derived from
a familiar line drawing 6y deleting some of the tines . In
some cases, completing deleted lines by colinearly con-
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Figure S. (a) The verticaI line is early recognized in the absence of a vertically oriented contrast

difference. (b) AGlass patters . The emergent circular pattern is recognized without being sees .
From "Pattern recognition en humans . Comlstians which cannot be perceived" by L. Class and
E. Switka,1976, Perception, 5, 67-n. Copyright 1976 by won Ltd. Reprinted by permission . (c) A
lies drawingHeft column) with recoverable (middle column) and unrecoverable (right column)dele-
tions. Completionofrecoverable deletions facilitates recognition even tough they are noseen. Drom
"Human image understanding , Recent research and a theory" by I. Biedern;an, 1985, Computer
Vision, Grate, andImageProcessing, 32,19-73. Copyright 1985 by Academic Frees. Reprinted
by permission.
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netting line ends in the degraded drawing restores the
original drawing. In other cases, an unfamiliar drawing
is generated by colinear completion . Biederman's results
show that when illusory contours complete a familiar ob-
ject, recognition is better than when illusory contours
complete an unfamiliar figure . In the present theory, these
boundary completion processes are assumed to occur within
the BCS and the facilitation and interference effects on
recognition are mediated by the BCS » ORS interaction,
even if the BCS - FCS interaction does not lead to visi-
bility of the illusory contours . Grossberg (1987a, Sec-
tion 20) discusses how parametric properties of Bieder-
man's data may be explained by BCS mechanisms .
The distinction between "recognition" by the ORS and

"seeing" by the FCS is not, however, sufficient to ex-
plain why the occluded regions of a B, after their bound-
aries are completed, do not trigger filling-in ofvisible con-
trasts behind the black occluder . This property requires
active explanation because such filling-in does sometimes
occur, as during transparency phenomena (Beck, Prazdny,
& Ivry, 1984 ; Metelli, 1974a, 1974b; Metelli, DaPos,
& Cavedon, 1985 ; Meyer & Senecal, 1983). As noted
in Section 21, boundaries of a nearer surface are added
to the boundaries of a farther surface within the FCS to
prevent filling-in ofthe gray B color behind the black oc-
cluder . This prevents the black occluder from looking
transparent . It does not explain, however, why some sur-
faces do look transparent . This property is explained be-
low, as are other properties of transparency .

6. Occluded Boundary Completion and Recognition
With Filling-In : 3-D Neon Color Spreading

An explanation of the connection between transparency,
illusory contours, and neon color spreading was outlined
in Grossberg (1987b, Section 21) . This explanation has
been further supported by experiments by Nakayama et al .
(1990), who have studied a set of displays that seriously
challenge traditional theories ofstereopsis and 3-D vision .
Their experiments analyzed how a change in the relative
depth of occluding and occluded figures correlates with
whether or not filling-in will occur within illusory bound-
aries, and thereby render them visible . One of their key
demonstrations adapted the Ehrenstein pattern used by Re-
dies and Spillmann (1981) to demonstrate neon color
spreading in the 2-D case (Figure 9a) . In this percept, the
gray color in the cross fills-in a circular region that is de-
fined by illusory contours whichjoin the four white/gray
edges at the ends ofthe cross . 2-D percepts of neon color
spreading were explained using monocular BCS/FCS inter-
actions in Grossberg and Mingolla (1985b) and Gross-
berg (1987b, Section 31) . This explanation, in turn, in-
fluenced the Nakayama et al . experiments on 3-D neon
color spreading . These 3-D percepts are explained herein
using the theory's new computational rules . The main 3-D
experiments are summarized below .

In order to study correlations between relative depth
and neon color spreading, Nakayama et al . (1990) gener-
ated two sets of Redies-Spillmann images for use in a
stereogram (Figure 9b) . Each image consisted of a gray

(or red) cross abutting colinear white bars on a black back-
ground . The two images differed only in the disparity of
the horizontal inner limbs ofthe gray cross relative to the
cross as a whole; that is, they differed in the relative po-
sitions of the vertical white/gray edges of the horizontal
limbs in the two crosses. This simple manipulation had
a dramatic effect on the percept.
When the vertical white/gray edges determine a nearer

disparity than the rest of the image, they appear to be
bounded by a transparent circular gray disk that connects
them to the horizontal whitelgray edges. In particular, a
circular illusory contour bounds neon color spreading from
the cross into the disk . The surface on which the cross
lies can be seen through the transparent gray disk and ap-
pears to lie at a further distance . An observer can both
recognize and see the circular illusory contour by virtue
of the gray disk that it bounds . When the vertical white/
gray edges determine a further disparity, the black sur-
face appears to be opaque and to have a cross-shaped hole
in it . The observer sees a cross-shaped gray region at a
further distance within this hole, and recognizes this
region to be part of a circular disk that is partly occluded
by the opaque black surface. In this case, an observer can
recognize the circular boundary of the disk, but can only
see the unoccluded cross-shaped gray region as a surface.
As in the discussion of Section 5, some completed bound-
ary representations can be recognized but not seen .
This experiment demonstrates some paradoxical prop-

erties of 3-D vision using particularly simple and evoca-
tive images . Oneimportant property is that a continuous
surface percept may be generated by a sparse and discon-
tinuous set ofdepth cues . In particular, the relative depth
of the filled-in circular disk is determined by the binocu-
lar disparity of only two vertical white/gray edges rela-
tive to the binocular disparities of other image contours .
A second key property is that a continuous surface-in-

depth can be generated by joining contours with differ-
ent binocular disparities . The circular disk is bounded by
vertical and horizontal white/gray edges with different dis-
parities . In particular, the horizontal white/gray edges
have zero binocular disparity. The theory explains how
this happens using the same mechanisms as those in the
discussion of Da Vinci stereopsis in Section 2Eand Fig-
ure 3. Boundaries corresponding to nonzero disparities
(the vertical white/gray edges) are added to boundaries
corresponding to near-zero disparities (the horizontal
white/gray edges) before they cooperate to initiate bound-
ary completion ofa circular, and thus connected, bound-
ary. This circular boundary contour contains the filling-
in of gray color from the cross .
A third property concerns the asymmetric percepts of

near and far objects . When the circular illusory bound-
ary lies in front of the boundaries that define the back-
ground, gray color from the cross can fill-in the circle
without obstruction . When the circular illusory bound-
ary lies behind the boundaries of the cross, the cross
boundaries prevent gray color from spreading beyond the
cross itself. The theory traces this asymmetry between
near and far to the same mechanism that prevents the
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Figure 9. (a) The Ehrenstein pattern studied by Redecs and Spillmann (1983) can induce a percept of neon color spreading as par[
of a Z-D percept. (b) 3-17 version of the Redies and Spillmann display wherein the leftmost or the rightmost two images am viewed by
the left and right eyes in a stereoscope. (c) When the white limbs of the cross are removed, totally different 3-D percepts are seen . See
text for details . From `°I'ransparency : Relation to depth, subjective contours, luminance, and neon color spreading" by K. Nakayama,
S. Shimojo, andV. 5. Ramachandran, 1990, Perception, 19, 447-513. Copyright 1990 6y Pion Ltd. Reprinted by permission.
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nearer surface AB in the Da Vinci stereopsis display of
Figure 2 from appearing transparent due to filling-in of
the farther surface . BD, behind AB . Boundaries that cor-
respond to nearer objects-in particular objects with larger
disparities-add to the boundaries that correspond to far-
ther objects-in particular objects with smaller dispari-
ties-to prevent ail nearer surfaces from looking trans-
parent, as in Figure 3b . This mechanism is called BF
tntercopies because multiple BCS boundary representa-
tions . or copes, each corresponding to a different dis-
parity range, converge on FCS filling-in domains in a
partially ordered manner . Boundary segmentations that
correspond to a given depth hereby obstruct the filling-in
of surface representations that correspond to that depth
and all farther depths .
A similar addition of boundaries from near to far sur-

faces was invoked in Section 5 to explain why the gray
$regman-Kanizsa B shapes do not fill-in behind their
black occluders . In this percept, the edges ofthe oceluder
and the B shapes do not lie at different depths from the
observer . One of the achievements of the present theory
is to explain how this can happen in response to a 2-D
picture as an epiphenomenon of the computations needed
to fill-in perceptually appropriate 3-D surfaces when dis-
parity cues are available from a 3-D scene.

In an interesting variation of the 3-D neon demonstra-
tion, the white outer limbs of the cross were removed (Fig-
ure 9c) . When the horizontal limb ofthe gray crass pos-
sessed the crossed disparity relative to the vertical limb
that led to a transparent disk percept in Figure 9b, a ver-
tical bar was perceived in back of a horizontal bar. More-
over, the subjective contours that completed the horizon-
tal bar were readily visible . The striking differences
between the petcepts elicited by the corresponding im-
ages in Figures 4b and 4c are consistent with early ob-
servations of Wallach and his colleagues that the "con-
figuration of the two monocular patterns," and not merely
binocular disparities, helps to determine the final depth
percept (Wallach & Bacon, 1976 ; Watlach & Barton,
1975 ; Wallach & Lindauer, 1962). How such configurai
properties interact with binocular disparities to generate
3-D surface percepts is analyzed below .
Nakayama et al . (1990) drew some conclusions from

these percepts that are clarified and modified by this anal-
ysis . They claimed that "transparency mechanisms can
suppress subjective contours ." Instead, i will analyze haw
the "configuration of the two monocular patterns" can
lead to different combinations ofboundary completion and
filling-in, whether "real" or "illusory," to form con-
sistent 3-D surface percepts . In particular, when one per-
ceives a transparent disk-like object in front of the inner
cross, this percept of transparency does not "suppress sub-
jective contours ." It is true that the horizontal boundaries
elicited by the cross stereogram in Figure 9c are not visi-
ble in Figure 9b . On the otherhand, the percept of trans-
parency that is elicited by the Relies-Spillmann stereo-
gram in Figure 9b is largely caused by the subjective
contour that encloses the disk_ It is suggested below how
this subjective contour helps to inhibit the boundary sig-

nals generated by the gray cross where it abuts the sub-
jective contour, thereby enabling gray color to flow out
of[he gray cross and to fill-in the transparent surface chat
is seen within the subjective contour.

7. 3-D KanizsaVarin Percents
Another interesting 3-D variation of a familiar 2-D per-

cept uses the Kanizsa square . Here the disparity of the
vertical boundaries in the "pacman" figures of the two
images was varied (Figure 10) . In the crossed-disparity
case, which corresponds to closer objects, the familiar
subjective contours that frame the square were seen as
greatly enhanced and the Kanizsa square was seen in front
of four disks which were partially occluded by the opaque
Kanizsa square . An observer can recognize that the pac-
man boundaries were completed into disks behind the
square surface, every though only the pacman regions were
seen as visible surfaces (Figure IOa) . When the disparity
was reversed, an opaque surface was perceived through
whose four (almost) circular windows were seen the four
corners of an occluded square (Figure 10b}. In this per-
cept, the illusory contours that completed the four circu-
lar windows were rendered visible by filling-in the oc-
cluding surface at the nearer depth . The Kanizsa square
was recognized behind the occluding surface, but only its
four pacman regions could be seen as visible surfaces
through the four circular windows .
Concerning the latter percept, Nakayama et al . (199[1)

stated that "the vertical and horizontal contours are
abolished. . . . Instead, the configuration may be seen as
four circular windows through which one sees the four
corners of occluded square" (p . 499) . How can an ob-
server be aware of an occluded square whose vertical and
horizontal contours have been "abolished"? I explain the
latter percept by showing how an illusory square is gener-
ated in back of the occluding surface without triggering
the filling-in that could render it visible . My explanation
of the former percept suggests how an illusory square is

Figure 10. Differing percepfs ofa Keinezsa square when it is seen
(a) in front of or (b) behind the tour pacman figures . It appears
either (a) as an opaque squaw surface that partially occludes four
circular black disks, or (b) ac a partially occluded square behind
an opaque surface with four circular apertures . From "°I'rans-
pa~ElICy: Relation to depth, subjective contours, Inminanrn , and neon
color spreading" by K. 1\akayuna, S. Shimojv, and V. 5. Rama-
chaedran, 1990, Perception, 19, 497-513. Copyright 1990 by Pion
Ltd. Reprinted by permission .
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seen in front because it generates visible filling-in . Thus
my explanation depends upon the two theoretical hypoth-
eses : the ORS may recognize, or be "aware" of, BCS
boundaries that are not seen within the FCS, and hence
may seem to be "abolished" (see Figure 7) ; and the SC5
boundaries of nearer segmentations restrict the filling-in
of farther surfaces (Figure 3b) . The theory has also been
used to analyze why a Kanizsa percept caused by a 2-D
display often seems closer to the observer than its bound-
ing image (Grossberg, 1993) .
Nakayama et al . (1990) also studied a 3-D version of

the Varan (1971) display in which the pacrrtan "mouths"
of the Kamzsa square were filled with a gray (or colored)
sector that completes them into disks . When the dispar-
ity was crossed, transparency and neon spreading ofcolor
into the square region was apparent . With reversed dis-
parity, transparency was absent and little or no neon
spreading was visible_ Instead, the square was recognized
as an occluded surface behind an opaque occluding sur-
face with four circular apertures through which the four
gray wedge-shaped corners ofthe occluded square could
be seen . Grossberg (I 987c, Section 21) showed how, in
the case of a 2-D Kanizsa-Varin display, the subjective
square boundary cold inhibit the boundary signals gener-
ated by the colored wedges where they abut the subjective
square, thereby enabling color to flow out of the wedges
and to fill-in a transparent surface within the square. This
explanation noted the close relationship that exists between
conditions that lead to neon color spreading and the Metelli
(1974a, 1974b) relations for transparency . The present
extension ofthe theory is used to explain how these mech-
anisms work in the 3-D case to generate the two different
surface gercepts described above .
A variation of the 3-D Varin display that is analogous

to the difference between the images in Figures 9b and
9c was also studied . In this variation, the outer "pacmen"
were removed, leaving only the inner Varin wedges . In-
stead of a percept being seen of a transparent and nearer
surface over the region of the wedges, the wedge region
was seen as being the most distant, viewed through the
opening of a square aperture . Nakayama et al . noted that
the removal of the transparent surface was related to this
reversal of perceived depth . This result provides dramatic
support for a key property of the 3-D theory in Gross-
berg (1987c) on which the present article builds, namely
that selective filling-in within some FCS domains, bit not
others, subserves not only brightness and color percepts,
but also other surface properties, such as depth and form-
The processes of boundary completion and filling-in that
are used to help explain this result below emphasize the
profound difference that exists between the relatively early
mechanisms of stereopsis and a fully elaborated percept
of surface depth and form .

S. Surface Induction by Sparse Inducers
Another display that was analyzed by Nakayama et al .

(1990) also highlights this difference . See their Figure 11
and related work by Takeichi et al . (1992) . Two nearly

identical stereograms were studied . In both, a white rect-
angle was sprinkled with random dots, all of which were
m the same disparity plane as the rectangle . In the mid-
dle of each white rectangle there was also a gray rect-
angle that had crossed disparity . The two stereograms dif-
fered only by the binocular disparity of a single white dot
in the middle of the gray region . When the white dot had
the disparity of the gray region, the gray region looked
like an opaque surface . When the white dot had the dis-
parity of the white rectangle, the gray region looked like
a transparent surface . This striking difference can be ex-
plained in terms of the different patterns of filling-in that
are triggered by the isolated dot in the two cases . In par-
ticular, suppose that the dot's boundaries have the dis-
parity of the boundaries of the gray region . Then they
trigger filling-in ofboth their gray exterior and their white
interior within the filling-in domain corresponding to the
closer disparity . When the dot's boundaries have the dis-
parity of the white region, they trigger these filling-in
events within the filling-in domain corresponding to the
farther disparity . In both cases, the boundary ofthe gray
region triggers filling-in of its interior region within the
felling-in domain of the closer disparity . The existence
of two filling-in events over the same gray region within
filling-in domains corresponding to different disparities
contributes to the percepi of transparency .

This explanation further develops the argument whereby
the "rulesz 5% solution" stereogram (yulcsz, 1971,
p . 336) was explained in Grossberg (1487b, Section 14)_
In the Julesz stereogram, each image contains 5 % black
dots on 95% white background . The dots are divided into
two subsets, one whose dots have a large disparity with
respect to the image frames, andthe other whose dots have
zero disparity . In the binocular percept, the boundaries of
dots with large disparities cause the black dots and white
surround that they enc?ose to be seen as a planar surface
lying m front of another planar surface that contains the
zero disparity black dots and the white region that they
enclose .

9. What is a Visual Illusion?
My explanation of these percepts does not support the

claim ofNakayama, Sttimojo, and Ramachaadran (1990)
that "color spreading cannot be a necessary condition for
transparency because transparency occurred without color
spreading" (p . 505) . In contrast, I claim that "color
spreading" or filling-in is controlled by the disparity of
the dot, which generates a BCS boundary segmentation
that triggers selective filling-in ofan FCS surface repre-
sentation at the corresponding relative depth from the ob-
server . One does not "see" the color spreading in the
same familiar sense that one does not "see" the filling-
in that supports most surface percepts . The filling-in does
occur . I claim, but it generates a familiar juxtaposition
of BCS emergent segmentations and ACS filled-in sur-
faces . Only when the relationship between these BCS and
FCS properties is unexpected, as during neon color
spreading, do many people realize that they "see" the
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color spreading. Prom this perspective, one can define
a largeclass of visual illusions as unexpected combinations
ofBCS emergent segmenrationsandFCSfilled-in surfaces .

x0 . Visual Phantoms for Brightness
and Target Visibility

Another interesting probe of the relationship between
illusory contours and filling-in during figure-ground sep-
aration makes use of displays that generate moving visual
phantoms (Tynan & Sekuler, 1975) . Moving visual phan-
toms involve the perception of contours and surfaces in
a homogeneous region . Phantoms may, for example, be
induced whena vertically oriented black-and-white square-
wave grating moves horizontally above and below a black
homogeneous horizontal strip . When phantoms are not
visible, the homogeneous region appears as a uniform,
opaque surface that occludes the inducing grating . When
phantoms are visible, the apparent depth of the occluder
changes and theblack grating regions induce complete ver-
tical stripes moving in front ofthe black horizontal strip .
The phantom regions also appear darker than the nonphan-
tom regions (Brown &Weisstein, 1988x) . Ifa gray-and-
black square-wave grating is used to induce phantoms
across a gray horizontal strip, then vertical gray stripes
are completed in front of the gray horizontal strip and look
lighter than the horizontal strip (Brown 8c Weisstein,
1988x) . These experiments of Brown and Weisstein are
consistent with previous studies showing that the perceived
brightness ofa region is influenced by its perception as
figure or ground (Rubin, 1921, 1958). These phantom re-
sults may be explained by using the same mechanisms that
are used below to explain why we tend to see the higher
spatial frequencies pop out as a figure in the Weisstein
effect (Figure 5) . The brightness assimilation effects may
be explained by using the same tnechazaisms diet are used
below to explain 3-D neon color spreading and trans-
parency (Section 6) .
Brown and Weisstein (1988x) also showed that discrim-

ination of the orientation ofa target line was better when
the line fell within a phantom region than when it fell
within a nonphantom part of the occluding horizontal strip .
This result extended earlier results of Wong and Weis-
stein (1982, 1983), which reported superior orientation
discrimination within regions that are perceivedto be fig-
ures than within regions that are perceived to be ground .
In these experiments, the Rubin (1921, 1958) faces/vase
display was used . A target in the muddle of the picture
was discriminated better when it was perceived as a vase
than when it was perceived asthe background ofthe faces .
Wong and Weisstein also observed that sharp targets are
detected better against a figure, and blurred targets are
detected better against a background- These results are
explained below using the same mechanisms as in the ex-
planation of the Weisstein effect .

PART R

lI . Introduction to FACADE Theory
Perceptual properties such as those summarized above

illustrate how3-D segmentations and surface representa-

tions are formed, and how visual figures pop out from
other figures and their backgrounds . The theory that is
now described provides a unified explanation ofthese and
other percepts . It develops an earlier theory of 3-D pre-
attentive vision that was introduced in Grossberg (19876,
1987C) . X115 theory has been called the FACADE theory
because it suggests how visual representations of Form-
And-Color-And-DEpth, or FACADES, are generated in
area V4 of the pxestriate visual cortex (Figure 11a) . FA-
CADE theory describes the newel architecture of two par-
allel subsystems, the boundary contour system (BCS) and
the feature contour system (FCS), The BCS generates an
emergent 3-D boundary segmentation of edges, texture,
shading, and stereo information at multiple spatial scales
(Carpenter, Grossberg, & Mehanian, 1989 ; Cruthirds,
Gove, Grossberg, & MingoDa, 1991 ; Grossberg, 1987b,
1987c, 1990 ; Grossberg & Marshall, 1989 ; Grossberg &
Mingolla, 1985x, 1985b, 1987x, 1987b ; Grossberg &
Somers, 1991, 1992) . The FCS compensates far variable
illumination conditions and fills-in surface properties of
brightness, color, and depth among multiple spatial scales
(Coven & Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg, 1987b, 1987c ;

Figure 11 . (Facing page) (a) Macrocircuit of monocular and
binocular interactions of the boundary contour system (SCS) and
the feature contour system (FCS) drawn to facilitate comparison with
Figure 1 in Grossherg (1987c) : Left eye and right eye monocular
preproc essing G*'IPL and MPR) send parallel pathways to the
BCS (boxes with vertical tines, designating oriented responses) and
the FCS (boxes with three pails of circles, designating opponent
colors) . The monocular signals BCSt. and SCSx activate simple cells
which, in turn, activatehdtan-up pathways, labeled l, to generate
abinocular boundary segmentation using the complex, hypercomplex,
and bipole cell interactions of Figure 12. The binocular segaventation
generates output signals to the monocular fillingan domains, or
Finos, of the FCS via pathways labeled 2 . This interaction selects
binocaiarly consistent Fcs signals, and suppresses the binocularly
inconsistent FCS sisals. Reciprocal FCS - BCS interactions en-
hance consistent boundaries and suppress boundaries corresponding
to further surfaces. "i'he survivingFCS Vials activate the binocu-
lar Froos via pathways 3, wherethey interact with an augmented
binocular BCS segmentation to fill-in a multiple-scale surface rep-
resentation OFForm-And-Color-An&DEpth, 0rFACADE. Processing
stages NM and Wit are compared with LGN data ; the simple-
complex an interacdon with v2 aaN; the hypepka-bipole iota-
action with V2 and (possibly) V4 data, notably about interstripes ;
the monocular FCS interactionwith blob end thin shipsdata; and
the FACADErepresentation with V4 data (see Figure t). Additional
interactions from FCS to BCS along pathwayslabeled2, 3, and 4,
and among FCS and BCS copies, are described in the text . (6) A
finer representation ofFACADE interactions : Output signals from
MPtend D1Px activate BCS simple cells with multiple receptive-
field sizes via pathways 1. MPG, andWit outputs are also trans-
formed into opponent FCSsteakvia pathways 2. Pathways 3 gener-
ate multiple cell pools that are sensitive to multiple disparities and
scales. H$ intrw;Cales areat work among the resultantcells, as are
the first and second competitive stages . Pathways 4 combine the muE-
tiple scales that correspond to the same depth range into a single
BCS copy via BB intecscales . Multiple copies that correspond to dif-
ferent (but possibly overlapping) depth ranges exist- Pathways -5 -
the monocular FF intercogies . Pathways 6 are the BF intracopies .
Pathways 7 are the FB intercopies . Pathways S are the excitatory
binocular FF intercopies. Pathways 9 are the inhibitory binocular
FF intercopies. Pathways 10are theBF intercopics . See text for fur-
ther details.
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Gross erg & Mingolla, 1985a; Grossberg & Todorovic,
1988 ; Grossberg & Wyse, 1991 , 1992).
The SCS has been used to analyze and predict neuro-

biological data concerning the parvocellular processing
stream from the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN) through
cortical area V4 via the interblab and interstripe networks
of conical areas V 1 and V2, respectively (see Figure I) .
The FCS has been used to analyze and predict data con-
cerning the parvocellular processing stream from the LGN
through cortical area V4 via the blob and thin stripe net-
works of V1 and V2 (Figure 1) . Interactions between the
BCS and FCS give rise to FACADE representations that
are predicted to occur in area V4 . In vivo, these cortical
processing streams multiplex combinations of position,
orientation, size, disparity, and color selectivity (Figure 1)
which are clarified by BCS and FC5 computational prop-
erties . Remarkably, BCS and FCS properties are com-
putationally complementary (Grossbcrg, Mingolla, &
Todorovic, 1989), a fact which suggests that the two cor-
tical streams are intimately related, rather than comprising
independent modules, and may arise through a process
ofglobal symmetry-breaking during morphogenesis . The
magnocelIular processing stream from LGN to cortical
area MT via lamina 4S and thick stripe networks of cor-
tical areas V1 and V2 (Figure 1) are analyzed elsewhere
in terms ofa motion BC5 (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993 ;
Grossberg & Rudd, 1989, 1992) . To distinguish the BCS
discussed here from the motion BCS, it will be called the
static $CS . The motion BCS is not the focus of the present
article, but its relevance to attentional processing will be
discussed in Section 49 .
Many experimental and modeling studies published sub-

sequent to the original BCS and FCS articles provide fur-
ther support for BCS and FCS properties . These include
studies oftexture segregation (Beck, Graham, & Suffer,
1991 ; Beck, Rosenfeld, &Ivry, 1990 ; Cruthirds, Gross-
berg, & Mingolla, 1993 ; Graham, Beck, &Suffer, 1992 ;
Sutter, Beck, & Graham, 1989), border effects on color
detection (Estcew, 1989 ; Eskew, Stromeyer, Picotte, &
Kronauer, 1991), visual phantoms (Brown & Weisstein,
1988a), 3-D surface formation from 2-D textures (Suck-
ley et al ., 1989 ; Todd &Akerstrom, 1987), interactions
between filling-in ofbrightness or color and illusory con-
tour formation (Dresp, I.orenceau, &Bonnet, 1990 ; Field,
Hayes, &Hess, 1443 ; Keltman& Shipley, 1942 ; T..esher
& Mingolla, 1993 ; Nakayama, Shimojo, & Ramachandran,
1989 ; Prinzmetal, 1990 ; Prinzmetal & Boez, 1989 ; Rana-
chandran, 1992 ; Shipley &Ke1iman, 1992 ; Takeichi, Shi-
mojo, & Watanabe, in press; Wataziabe & Sato, 1989 ;
Watanabe &Takeichi, 199()), interactions between depth,
emergent segmentation, and filling-in (Meyer & Dough-
erty, 1987 ; Nakayama, Shimajo, & Ramachandran, 1990 ;
Takeichi, Watanabe, & Shimojo, 2992 ; Watanabe &Cav-
anagh, 1992), orientation-specific luminance aftereffects
(Mikaelian, Lipton, &Phillips, 1490), transient dynamics
of filling-in (Arrington, 1992, 1993 ; Paradiso & Naka-
yama, Z991), cortical dynamics ofemergent segmentation
(Peterhans & von tier Heydt, 1989 : von tier Heydt, Peter-
hans, &Baumgariner, 1984), and grouping processes dur-
ing visual search (Humphreys, Quinlan, &Riddoch, 19$9) .

In it original form, FACADE theory did not post inter-
actions between the different spatial scales ofthe BCS and
the FCS, or from the FCS to the BCS . Such interactions
were not needed to explain the data analyzed in previous
articles, The present work shows how suitably defined
interactions within and between BCS and FCS scales lead
to explanations of a much wider body of perceptual and
neural data about 3-D visual perception . These interactions
are consistent with the previous theory and build upon
it . Several investigators (e .g ., TolhursY, 1972 ; Watt, 1987 ;
and Wilson, Blake, & Halpern, 1991) have described ex-
perimental evidence for the existence of interactions be-
tween scales . The present theory proposes interscale inter-
actions that clarify the data which led to these proposals,
but uses interactions which have not previously been de-
scribed because their functional role depends upon BCS
and FCS mechanisms fox their description .
These interactions constitute a set of simple computa-

tional rules that are carried out in a prescribed order, Dif-
ferent sets of experiments lend greater support to some
rules than they do to others . Removal of any rule pre-
vents the theory from explaining a subset of these data-
Taken together, the rules as a whole are supported by a
large body of perceptual data that have as yet received
no other explanation . In addition, the neural interpretation
of these rules leads to a series of testable neurabiological
predictions concerning the types and ordering ofinterac-
tions that occur within and between the two parvocellular
cortical processing streams . Although the theory cannot
predict unequivocally the processing stages at which such
rules may be instarttiated in different mammals, it can and
does suggest the earliest stages that are consistent with
known data, and the ordering of stages within which the
rules should be realized . These earliest possible stages are
used in the neural predictions described herein .

It needs also to be emphasized that these new rules do
not merely add unconstrained degrees of freedom to an
already complex theory . Rather, each stage of the pre-
vious theory has been supported by evidence from a va-
riety ofperceptual and neural experiments, and no stage
of the enhanced theory can be removed without under-
mining the theory's explanation of many additional ex-
periments . Every stage and interaction ofthe theory also
has a clear functional meaning that may ire used to guide
the design of additional experimental tests . Although the
theory is more complex than less ambitious models, its
complexity does not exceed that of the parvocellular cor-
tical streams which it sets out to explain.

In previous articles, the static BCS was used to sug-
gest a new computational model and rationale for the neu-
ral circuits governing classical cortical cell types such as
simple cells, complex cells, and hypercomplex cells in
cortical areas V1 and V2 (Figure 12) . Functional roles
for additional cell properties, such as end-stopped sim-
ple cells (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993) and reciprocal
tap-down pathways (Grossberg, 1980), have been de-
scribed, but are not needed to explain the data discussed
herein . The theory also predicted a new cell type, the bi-
pole cell (Cohen & Grossberg, 1484 ; Grossberg, 19$4 ;
Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985x, 1985b), whose properties
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Figure 12 . "IV monocular boundary contour system of Gross6erg
and MingoTla (19$5b). The circuit is divided into a static oriented
contrast-sensitive filter (50C filter) followed by a cooperative-
competitive feedback network (CC loop). Multiple copies of the cir-
cuit are used, each corresponding to a different range of receptive
field sizes . Each copy models interactions of simple cells, complex
cells, hypercomplex cells, and bipoie cells.

have been supported by subsequent neurophysiological ex-
periments (Peterhans & von der Heydt, 19$9 ; von der
Heydt et al ., 19$4) . The interactions within the simple-
cornplex-hypercomplex cell module define a static oriented
contrast-sensitive filter, called the SOC filter . As dis-
cussed in Sections 12 and 13, this filter compensates for
uncertainties of positional localization m the output of srm-
ple cells that are caused by their oriented receptive fields .
It also generates output signals from the complex and
hypercomplex cells that are independent ofdirection-of-
contrast, even though simple-cell outputs are sensitive to
direction-flf-contrast . The interactions between bipole cells
and the SOC filter dune a cooperative-competitive feed-
back network, called the CC loop, which generates fea-
tural bindings, or emergent boundary segmentations, from
combinations of edge, texture, shading, and stereo im-
age properties . Consistent combinations of image data
generate fused segmentations with coherent properties .
Inconsistent combinations lead to suppression and rivalry .
The FCS characterizes how on-cells and off-cells, inter-
acting within shunting on-center off-surround networks,
compensate foe variable illumination . The output signals
from these networks activate networks wherein electro-
tonically coupled cells diffuszvely fill-in representations
of surface brightness, color, form, and depth within do-
mains defined by BCS boundary signals (Figure 13) .

This architecture's emergent properties have led to a
unified explanation and predictions of a data base about
psychophysics, visual perception, and cortical organiza-
tion that has not yet beep explained by any alternative
perceptual theory . To achieve this explanatory range, a
qualitatively new computational vision theory needed to
be developed . Thus, this neural architecture is not merely
a more efficient way to represent prior vision theories .

BCS INPUTS

FILLING-III
SYNCXTIUM

FCS INPUTS

Figure 13 . A monocular spncrtium within tie feature contour system (FCS). The feature
contour signets are output signals from a chanting on-centeroff-surround network that dis-
counts the illumiaant. These signals activate cells that permit rapid electrotonic diffusion
of activity, or potential, across their cell membranes, except at the membranes that receive
boundary contour signals . The gap junctions at these membranes respond to the BCS sig-
nals with an increase is resistance that decreases diffusion across then. Thus, FCS signals
rapidly fill-in across syncytium cells until they reach a BCS boundaryor are attenuated by
their spatial spread .
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Rather, it articulates several basic new uncertainty prin-
ciples and introduces a neural architecture that resolves
these uncertainties through its parallel and hierarchical
interactions .

12 . The Heterarchical Resolution of
Complementary Uncertainties

These uncertainty principles were discovered through
a sustained analysis of the sensory uptake process . Such
an analysis shows that there exist fundamental limitations
of the visual measurement process at each stage of neu-
ral processing- When a neural processing stage eliminates
one type of uncertainty in the input patterns that it
receives, it often generates a new type of uncertainty in
the outputs which it passes along to the next processing
stage . Uncertainties beget uncertainties. It is not true that
informational uncertainty is progressively reduced by
every stage of neural processing .
Thus, low-level computations within the FCS reduce

uncertainty due to variable illumination conditions, but
create new uncertainties about surface brightnesses and
colors . These uncertainties are resolved at a higher FCS
level by a process of surface filling-in . Likewise, low-
level computations within the BCS reduce uncertainty
about boundary orientation, but create new uncertainties
about boundary position that are resolved at a higher BCS
level by a process of boundary completion . FACADE theory
describes how the visual system as a whole can compen-
sate fur such uncertainties using both parallel and hierar-
chical stages ofneural processing . Thus, the visual system
is designed to achieve heterarchical compensationforun-
certainties of measurement,

13 . Emergent Segmentation : Boundary Completion
aid Regularization in High Image Noise

BCS operations occur automatically and without learn-
ing or explicit knowledge of input environments . A per-
ceptual process is said to bepreanentive if it occurs rapidly
and automatically without recourse to stored templates or
learned expectations . Thus, the emergent segmentations
generated by the model are not the result of training on
image exemplars . Nor do the equations embody a priori
assumptions about such variables as direction of illumi-
nation or the shapes of objects to be encountered . Instead,
the model embodies a number of circuits specialized to
perform emergent, context-sensitive segmentations of a
wide variety of images. By emergent segmentation is
meant a partition of an image into boundary structures
that may have no direct corollary in differences in gray
level of the image itself (Figure 8) . Boundaries perceived
in this way are often referred to as "illusory- when seen
by humans . The importance of one part of an image is
evaluated by what surrounds that part ofthe image . Image
contrasts that may represent noise in one image context
may represent features in another. Every scenic input pro-
older its own context, which the BCS uses to organize
local contrasts . The proper weighting of signal against
context is achieved by using properties ofself-scaling and

self-similarity at several levels ofthe SCS network . More-
over, the BCS is sufficiently flexible, where necessary,
to maintain several potential groupings simultaneously,
and sufficiently rapid, when realized in hardware, to
quickly converge on the most favored grouping for a given
visual scene . Regularization refers to the smooth com-
pletion of structure at a given scale despite noisy disrup-
tions of the signal at a smaller scale .
Figure 14 illustrates the 8C5's ability to detect, com-

plete, and regularize sharp boundaries over long distances
in the presence of severe noise, a type of capability use-
ful in penetrating camouflage . Smaller spatial scales would
generate the boundaries of individual black and white
compartments . The BCS needs no external temperature
parameter or a priori cost function to control this self-
scaling segmentation process, as in simulated annealing
or other region-growing techniques . Instead, real-time
cooperative-competitive nonlinear feedback interactions
in the CC loop regulate a rapid convergence to an equi-
librium configuration that automatically self-calibrates its
criteria for grouping and segmentation according to the
distribution of signal and noise in a particular image .

Figure 14 showed only the ability of the SCS to com-
plete colinear boundaries in noise . In more complex ex-
amples of textural segregation, feature linking may be
colinear, perpendicular, or diagonal to the orientations
of the inducing image edges (Beck, Prazdny, & Rosen-
feld, 1983) . Figure l5 shows a simulation of this BCS
competence . Figure 16 illustrates the BCS's capability for
multiple scale segmentation . Figure 16a shows a curved
textured surface . The equilibrated CC loop outputs (Fig-
ure i6b) are not simply filterings of Figure 16a contrasts .
They detect the coherence oforiented contrasts at a given
spatial scale in the form of a dense boundary web of
oriented activity (Grossberg, 1987b; Grossberg & Min-
goTIa, 1987a) . In Figure 16, the CC loop tracks the coarse
circular oriented statistics of the image. Such a boundary
web forms a mesh of small compartments in the FCS to
which filling-in is restricted, thereby giving rise to a
smoothly shaded representation . In a multiple-scale ver-
sion ofthe BCS, multiple populations of simple cells with
different receptive field sizes input to distinct SOC filters
with their own CC loops, each of which generates a dif-
ferent boundary web in response to the image. The total-
ity ofthese multiple-scale boundary webs embodies a code
for 3-D surface form . The worst correlation between hu-
man psychaphysical judgments of 3-D shape-from-texture
and theoretical BCS predictions based upon images such
as in Figure 16a was .985 (Todd & Akerstrom, 1987).

14. Filling-In and Brightness Perception

A large number ofparadoxical brightness and color per-
cepts have been explained using interactions between BCS
segmentations and FCS filling-in . Figure 17 summarizes
a simulation of several basic brightness properties : dis-
counting the illuminant and brightness constancy (Figures
17a and l7b), brightness contrast (Figure 17c), and
brightness assimilation (Figure 17d) .
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Figure 14 . (A) (a) Distribution ofnoise in horizontal dimension of image; (b) binary enrage of a rectangle corrupted by noose whose
distribution, as in (a), varies continuously ; (c) responses of oriented contrast detectors to the image; (d) equilibrated responses of cooper-
ative feedback cells of the boundary contour system (RCS). The rectangle is recovered and the camped increase of noise in the middle
ofthe figure is ignored. (B) (a) Distribution of noise in horizontal dimension ofimage; (b) binary ageofa rectangle corrupted by noise
whosedistribution, as in (a), varies abruptly; (c) responses of oriented contrast detectorsto the irtLWe; (d) equilibrated responses of cooperative
feedback cells of the RCS. The rectangle 9s recovered and the abrupt increase ofnoose in the middle of the figure supports a vertical
boundary segmentation .
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Figure 16 . (2t) A textured, curved surface . From "Perception of three-dimensional form from patterns of optical
texture" b% ,]. T. Todd andR. A. Akerstrom, 1987,Journalof,Experimental Pcichologv : Human Perception & Per-
formance, 13, Z42-2S5. Copyright 1987 by the American Psvcholo0cal Association. Adapted with permission. (b) Bound-
ary wed response of cooperative feedback cells of the CC loop to the inputs from figure 16a. From Neural dy-
namics of surface perception: Boundary webs, iEliiminants, and shape-from-shading"by S. Grossbergand E. YTingolla,
1987, Computer Vision, Graphics, &Image Prxessing, 37, 116-165. Copyright 1987 by Academic Press. Reprinted
by permission .
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Figure 17. Simulations offeaturecontour system (FCS) interactions in response to images
witha one-diawnsioaal symmetry: the iemihaore profile (s-FnKULvs) in {b) is tilled with re-
spect to that in (a) doe to an asymmetric tight source, but the filled-in percept (OUTPUT) is
theseals as that is (a), illustrating a discountingoftheilhcmieant sod brightness constancy.
Although the small patches have equal lumioancein (c), then filled-in pvceptsaye different,
in the direction opposite to that of their mounds, i6ustrennR brightness cootravt . AI-
though thesmall innerpatches have equal luminance in Id1, the Flied-in perceptoftheright
patch is darker than that of the left patch, in the direction of their snrroundiug patches,
thus illustrating brightness assfmilaHon. (Reprinted from Gross" & 7`odorov'w', 1988.)

The following properties are relevant to our present ex-
pository needs . The feature contour pattern (denoted FEA-
TURE in Figure 17) distorts the luminance pattern ofthe
image (denoted s1zMULOS en Figure 17) in order to dis-
count the illuminant, as in Figures I7a and 17b . This is
true because the offsurround in an on-center off-surround
network that discounts the ifluminant must decrease across
space faster than the light source gradient that it is dis-
counting . The distorted FEATURE pattern is used to trans-
form the luminance pattern (sriMULUS) into a brightness
pattern (OUTPUT) . Boundaries (denoted BOUNDARY) are
computed from the contrastive cusps that are formed in
the FEATURE pattern as a result of the discounting pro-
cess . These boundaries define syncytia, or Filling-In DO-
mains, wherein FEATURE-induced activations diffuse lat-
erally until they hit boundary obstructions .
Amajor conclusion from these results is that the visual

system compensates for the distortions caused by discount-
ing the illuminant by fitting-in a surface representation

at a later processing stage. This surface uses the dis-
counted FEATURE pattern as inputs . Sometimes the filling-
in process succeeds in recovering a brightness represen-
tation that veridically represents the reflectances of the
luminance patterns, as in brightness constancy (Fig-
ure 17b) . Atothertimes, new distortions are caused, such
as in brightness contrast (Figure 17c) or, its apparent op-
posite, brightness assimilation (Figure 17d) . The Craik-
O'Brien-Cornsweet effect and many other challenging
brightness percepts have also been simulated (Cohen &
Grossberg, 1984 ; Grossberg&Todorovic, 1988). These
simulations compared brightness data with steady-state
network activations after filling-in equilibrated . Patadiso
and Naicayama (1991) carried out masking experiments
to test the physical reality ofthe filling-in process by try-
ing to catch it "in the act." On the basis of these results,
they expressed concern about the ability ofthe Grossberg
and TocEorovic (1988) model to explain transient masking
data. Arrington (1992, 1993) carried out simulations of the
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transient dynamics of the Grossberg and Todorovic (1988)
model in the Paradiso and Nakayama (1991) conditions .
He demonstrated that the model "is very good at predict-
ing the brightness percepts in a wide variety of masking
experiments reported by Paradiso and Nakayama (1991)-"
SCSIFCS interactions have been used to process com-

plex images derived from artificial sensors-such as laser
radars, synthetic aperture radars, magnetic resonance
brain images, infrared sensors, and high-altitude photo-
graphs-for which it is difficult, if not impossible, to con-
trol detection conditions or to define rotes that characterize
image properties (Cruthirds et al ., 1992 ; Lehar, Howells,
& Smotroff, 1990 ; Lehar, Worth, & Kennedy, 1990 ;
van Allen & Kolodzy, 1987 ; Worth, Lehar, & Kennedy,
1992)_ The Grossberg and Todarovic (1988) model has
been realized as a VLSI chip by Andreou and Boahken
(1991) . Their chip design uses the retinal interpretation
that was described in Grossberg (1987b, Section 25),
which compared cortical filling-in data with the retinal
data of Piccolino, Neyton, and Gerschenfeld (1984) con-
cerning the dynamics of H1 horizontal cells .

15 . End Cuts Overcome Positional Uncertainties
Caused by Oriented Receptive Fields

We are now ready to review the FACADE theory con-
cepts that are needed to extend the theory to explain 3-D
data, such as those summarized in Sections 2-10 . First,
the concept ofacrd cut is reviewed in order to explain how
some boundaries get attached to figures and detached from
backgrounds .

In order to effectively build up boundaries, the BC3
must be able to determine the orientation of a boundary
at every position . The simple cells at the first stage of
the BCS thus possess orientationally tuned receptive fields,
or oriented masks (Figure lx) . These oriented receptive
fields are oriented local contrast detectors that fire in re-
sponse to properly oriented edges, textures, and shading .
Onientationally tuned simple cells that are sensitive to dif-
ferent bands of oriented contrasts respond to each small
region of the scene, as in the hypercolumn model ofHubel
and Wiesel (1977)_
The fact that simple-cell receptive fields are oriented

reduces the number of possible groupings to which [hey
can respond . However, receptive field elongation also cre-
ates uncertainty about the positions witty respect to the
receptive field of the image contrasts that fire the cell .
This positional uncertainty becomes acute daring the pro-
casing of image line ends, corners, and other contours
that change rapidly across space with respect to recep-
tive field size . In particular, oriented receptive fields can-
not detect the ends of thin lines (Grossberg & Mingolla,
1985b) whose widths fall within a certain range, as illus-
trated in Figure 19a . This property illustrates a basic un-
certainty principle which says : Orientational "certainty"
unplies positional "uncertainty" at the ends ofscenic lines
whose widths arc neither too small nor too large with
respect to the dimensions of the oriented receptive field .
In the absence of subsequent processing within the BCS,
the BCS boundary generated by such a line would contain

SECOND
~uPET'rnvE
STAGE HYPER-

COMPLEX
FIRST CELLS

TY[PEf'rl'IYE
STAGE

COMPLEX
CELLS

SIMPLE
CELLS

figure 18 . Asimpiiried monocular mode! of the interactions that
convert simple cells into complex cells and then into two successive
levels of hypercomplex cells . The interactions (simple cell) - (com-
plex cell) and (complex cell) , (h7PerrnmPkx cell) describe two suc-
cessive spatial filters, which together are called the static oriented
contrast-sensitive (50C) filter. Simple cells form one filter. Their
rectified outputs combine as inputs Wcomplex cells . A second filter
is coasted by tine on-center off-surround, or end-stopping, network
that generateshypercomplex cell receptive fields from combinations
of complex cell outputs. Higher order hyperoomplex cells further
transform hypercomplex cell outputs via a push-pull competition
across orientations .

a hole at the lion end. Such a boundary could not prevent
brightness and color signals from flowing out of the line
end during FCS filling-in (Figure 19b) . Many percepts
would hereby become badly degraded by featural flow .

Later processing stages within the BCS are needed to
close the holes at line ends and other positions of rapid
change in the orientation of scenic centaurs . The process
which completes the boundary at a line end is called an
end cut (Figure I9c) . End cuts actively reconstruct the
line end at a higher cortical processing stage than the
oriented receptive field . They are often, but not always,
perpendicular to the line end, as they are in response to
the vertical lines in Figure 19a. Because line ends are
constructed, much as illusory contours are, at a cortical
processing stage, we say that all fine ends are illusory .

16 . The SOC Filter:
The Simple-Complex-Hypercomplex Cell Module
The processing stages that are hypothesized to gener-

ate end cuts are summarized in Figure 18 (Cohen &
Gross6erg, 1984 ; Grossberg& Mingolla, 1985a, 19850.
First, pairs of simple cells sensitive to like position and
orientation but opposite direction-of-contrast generate rec-
tified output signals that summate at the next processing
stage to activate complex cells. The target complex cells
are thus sensitive to the same position and orientation,
but are insensitive to direction-of-contrast . These pairs
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Figure 19 . Responses of oriented receptive fields to lines o{ vari-
a61e width: (a) Narrow lines and thick edges activate a connected
band of oriented responses. Intermediate line widths arenot detected
at the line end. (b) For suchincomplete boundaries, filling-in could
cause diffusion of visible signals out ofthe line end. (c) An end cut
closes the boundary at a line end.

ofsimple cells may be odd-symmetric and even-symmetric
(Foster, Gaska, Nagler, & Pollen, 1985 ; Pollen, Foster,
& Gaska, 1985 ; Pollen & Ronner, 1981, 1982; Spitzer
& Hochstein, 1985). The complex cells maintain their
sensitivity to amount of oriented contrast, but not to the
direction, or polarity, of this oriented contrast. They
pool inputsfrom receptive fields with opposite direction-
of-contrast in order to generate boundary detectors that
sari detect the broadest possible range of luminance or
chromatic contrasts (DeValois, Albrecht, & Thorell,
1982) .
The rectified output froma complex cell activates a sec-

ond filter which is composed of two successive stages of
spatially short-range competitive interaction whose net ef-
fect is to generate end cuts (Figure 18). First, a complex
cell of prescribed orientation excites like-oriented hyper-
complex cells corresponding to its location and inhibits
like-oriented hypercomplex cells corresponding to nearby
locations . As a result, an on-center off-surround organi-
zation oflike-oriented cell interactions exists around each
perceptual location . This mechanism is analogous to the

neuraphysiological process of end stopping, whereby
hypercompSex cell receptive fields are derived from inter-
acting complex cell output signals (HubeE & Wiesel, 1965 ;
Orban, Kato, & Bishop, 1979 . The outputs from these
model hypercomplex cells activate a second competitive
mechanism that inputs to model higher order hyper-
complex cells . Here, at each perceptual location, cells
cooperate if they represent similar orientations but com-
pete ifthey represent dissimilar orientations, notably per-
pendicular orientations . This competition defines a toni-
caily active, push-pull opponent process . If a given
orientation is excited . then its perpendicular orientation
is inhibited . If a given orientation is inhibited, then its
perpendicular orientation is excited via disinhibitioa . In
summary, the hypercamplex cells at the first competitive
stage compete across positions within each orientation;
the higher order hypercomplex cells at the second competi-
tive stage compete within eachposition across orientations .
The combines! effect of these two competitive inter-

actions is to generate end cuts as follows (Figure ZO). The
strong vertical complex cell activations along the edges
of a vertical scenic line inhibit the vertical hypercomplex
cellsjust beyond the line end. These inhibited hypercom-
glex cells disinhibit horizontal activations of higher order
hypercomplex cells at the line end to form an end cut.
In summary, the positional uncertainty generated by the
orientational tuningof simple cep receptive fields is elimi-
nated by the interaction oftwo spatially short-range com-
petitive mechanisms which convert complex cells into two
distinct populations of hypercomplex cells.
The properties of these competitive mechanisms have

predicted and helped to explain a variety of neural and
perceptual data . For example, the prediction of the theory
summarized in Figure 20 anticipated von der Heydt et al.'s
(1984) report that cells in prestriate visual cortex respond
to perpendicular line ends, whereas cells in striate visual
cortex do not . The end-cut process also exhibits proper-
ties of hyperacuity which have been used (Grossberg,
1987b) to explain psychophysical data about hyperacuiry
(Badcock & Westheimer, 19$5a, 1985b ; Watt & Camp-
bell, 1985) . A version of the double-filter model in Fig-
ure 18 has been used to explain data about texture segre-
gation (Beck, Sutter, & Ivry, 1987 ; Suffer et al ., 1989)
en a way that supports the texture analyses of Grossberg
and Mingolla (19$5b, 1487a) . See Section 20 .

17 . The Role of End Cuts and End Gaps
in Neon Color Spreading

The emergent segmentation process has also enabled
FACADE theory to explain an extensive body of data abort
monocular neon solar spreading (Gross6erg, 1987b, Sec-
tion 31 ; Grassberg, 1987c, Section 21 ; Grossberg &Min-
golla, 1985a) . 'Chic explanation is reviewed herein because
it includes key ideas for explaining figure-ground sepa-
ration, including the percepts reviewed in Sections 2-10,
such as 3-D neon color spreading (Nakayama et al ., 199(}),
the nearer appearance ofhigher spatial frequencies in suit-
able spatial configurations (Brown & Weisstein, 1988b),
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(a) (b3

m
(C) (d)

Figure 20. Creation o[end cats: (w) Aline of intermediate with;
(b) complex cell activations leavea gap at the line end, (c) the first
competitivestage inhibits vertical hypercomplexcell at the tae end;
(d) the second compefflve stage generates anend catbydidnhibit-
ing horizontal higher-order 6ypercomplex cells; at the line end.

and recognition of the occluded Bregman-Kanizsa Bs
(Bregman, 1981 ; ICanizsa, 1979).
Consider the Redies-Spillmann display in Figure 21x.

When such displays are properly prepared, the gray color
of the cross fills-in a disk-shaped area whose boundary
intersects the white/gray vertical and horizontal edges.
Grossberg and Mingolla (1985x) described howBCS seg-
mentations and FCS filling-in operations could explain
this percept. In particular, in order for neon to spread out
of the cross, the contrast of the inner cross with respect
to the background must be less than that of the flanking
branches of the cross with respect to the background
(van Tuijl &de Weert, 1979). Accordingly, in Figure 21x,
the gray cross against the black background has less con-
trast than the white bars against the black background .
For definiteness, consider a vertical branch of the cross,
where the gray and white bats join . Within the BCS, the
vertically oriented complex eels are more activated at
the white/black contour than at the gray/black contour
(Figure 2Ih) .
Thus, the vertical hypercomplex cells at the white/black

contour receive net excitation from the complex cells .
However, the vertical hypercomplex cells at the gray/black
contour that are close to the end of the cross receive net
inhibition from the complex cells . Thus gaps begin to form
in the vertical BCS boundaries at the vertical graylblack

contours near the end of the cross. In addition, inhibition
of these vertical hypercompiex cells disinhibits horizontal
higher order hypercomplex cells at the end of the cross
(Figure 21c) . Horizontal end cuts are hereby formed . A
similar argument shows how horizontal gaps and vertical
end cuts occur at the gray/black contours near the horizon-
tal ends ofthe cross. Such gaps, called end gaps, are the
locations at which gray color flows out of the cross into
the surrounding black region during neon color spreading.
Neither these gaps northe BCS boundaries are fully formed
until the long-range cooperative-competitive feedback
interactions of the CC loop are activated by, and equili-
brate to, inputs from the SOC filter, as summarized below.

18 . The CC Loop : Tang-Range Cooperation,
Feature Binding, and Boundary Completion

Hypercoznplex cell outputs from the second competi-
tive stage input to the bspole cells of the CC loop (Fig-
ure 12). The hipole cells define a spatially long-range
cooperative interaction that helps to generate sharp co-
herent boundary segmentations from noisy local boundary

(a) {b)

(c)

Figure 21 . (a) A 2-D Redies-Spillmann display, (b) End gaps start
to form at the boundaries of the gray cross that abut the bound-
aries of the white edges at the first competitive stage of hypercom-
ptex cells. (c) End cuts clam to farm at the ends of the boundaries
of thewhite edges at the second competitive stage of hypercomplex
cells. (d) An illusory contour connecting the end cuts is erected by
the cooperative-competitive (CC) loop.
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(a)

Figure 22 . (a) Acooperative-competitive feedback exchange lead-
eng to boundary completion : Cells in the bottommw represent likes
oriented cells at the second competitive stage whose orientatioeai
preferences are approAmately Wined-perceptual space. The
cells in the top two rows are 6ipvle cells in the cooperative layer
whose receptive field pairs are oriented along the axis of the com-
petitive cells . Suppose that simultaneous activation of the pair of
pathways 1 activates positive boundary completionfeedback along
pathway 2. Then pairs of pathways, sack as 1 and 3, activate posi-
tive feedback along pathways suchas4. Rapid completion ofasharp
boundary between the locations of pathways 1 can hereby be gener-
ated . (b) Multiple receptive field sizes cooperate and compete with
a shared pool o[ bipole cellsto form a 3-D boundary segmentation
corresponding to aprescribed range of relative depthsfrom theob-
server. ''hissegmentation provides the best consensusof Positional
and orientational information from aR of the interacting signals .

fragments . During this boundary completion process,
hypercomplex cell outputs from (approximately) like-
oriented cells that are (approximately) aligned across per-
ceptual space cooperate via bipode cells to begin the syn-
thesis of an intervening boundary . For example, such a
boundary completion process can span the faded stabilized
images of retinal veins and the retinal blind spot (Kawa-
bata, 1984 ; ,Ramachandran, 1992). Boundary completion
also completes the illusory boundaries perceived in Fig-
ure S . This process overcomes a type of informational un-
certainty that is different from the type that is overcome
by end cuts (see Grossberg, 1987b, Sections 15-18, for
further discussion) .

The boundary completion process works as follows. As
illustrated by Figure 22, pairs of similarly oriented and
spatially aligned hyperwmplex cells of the second com-
petitive stage are needed to activate the intervening
cooperative bipole cells . These bipole cells feed back ex-
citatory signals to like-oriented hypercomplex cells at the
fast competitive stage, which, in tam, activate higher order
hypercomplex cells that compete between orientations at
each position of the second competitive stage- In Figure 22,
positive feedback signals are triggered in pathway 2 by
a bipole cell if sufficient activation occurs simultaneously
in both of the feedforward pathways labeled I From simi-
larly oriented hypercomplex cells ofthe second competitive
stage- Then pathways labeled 1 and 3 can trigger feed-
back in the set of all bipole cells with pathways 4, both
of whose receptive fields can get excited by these path-
ways . This feedback exchange can rapidly complete an
oriented boundary between pairs of inducing scenic con-
trasts via a parallel exchange of bipole-gated feedback
signals .
Such a boundary completion process realizes a type of

real-time statistical decision theory that chooses the glob-
ally most salient boundary segmentations and suppresses
less favored groupings . Each bipole cell is sensitive to
the position, orientation, density, and size of the inputs
that it receives from the second competitive stage . Each
bipole cell performs like a type of statistical "and" gate,
since it can fire feedback signals to the first competitive
stage only ifboth of its receptive field branches, or poles,
are sufficiently activated . In response to a continuous im-
age edge, the boundary completion process generates
boundary activations simultaneously along the full length
ofthe edge . In response to a widely separated pair of in-
ducers, such as a Kanizsa square (Figure 10), only a sub-
set of bipole cells may be able to bridge the gap on the
first feedback cycle, as in Figure 22, followed by rapid
parallel completion by simultaneously acting arrays of bi-
pole cells on the second and subsequent cycles . The in-
ward action ofthe bipole cells enables boundary segmen-
tations to form over variable distances in a self-scaling
fashion that maintains boundary sharpness, speed of for-
mation, and insensitivity to image noise . Computer sim-
ulations showing boundary completion of a circle, a
reverse-contrast Kaniz.sa square, and an Ehrenstein figure
were first reported in van Allen and Kolodzy (1987) .
The existence of such bipole cells was predicted (Co-

hen & Grossberg, 1984 ; Grossberg, 1984 ; Grossberg &
Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b) shortly before von tier Heydt
et al . (1984) reported analogous cell properties in pre-
striate visual cortex, in the same report that confirmed
that prestriate cortical cells respond to perpendicular line
ends, to which striate cortical cells do not, as in Figures 19
and 20 . Peterhans and von tier Heydt (1989) have also
observed the predicted cooperative sharpening of pre-
striate cell responses as an increasing number ofcolineazly
arranged perpendicular line ends are added to the image .
Eckhorn et al. (1988) and Gray, Konig, Engel, and Singer
(1489) have shown that cooperative linking operations

HYPERCOMPLE7C
CELLS

`--4~- (b) - T
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among similarly oriented cells can cause synchronous os-
cillations of conical activity, as can also occur in the CC
loop . See Sections 22 and 23 .

19. The CC Loop and Neon Color Spreading
The CC loop completes an illusory boundary that con-

nects the four sets ofend cuts at the ends of the gray cross
(Figure 21d) . As these illusory boundaries form, their bi-
pole cells supply positive feedback to the corresponding
hypercomplex cells at the competitive stages . This posi-
tive feedback increases the inhibition across orientations
at the second competitive stage (Figure I2) . The hyper-
complex cells at the whitclblack contours can withstand
this inhibition because they vigorously activate their own
bipole cells . The inhibited hypercomplex cells at the gray
ends ofthe gray/black contours cannot . The end gaps in
the SCS boundaries at the ends of the gray cross are
hereby fully fanned . When this emergent boundary struc-
ture is mapped into the FCS, it allows gray color to flow
through the gaps and to fill-in the circular boundary that
surrounds the cross . The top-down feedback from bipole
cells to hypercomplex cells afro inhibits hypercomplex
cells that code nearby positions (Figure E2) . This nega-
tive hipole feedback helps to select the best positions of
an emergent boundary, while the hypercomplex compe-
tition among orientations helps to select the best orienta-
tions (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1987a)_

This explanation of2-D neon color spreading provides
a foundation for explaining 3-D neon color spreading and
transparency . In particular, I suggest that the end gaps
that initiate neon color spreading also initiate flue phenom-
ena of boundary detachment whereby the boundaries of
the black occluder fn Figure 6b are detached from the
boundaries of the gray occluded regions . The remaining
boundaries of the gray regions can then complete the B
boundaries via emergent segmentation .

Before addressing these 3-D phenomena, I review some
properties of 2-D binding and segmentation in order to
increase the reader's intuition as well as to supply addi-
tional evidence that supports the existence of these SCS
mechanisms in the brain.

20 . Textural Segregation and Grouping
Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) proposed that

data on textural segregation (Beck et al ., 1983) could be
accounted for by the oriented filtering, competitive, and
cooperative interactions of the static BCS_ A number of
psychophysical studies and similarcomputational models
have since supported this lunation, and provided new data
on textural segregation (Bergen, 1991 ; Suffer et al .,
1989) . Tie work of Suffer et al . (1989) is especially sig-
nificant for its extensive psychophyszcs and model simu-
lations . Sutter et al .'s complex channel model contains
an initial stage of linear, oriented filtering, analogous to
SOC filter simple cells. The model rectifies or squares
these signals to generate insensitivity to direction ofcon-
trast, as at SOC flier complex cells. Lastly, the mode[

employs another, spatially broader linear filter analogous
to the on-center off-surround interaction from SOC filter
complex cells to hypercomplex cells . One notable differ-
ence is that the complex channel second filter can be at
any orientation, whereas the BCS first competitive stage
has the same orientation as the complex cells, but a larger
spatial scale . The cooperative bipolc cells of the BCS-
whzch have no analog in the Sitter et a1 . model-can
group signals over a variety of orientations, which may
differ from the orientational preference of the SOC filter
cells that excite the bipole cells.
Graham et al . (I992) obtained good fits to most oftheir

texture data with the complex channel model, but noted
that the effects ofelement-to-background contrast required
an additional compressive nonlineariry . They suggested
that this nonlsnearity might occur either before or after
the stages of oriented filtering in the complex channel,
and concluded that the latter approach fitted their data bet-
ter . This compressive nonlinearity was achieved by a
cross-orientation inhibition analogous to the BCS second
competitive stage . Graham et al . also remarked that
"higher level processes may turn out to play a substan-
tial role in region segregation but such processes should
not be invoked until they are needed ." Such "higher
level" processes seem to include the cooperative linking,
or binding, of features by CC Loop bipole cells into "emer-
gent features" such as those described by Beck et al .
(19$3) and illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. Cruthirds et al .
(1493) have achieved better model fits to texture data by
including cooperative bipole cells. Lesher and Mingolla
(1993) also needed a combination of competitive and
cooperative BCS interactions to account far their data as
illusory contour clarify .

21 . Cortical Dynamics of Reset
and Visual Persistence

Positive feedback plays an important role in such a
cooperative feature binding process, as in Figure 22 . The
visual system needs a cooperative-competitive feedback
process to rapidly choose from the infinitude of possible
campietions within a spatial distribution of boundary sig-
nals. Models that do not include a feedback process (e .g .,
Peterhans&von tier Heydt, 1989) cannot make such de-
cisions and will either generate spurious signals all over
the plane or use thresholds to choose only the strongest
signals (von tier Heydt, Heitger, Rosentholer, Peterhans,
& Kubler, 1992). Either situation is problematic . With-
out a threshold, too many boundary signals will clutter
the percept. With a threshold, a weak but desirable com-
pletion cannot be distinguished from a spurious weakcom-
pletion, In contrast, a feedback cooperative-competitive
system has self-calibrating properties (Grossberg, 1973,
1983) which dynamically change with the input array so
that appropriate completions, even if weak, are well red
resented but spurious ones are inhibited.
While positive feedback enables coherent bindings of

spatially distributed feature detectors to form rapidly, it
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also creates hysteresis that could cause bindings to per-
sist too long . As the visual scene rapidly changes, such
persistence could degrade perception by causing massive
smearing to occur . To correct this problem, a system is
needed that can maintain coherent segmentations within
unchanging parts of a scene, while it resets segmentations
that correspond to moving scenic parts in a form-specific
and speed-sensitive matmer . Grossberg (1980, 1941) sug-
gested flow properties of the visual persistence that is de-
scribed in psychophysical experiments could be caused
by positive feedback in the visual cortical circuits that are
responsible for the binding or segmentation of visual fea-
tures into coherent visual forms . It was also suggested
how the degree of persistence may be limited by circuits
that reset these segmentations at stimulus offset, notably
by habimative transmitter gates embedded in the cooper-
ative-competitive circuits- Such gates enable off-cells (see
Figure 12) to be activated in response to offset of inputs
to the on-cells that activate and maintain the segmenta-
tions . These off-cell rebounds are used to rapidly inhibit
the CC loop bipoie cells and thus to shut down the corre-
sponding segmentations . Francis . Grossberg, and Mingolla
(m press) have shown how the static BCS model, includ-
ing these habituative transmitter gates, can quantitatively
simulate psychophysical data showing increase ofpersis-
tence with spatial separation of a masking stimulus ; in-
verse relation of persistence to dash luminance and du-
ration ; greater persistence of illusory contours than real
contours, with maximal persistence at an intermediate
stimulus duration ; and dependence of persistence on
preadapted stimulus orientation . Data concerning corti-
cal cell responses to illusory and real contours were also
analyzed, as were alternative models of feature binding
and persistence properties . The simulations of data show-
ing an inverse relation of persistence to flash luminance
support the idea that reset of the boundary segmentation
and collapse of the filled-in percept that it supports sub-
serve this property . Data showing a direct relation ofper-
sistence to flash luminance, due to aftereffects or infor-
mativnal persistence of the stimuli, as in iconic or working
memory storage processes (Coltheart, 1980 ; Nisly& Was-
serman, 19$9), are not simulated by this model .

Figures 23 and 24 summarize illustrative comparisons
between psychophysical data and model simulations . Fig-
ure 23a summarizes data of Bowen, Pola, and Mataa
(1974) showing the inverse relation between visual per-
sistence and stimulus duration and luminance . Figure 24a
summarizes data of Meyer and Ming (1988) showing
greater visual persistence ofillusory contours than of real
contours with a maximum persistence ofillusory contours
at an intermediate stimulus duration. These simulations
show how every processing stage of the BCS model con-
tributes to the explanation of these data . The habituative
static BCS model has also been used to explain many
psychophysical data abort orientatianal aftereffects, binoc-
ular rivalry, and the McCollough effect (Grossberg,
1987c) . These model explanations provide a conceptual
bridge whereby to cross psychophysical and neural para-
digms in order to design new types ofexperiments, much
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as Nakayama et al . (1994) combined stereopsis and neon
color-spreading experiments .

22 . Synchronous Feature Binding
in Visual Cortex

Further evidence for the CC loop derives from its ability
to rapidly synchronize the activities of spatially distrib-
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uted cells within a single processing cycle . A theoretical
rationale of such synchronization in vivo is suggested by
considering the processing of a visual image whose vari-
ous parts are registered approximately synchronously at
the eves . Subsequent processes at the multiple neural stages
leading from retina to cortex may destroy this synchrony .
These desynchronizing processes include spatially in-
homogeneous stimulus parameters, internal cellular noise,
and transmitter habituation . Thus, even of an external
source of spatially distributed information is synchronous,
it could be represented with spatially inhocnogeneous
phase heads and lags at subsequent neural processing
stages . If these various parts of the processed image are
not rapidly recombined into synchronized spatial patterns,
then they cannot be correctly learned and recognized by
the brain as part of the same event . Phase-lagging image
pans from a previous image could be combined with
phase-leading image parts from a later image, leading to
a maladaptive reorganization of scenic parts into the
"wrong" visual objects . The period of such a synchronous
oscillation defines a time window during which phase
leading and lagging parts ofan image representation may
be recombined into the correct spatial pattern code . Syn-
chronous binding of features into coherent spatial pattern
codes has also been described as part of the process
whereby complex acoustic signals are grouped into uni-
tary auditory events (Bregman, X990 ; Lenneberg, 1967) .
CC Loop mechanisms can quickly reorganize temporally

out-of-phase spatial data into a synchronous spatial pat-
tern, as part of their emergent segmentation properties,
just so long as the phase fags and leads of these data lie
within a critical time interval . Moreover, model cells may
be synchronized which lie much further apart than the
width of an individual bipole cell receptive field . In order
to be effective during real-time perception, during which
a series of rapidly changing images must be correctly
processed, the synchronizer must be able to act quickly,
before spurious binding of incorrect image pants can occur.
This property holds in the model as well as in the data .
The relevant data were collected using simultaneous,

multielectrode, exuaceliulas recordings . Two labs (Eck-
horn et al ., 1988 ; Gray et al ., 1989 ; Gray & Sinker,
1989) reported stimulus-evoked synchronized oscillations
of 40-60 Hz in the primary visual cortex (Areas 17 and
18) ofthe cat . Coherence or synchrony of firing activity
was found between cells within a cortical column (Eck-
horn et a! . 1988 : Gray & Singer, 1989), in neighboring
hypercolumns (Eekhorn et a1 ., 1988 ; Gray et al . 1989),
in distant hypercolurans (Gray et al . X484), and lying in
two different cortical areas (Eekhorn et al. 1988). Stimu-
his position, orientation, movement direction, and veloc-
ity were among the stimulus properties that yielded
stimulus-evoked resonances . Synchronized oscillatory re-
s¢onses were frequently found at distantcortical positions
when at least one of the primary coding properties was
similar_

Z3 . Synchrony During Preattentive Visual Coding
and Attentive Recognition Learning

Our simulatsons of synchronized oscillations represent
a confluence of several streams of research that are rele-
vant to the distinction between seeing and recognizing that
was made in Section 5. It was predicted in Grossherg
(1976a, 1978b) that visual cortical codes could be ex-
pressed by resonant standing waves in which cooperatively
linked cells oscillate m phase with one another. The math-
ematical analysis of such synchronous oscillations was be-
gun in Ellias and Gsossberg (1975) . It was also notedthat
these standing waves could be replaced by approach to
an equilibrium point, or attractor, ifno "slow" variables,
such as inhibitory intemeurons or chemical modulators .
existed in the network. Both standing waves and equilibria
can, in principle, support a feature-based cortical code .
The standing waves were called "order-preserving limit
cycles" to emphasize that the ordering, or relative im-
portance, of feature detector activations should persist dur-
ing each coding cycle, even if their absolute activations
varied through time as the oscillation unfolded .
The standing wave prediction was made in the context

of a theory called adaptive resonance theory, or ART,
which analyzes the role of reciprocal top-down and
bottom-up corticacorCical and thalamocortieat adaptive
filters in the development of cortical feature detectors,
recognition learning, attenkional processing, and memory
search . Within ART, a resonant standing wave can occur
when bottom-tip featuze-selective signals and top-down
expectation signals fuse into an attentional focus. Such
an attentional focus can support new learning as it gives
rise to a conscious perceptual experience (Grossberg,
1980, 1982a) . The predicted linkage between standing
waves, attention, and conscious experience has recently
attracted the interest of a large number of investigators
(e .g ., Crick & Koch, 1 990). Eckhorn and Schanze (1990
and Grossberg and Somers (1941) have simulated stand-
ing waves using the type ofbottom-up and top-down feed-
back interactions among adaptive fitters that are used in
ART circuits . Intraub (1985) has described experimental
evidence consistent with ART-like temporal processing
in a visual dissociation effect whereby parts ofa picture
maybe more easily displaced to the preceding or follow-
ing picture under rapid presentation conditions, if these
parts are got bound together by learned expectations .

After ART was introduced in order to analyze atten-
tive learning and recognition, subsequent research by
Grossberg and MingolIa (1985a, 1985b) focused on pro-
cesses of preattentive vision . As noted above, bipvle cells
were hereby predicted to cooperatively link perceptual fea-
tures into emergent boundary segmentations via cooper-
ative-competitive feedback signals within a CC soap .
Grossberg and Somers (1991) demonstrated that CC loop
circuits could also cooperatively link cells into stimulus-
specific standing waves wherein cell activities nught be
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rapidly synchronized . As in the neurophysiological ex-
periments, the input stimuli in these simulations were
either long single-bar images or short disconnected double-
bar images . The model neurons were given random initial
activities . In tie uncoupled case, where neurons do not
interact, units receiving sufficient input exhibit stable limit-
cycle oscillations, while units receiving insufficient input
quickly approach a low equilibrium value (Figures 25a
and 26a) . Since the initial values were chosen randomly,
the units oscillated in random phase with respect to one
another. If all the inputs had the same amplitude, these
phase relationships did not change over the time course
of the simulation, since their frequencies were the same .
Using aCC loop bipole cell coupling, coherent oscilla-

tions emerged within one cycle for both the one-bar (Fig-
ure 25b) and two-bar (Figure 26b) stimuli . In the two-bar
case, oscillations were induced in the slit between the two
bars to create an illusory contour, and these oscillators
could be almost instantly synchronized with the others .
In both stimulus cases, the bipole architectures did not in-
duce a spreading ofoscillatory activity to the outer regions
beyond the stimuli . Inward boundary completion without
outward spreading of oscillatory activity was found to be
a robust property of hipole coupling . Adaptive filter
coupling also yielded rapid synchronization . It remains
to analyze how the variable amount of time that it takes
to reset a previous segmentation, as during visual persis-
tence (Section 2I), may influence the amount of time it
takes to trigger the next segmentation and its synchronized
oscillation, both in vivo and in model simulations .
Finer differences between the global structure of these

oscillations may also be used to infer their different func-
tional roles, while also testing predictions ofthe preatten-
tive BCS theory and the attentive ART theory . A preat-
tentive SC3 resonance is predicted to complete across gaps
in two stimulus inducers, as during the Gray et al . (1989)
two-bar experiments and the perception of illusory con-
tours (Grossberg &Mingolla, 1985a, I985b) . In contrast,
an attentive ARTresonance is predicted not to complete
across gaps in stimulus inputs . Its top-down expectations
can "confirm the hypothesis" that input features are pres-
ent and can bind them unto coherent recognitioncodes, but
it does not activate new features thatare not already repre-
sented in the input data (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987a,
1987b, 1991 ; Grossberg, 1987b; Gtossberg&Stone, 1986).
These results suggest that synchronous oscillations are

not necessary to carry out cortical binding processes .
Preattentive segmentation and attentive recognition can
lie achieved without them . Moreover, synchronous oscil-
lations may be structurally or dynamically switched on
just by making (say) inhibition change more slowly than
excitation . On the other hand, synchronous binding does
provide an extra degree of freedom for temporally
realigning distributed visual data that have drifted out of
phase clue to multistage visual processing. Thus, although
synchronous oscillations may not be necessary for bind-
ing per se, they may facilitate binding ofthe correct im-
age parts into coherent spatial patterns .

24. A Synthesis of PreatteRtive Vision
and Attentive Recognition Networks

As noted in Section 16, the processes ofthe static BCS
start out as preattentive and automatic processes . These
preattentive processes may, however, influence and be
influenced by the types of attentive, [earned object-
recognition processes that were noted in Section 23 . A
preattentively completed segmentation within the BC5 can
directly activate the object recognition system (ORS),
whether or not this segmentation supports visible contrast
differences within the FCS (Figure 7) . The ORS can, in
turn, read out attentive learned expectation, or memory
priming, signals to the BCS . In response to familiar ob-
jects in a scene, the final 3-D segmentation within the BCS
may thus be doubly completed, first by automatic preat-
tentive segmentation processes and then by attentive
learned expectation processes . This doubly completed seg-
mentation regulates the filling-in processes within the FCS
that lead to a percept of visible form .
The analysis below suggests how the occluded Bbound-

aries in Figure 6b are completed behind the black oc-
cluder . Such completed B boundary segmentations may
then be recognized within the ORS via direct BCS - ORS
signals, even though they are not seen as visible surface
properties at the FCS. It was suggested in Grossberg
(1987b) that the reciprocal BCS -- SRS interactions could
be attributed to ARTmechanisms, including the reciprocal
adaptive filter for supporting synchronized oscillations that
was described in Section 23 . Recent neurophysiological
evidence suggesting that regions ofthe inferotemporal cor-
tex that play a role in visual object recognition may em-
body ART-likemechanisms are reviewed in Carpenter and
Grossberg (1993), Desimone (1992), and Gochin (1990) .

PART III

25 . Binocular Perception and 3-D Segmentation
The original static BCSmodel of Grossberg and Min-

golla (1985a, 1985b) considered only monocular process-
ing. Later research showed that the BCS could consistently
be generalized to a binocular theory . A key design in-
sight was derived from psychophysical data showingthat
human stereo vision is not based upon the matching of
left and right image contrasts, as many AI vision theories
had proposed . Rather, it is based upon the matching of
left and right emergent segmentations (Kaufman, 1974 ;
Ramachanidran & Nelson, 1976 ; Tausch, 1953 ; Wilde,
1950). This well-known fact could not be incorporated
into a computational vision theory unlit it was shown how,
as in the BC3, emergent segmentations arose. The binocu-
lar theory showed how the monocular 50C filter could
be generalized to a multiple-scale binocular filter whose
outputs are automatically sorted by multiple CC loops into
binocularly fused or suppressed segmentations (Gross-
berg, 1987c) . As described below, interactions ofcortical
ocular dominance columns, selforganizing feature maps,
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Figure 25 . (a) Uncoupled model cell activities in response to a single bar input. Three windows are
displayed in which plots of cell activities, aG, versus time are overlaid. In window I, positions i=1
through i=18 are overlaid . In window II, positions i=19 through i=4G are plotted. Positions i=47
through e=64 are shown in window III. The positions displayed in windows I and HI correspond to
the image background, while window II displays activity of X, along the bar. In this uncoupled case,
the activities at positions corresponding to the background quickly approacd the steady-state value,
while positions along the bar oscillate in random phase. This uncoupled case represents the control
simulation in response to a single bar input. (b) Bipole coupling in response to a single bar input. Using
the same inputs and initial conditions which were used to generate (a), bipole coupling yielded rapid
and sustained synchronization of oscillatory activity at positions along the bar without inducing osci4
latorv activity at positions corresponding to the background . Each bipole flank received input from
six neighboring positions. From "Synchronized oscillations duringcooperative feature linking ina cor-
tical model of visual perception" by S. Grossberg andD. Somers, 1991, Neural Networks, 4, 4.r,3-4G6.
Copyright 1991 byPergamon Press. Reprinted with kind permission from Pergamon P.Ltd., Heading-
ton Hill Hall, Word OX3 dBW. U.K .
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Figure 26. (a) Uncoupled model cell activities in response to a double bar input. Five windows are displayed in
which plots of cell activities, Xf, versus time are overlaid. In window I, positions i--Z through i=18 are overlaid,
while in window R, positions i=19 through i=30 are plotted. Windows IfI and N display positions i--31 through
i--34 and i=35 through i=46, respectively, and positions i=47 through i=64 are shown in window V. The positions
displayed in windows S andV correspond to the image background, while window III cTrsplays activity in the slit
between the two bars . Windows II and IV display activities ofX, along the left and right bass, respectively. In this
uncoupled case, the activities at positions corresponding to the background and the slit quickly approach the same
steady-slate value, while the activities at positions along both bars oscillate in randora phase. This uncoupled case
represents thecontrol simulation for double-bar input. (b) Bipole coupling in response to a double-bar input. Eking
the same inputs and initial conditions that were used to generate Figure 26a, bipde coupling yielded rapid and sus-
tained synchronization of oscillatory activity at positions along bath bass and induced synchronous oscillatory ac-
tivity at the positions betweenthe two stimulus bars, but did not induce oscillatory activity a: positions corresponding
to the outer background regions. This may be interpreted as the completion ofa disconnected image boundary, re-
sulting in an illusory contour between the two bars. Each bipole flank received input from six neighboring positions.
From "Synchronizedoslduring cooperative feature lickingin a cortical model of visual perception"by S. Gross-
bergandA. Somers, 1991, Neural Networks, d, 453-4G6. Copyright 1941 by Pergamon Press. Reprinted with kind
permission from Pergamon Press Ltd., Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 OBW, U.K .
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and monocular BCS mechanisms enable some spatial
scales to exhibit binocular fusion while other scales ex-
hibit binocular rivalry in response to tine same stimulus,
and a size-disparity correlation to obtain for the maximal
disparity at which a given scale can binocularly fuse
monocular pairs of boundaries (Grossberg, 1987c ; Gross-
berg & Marshall, 1989) . Many data about binocular vision
were comprehensible within this binocular BCS theory .

26. interscale and Interstream Interactions
In its original form, this 3-D theory did not posit inter-

actions between the different spatial scales of the BC5 and
the FCS, or from the FCS to the BCS . Such interactions
were not needed to explain the data analyzed in previous
articles . The present work shows how interactions within
and between BCS and FCS scales lead to explanations of
a much wider body of data abort 3-D visual perception
than could be handled before .
The theory posits the existence of seven types of inter-

actions that complement, and are consistent with, previ-
ously defined BCS and PCS mechanisms (Figure l 1b) .
These interactions clarify how the visual system can gener-
ate globally unambiguous 3-D surface representations
from image data which contain several different types of
local ambiguities . The main observation to make about
the interactions fisted below is that larger scales tend to
influence smaller scales, and larger disparities tend to in-
fluence smaller disparities . Thus the new interactions tend
to be partially ordered across scale and disparity . One
illustration of this property was provided in Figure 3b to
explain why filling-in ofa farther surface does not always
continue behind a nearer surface, thereby rendering the
nearer surface transparent . These new interactions are ail
listed in this section to give the reader a brief overview
of their significance . Later sections show in detail how
each interaction helps to explain 3-D data .
The first interaction takes place among the complex cells

of the BCS . Model complex cells with large receptive
fields can binocularly fuse more disparities than can cells
with small fields . Inhibitory competitive interactions oc-
cur between complex cells that code different disparities
at the same position and size scale . These interactions are
called BB inrrascales . Typically, active BCS complex cells
that code larger disparities inhibit complex cells that code
smaller disparities--another example ofpartial ordering .
This competition sharpens [he disparity toning curves of
the BCS complex cells, and tends to select those com-
plex cells whose disparity tuning best matches the binocu-
lar disparities derived from an image,
BS interscales are excitatory cooperative interactions

from bipole cells to hypercomplex cells that code the same
disparity and position, across all scales . These interactions
generate multiple emergent boundary segmentations, each
corresponding to a prescribed disparity range, or relative
depth from the observer_ each segmentation forms the
best spatial compromise between all the scales that are
sensitive to its disparity range . Each such CC loop net-
work is called a BCS copy . Due to the combined effect

of these cooperative interactions and of the competitive
interactions ofthe 50C filter (Figure 12), the larger scales
tend to inhibit the smaller scales within each BCS copy
in the manner reported in psychophysical data (Tolhurst,
1972 ; Watt. 1987 ; Wilson et al . . 1991) ; see Section 42 .
These interactions are predicted to include the cortical
interstripes (Figure 1) .

In the theory developed in Grossberg (1987c), each
disparity-sensitive 3-D boundary segmentation, or BCS
copy, interacts witty a monocular FrDO, or Filling-In-
DOmain, of the FCS, along the BC5 - FCS pathways
that are denoted in Figure l la by 2 . These BCS signals
select those monocular brightness and color signals, la-
beled FCSL and FCSR, that are consistent with the binocu-
lar BCS segmentation and suppress the rest . These BC5

FCS interactions are called BF iraracopies in the present
theory, because each BCS copy selects binocularly con-
sistent monocular data from a corresponding FCS copy .
Thus the illuminant-discounted monocular FCS repre-

sentation is transformed into multiple FCS copies, or
monocular epos, one for each BC5 copy . This one-to-
many transformation carries out two functions. First, it
maps the monocular positions of FCS signals into the
binocular, allelotropic positions of the corresponding BCS
copy . It is hypothesized that the BF intracopy signals act
as teaching signals to realign the FCS - FC5 pathways
based on their mutual correlation during visual experience .
This adaptive process was used to help explain monocular
MeCovough effect data in Grossberg (1987c) . Second,
this one-to-many transformation enables monocular FCS
signals that do not positionally match binocular BF in-
tracopy signals in a given FC5 copy to be suppressed .
The same monocular FCS signals are selected for further
processing in a different FCS copy where they do posi-
tionally match the corresponding BF intracopy signals .
This one-to-many transformation is called monocular FF
intercopies .

In addition, reciprocal interactions exist from the FC5
to the BCS. They are called FB intercopies . These FCS
output signals are derived from the filled-in FC5 regions
that are surrounded by connected boundaries, such as the
boundaries used to discuss Da Vinci stereopsis in Sec-
tion 2G . These connected regions are assumed to occur
at the monocular FiDas of Figure 11 _ Tie theory develops
the hypothesis that the filled-in connected domains, which
represent the monocular surface representations that are
binoculariy consistent, are used to build up the final 3-D
surface representation at the binocular Finos. In particular,
the filled-in connected FCS regions activate contrast-
sensitive FCS - BC5 pathways that generate FCS out-
put signals at the edges of the filled-in connected regions .
These outputs excite BCS cells that correspond tothe same
disparity and position-namely, the corresponding BCS
copy-while inhibiting BCS cells that correspond to
smaller disparities at that position . The FB intercopy Sig-
nals hereby inhibit the BCS boundaries of any occluded
region that occurs at the same positions as the boundaries
ofan occluding region, such as the boundaries ofthe gray
Bs that are shared by the black cecluder in the Bregman-
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Kanizsa percept (Section 4) . The shared B boundaries are
hereby eliminated at the smaller disparity representation .
The remainingB boundaries may then be colinearly com-
pleted by the CC loop at the smaller disparity .

Possible neural loci for these BF intracopies and FB
intercopies are suggested by the neural interpretation of the
BCS in terms of the interblob cortical stream and of the
FCS in terms of the blob cortical stream . These BF and
FB interactions must occur at a cortical processing stage
that includes (a) oriented cortical BCS cells ; (b) color-
sensitive FCS cells that communicate with chromatically
similar, but spatially disjoint, FCS cells; and (c) reciprocal
BCS -- FCS interactions . The earliest possible cortical
stage at which this could occur is at the blobs and inter-
blobs of area V1 . Using extracellular injections of HRP,
Livingstone and Hubel (1984) reported blob-blob spatial
interactions and interblob-interblob spatial interactions .
However, no blob-interblob interactions were detected
by this technique . Cross-correlational analyses have
shown that the blob-blob interactions are color-specific,
that the interblob-interblob interactions are orientation-
specific, and that blob-interblob interactions do occur
(Ts'o, 1989) . Thus, the earliest possible cortical stage for
the predicted BF intracopy and FB intercopy interaction
is between the blobs and interblobs . The next possible cor-
tical stage is between the thin stripes and interstripes . The
cortical stage in question must, however, also have the
property that (d) the monocular illuminant-discounted
FCS signals are copied into multiple monocular FIDOS via
monocular FF interscales . If the blobs themselves are not
subdivided into subsets that can be selectively activated
by different binocular disparities, then the thin stripes
should be investigated as possible monocular FInos, with
interstripe-to-thin-stripe pathways as the BF intracopies,
blob-to-thin-stripe pathways as the monocular FF inter-
copies, and thin-stripe-to-interstripe pathways as the FB
intercopies . The latter interpretation seems most likely at
the present time .

In addition to these FF, BF, and FB interactions, binoc-
ular FF intercopies are predicted to occur along the path-
ways labeled 3 in Figure l la . Both excitatory and inhibi-
tory output signals are generated, as in the case of FB
intercopies . The excitatory signals from each eye activate
binocular Finos that correspond to the same disparity and
position . The inhibitory signals suppress binocular FIDOS
that correspond to smaller disparities at the same posi-
tion . These interactions obliterate the brightness and color
signals that could otherwise erroneously fill-in surface rep-
resentations ofoccluded objects in the regions where they
are occluded . The surviving excitatory signals from both
eyes are binocularly matched to trigger the filling-in of
the 3-D surface representation . These binocular FF inter-
copies occur within the blob cortical stream .
Why the excitatory binocular FF intercopies arise from

the same source of illuminant-discounted FCS signals as
the monocular FF intercopies is clarified below. In con-
trast, the inhibitory binocular FF intercopies arise from
the edges of the filled-in connected regions within the
monocular Finos, as do the FB intercopies . The excitatory

binocular FF intercopies form a one-to-many map to the
binocular FiDOS . They are positionally aligned among the
binocular FIDOS using BCS - FCS boundary signals as
teaching signals . These are the BF intercopies that are de-
scribed below, which were used in Grossberg (1987c) to
help explain data about binocular transfer of the McCol-
lough effect . The positions of the inhibitory binocular
FF intercopies are defined by the allelotropically shifted
BF intracopies that define the filled-in domains whose
edges activate them . The inhibitory FF intercopies also
converge upon the binocular Ftnos, where they suppress
FCS signals that would otherwise trigger the filling-in of
occluded regions.
The final interactions are called BF intercopies . These

are the BCS -- FCS boundary signals from a given dis-
parity and position that add to the BCS boundaries of all
smaller disparities at that position (Figure 3b), in order
to prevent all nearer occluding surfaces from appearing
transparent due to the filling-in of their positions by the
brightness and colors of farther occluded surfaces .
We now develop a more detailed explanation ofthe data

summarized in Sections 2-10 . Sections 27-37 use BCS
and FCS interactions in a pictorial way to explain these
and related 3-D data . The remaining sections describe the
computational principles and mechanisms that subserve
these interactions in greater detail and use them to ex-
plain more data .

27 . An Explanation of Bregman-Kanizsa
Figure-Ground Separation and Completion

First let us consider how the occluded gray Bs in Fig-
ure 6 are seen and recognized on a surface behind the oc-
cluding black bands. Consider the image in Figure 27a.
The white/black contrast of the occluding black band with
respect to the white background is greater than the white/
gray and gray/black contrasts caused by the occluded B
shapes . As a result, the activation of BCS simple cells
is greater at the white/black contrasts than at the white/
gray and gray/black contrasts (Figures 27b and 28b) .
These monocular simple cells activate binocular complex
cells . Since the image is viewed by both eyes at a dis-
tance, it generates a binocular disparity at each image
point. This disparity increases with retinal distance from
the foveation point. Larger disparities further from the
foveation point and smaller disparities closer to the fove-
ation point may all correspond to the same planar image.
It is shown below how ail these disparities are combined
to generate a planar surface percept that corresponds to
the same relative depth from the observer by using prop-
erties of the cortical magnification factor (Section 41). For
present purposes, let Dl represent the set of all dispari-
ties that correspond to the planar image surface when it
is binocularly viewed by an observer .

In Figures 27c and 28c, the larger receptive field size
represents the largest scale that can binocularly fuse dis-
parity D, . Complex cells at the same position and scale
compete across disparities via BB intrascales . The active
cells corresponding to larger scales win the competition .
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Figure 27 . Bregman-Kanizsa figure-ground separation: (a) Image; (b) monocularsample cell activations in the boundary contour sys-
tem (BCS); (C) complex cell activatioas after BB iatrascale competition from dispmrity Ih to Dz; (d) cooperative-competitive (CC) loop
boundary segmentation at higher order hypercompkx cells after end gaps form; (e) 111iing-in ofconnected components in monocular fea-
ture contour system (FC3) syxytia; (f) FIR intercopy inhibition to smaller scales and disparities, and CC loop reorganization of the B
boundary ; (g) FF intercopy Inhibition to smaller sealer and disparities; (h) BF intercopy inhibition adds boundaries to smaller scales and
disparities; (i) idling-in of connected components in binocular FC5 syncytia .

(Such a multiscale disparity-sensitive competition was
computationally simulated in Grossberg and Marshall,
1989 .) As a result of this competition, no complex cells
fire at the smaller disparity, DZ, ofthe larger scale. On
the other hand, smaller scales cannot binocularly fuse as
wide a range of disparities as can larger scales . Thisprop-
erty is due to the size-disparity correlation (see Sec-
tion 38). The smaller scale in Figure 27c was chosen so
that it could not fuse D, but could fuse the slightly smaller
disparity, D, . Because disparity cells are coarsely coded
before BB intrascale competition takes place, the smaller
scale complex cells that are tuned to disparity D, can re-

spond to the image contours . This can happen because
there are no smaller scale complex cells that can fuse dis-
parity D,, arid thus there is no BB intrascale competition
from disparity D, to disparity D2 . Thus, Figure 27c re-
sults from three properties : (a) a size-disparity correla-
tion for binocular fusion ; (h) coarse-coded nonzero dis-
parity computations at binocular complex cells; and
(c) competitive sharpening of dispafity-sensitive complex
cell responses within each scale, with larger fusable dis-
parities winning over smaller ones .

Figures 27d and 28d show that end gaps are formed
at the B boundaries as a result of CC loop feedback . Both
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Figure ZB. Active networkstages during the processing of a 3-D scene: (a) Discountingoftheilhuninant occurs in the monocular preprocess-
ingstages, notably the lateral geniculate nucleus ; (b) simple cell activation ; (c) complex cell activation ; (d) emergent boundary segmenta-
tion by hypercompleac-bipnle-cell feedback in the cooperative-competitive (CC) loop ; (e) filling-in of the monocular syncytia by monocu-
lar Feature contour system (FC5) signals that are consistent with the binocular boundary contour system (SC5) segmentation; (f) FB
intercopies inhibit boundaries at smaller scales and disparities; (g) FF ietercopies excite filling-in ofthe corresponding binocular syneym
and inhibit monocularFCS sisals at smallerdisparities; (i) thefinal muo9aeole rdledaa surface representation ofForm-And-Color-And-
DEpth (FACADE) emerges within the binocular syncytia.

top-down bipoIe-to-hypercomplex competition between
positions and hypercomplex-tohypercomplex competition
between orientations help to create these end gaps, as in
Sections 17 and 19 .

In Figures 27e and 28e, binocular BC5 boundaries inter-
act with monocular FCS signals via BF intracopies and
monocular FF intercopies to select the monocular FCS

signals that are consistent with the binocular $CS bound-
aries_ BCS boundaries hereby act as filling-in generators
within the FCS ; see Figure 11 and Sections 44 and 45 .
All other monocular FCS signals are suppressed. The se-
lected FCS signals fill-in their respective filling-in do-
mains, or syncytia . If end gaps in the regions exist, as
in Figure 27d, then the filling-in signals cross the gaps
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and dissipate across space unless they are contained by
other nearby boundaries, as they are in Figure 21 but not
in Figure 27e. Figure 27e shows that only the boundaries
of the black occluding region can contain the filling-in
process during the first phase of the processing cycle.
Each filled-in connected FCS region generates contour-

sensitive output signals, as in Figures 27f and 28f. Out-
put signals are hereby generated only at the edges of the
black occluder . These FCS output signals activate paral-
lel pathways that influence both the BCS and the FCS .
The FB intercopies inhibit any BCS boundaries that may
exist at the same positions and orientations of smaller dis-
parities and scales . In particular, the boundaries of the
black occluder are inhibited at disparity D2 . After this hap-
pens, the incomplete B boundaries at disparity Dz can be
colinearly completed by its CC loop, as in Figure 27f .
These completed B boundaries generate direct BCS
ORS signals, as in Figure 7 . Thus, a completed letter B
can be recognized at the ORS, even ifonly its unoccluded
surfaces are seen at the FCS .
Why is the letter B not completely seen at the FCS?

This is due to the binocular FF intercopies, which deline-
ate the monocular surface components that are consistent
with the binocular BCS segmentation . These monocular
output signals are binocularly matched at the binocular
Finos. This excitatory binocular interaction matches mon-
ocular signals that code the same position, disparity, and
color . These are the FCS signals that trigger filling-in of
a multiscale representation of Form-And-Color-And-
DEpth at the binocular Finos. In addition, binocular FF
intercopies inhibit all the FCS signals at their position
which correspond to smaller disparities . As a result of
these inhibitory FF intercopies, a surface that is filled-in
at a nearer disparity cannot also be filled-in at a farther
disparity unless suitably configured end gaps exist that
generate a percept of transparency, as illustrated in
Section 30 .
The excitatory binocular FF intercopies are derived

from the same FCS source as the monocular FF inter-
copies . These FCS signals fill-in the black occluder at dis-
parity D,, and the unoccluded part ofthe gray B at dispar-
ity D2, as in Figure 27i. They do not fill-in gray color
within the occluded region of the completed B shape in
Figure 27f because they are derived from a processing
stage prior to the monocular FiDO at which the complete
B boundary is first input to the FCS. On the other hand,
without further processing, the binocular FF intercopies
would also fill-in the black occluder at disparity D2 . This
additional processing is provided by the inhibitory binocular
FF intercopies, which generate inhibitory signals from the
monocular Fir)os to the binocular FIDos. In particular, the
inhibitory signals from the edges ofthe filled-in black oc-
cluder at disparity D, ofthe monocular FIDO inhibit the ex-
citatory binocular FF intercopies at the binocular ono that
would otherwise fill-in the black occluder at disparity D2 .
Why can FCS signals from smaller disparities, such as

the occluded gray shape at disparity D2, not fill-in behind
a nearer occluding surface, such as the black occluder at
disparity D,? This is due partly to BF intercopies, which

add their boundary signals to the binocular syncytia of
smaller disparities, as in Figures 27h and 28h. These BF
intercopies are inhibitory signals. Inhibitory signals to an
FCS syncytium create barriers to filling-in at their target
cells (Cohen & Grossberg, 1984 ; Grossberg, 1987b; Gross-
berg & TodoroviE, 1988) . As a result, in Figure 27h,
complete boundaries of both the occluding band and the
occluded B exist at the smaller disparity .
The BF intercopies and binocular FF intercopies ofFig-

ures 27g and 27h thus work together to generate the
binocular filling-in events shown in Figures 27i and 28i.
Due to BF intercopies, the B surface is filled-in at dis-
parity D2 only where it is not occluded . Due to inhibitory
binocular FF intercopies, the occluding surface is not
filled-in at all at disparity Dz. The occluding surface is
filled-in at disparity D, because its FCS signals match BCS
boundary signals that completely enclose them in con-
nected regions. Because D, > DZ, the black occluding
surface appears to be closer than the gray occluded B
surface .

28 . An Explanation of Da Vinci Stereopsis

The same mechanisms can now be used to explain the
3-D percept of the Da Vinci stereopsis image in Figure 2,
with one addition : the interaction of near-zero disparity
cells will be emphasized . Figure 29 outlines the main steps
ofthe explanation . Figure 29a depicts the left (L) and right
(R) eye views. It is assumed that viewing conditions en-
able the vertical edges A and B to be binocularly fused
with disparity D, and the vertical edges within region CD
to be binocularly fused with disparity D,, using the dis-
parity convention ofSection 27 for edges on the same pla-
nar surface . These fused boundaries are represented in
Figure 29b. The larger scale is the largest scale that can
just fuse D, . The smaller scale is the largest scale that
can just fuse DZ . Figure 29b shows the complex cell acti-
vations at both scales and disparities .

Consider the larger scale first. Because this scale can
fuse edges Aand B at disparity D,, BB intrascales inhibit
activation of D2 disparity cells by these edges. The D2
disparity cells can, however, fuse the vertical edges within
region CD . Now consider the smaller scale. It can op-
timally fuse the CD vertical edges . It cannot fuse disparity
D,, but it can fuse DZ < D, . Edges A andB thus activate
the DZ disparity cells, albeit less strongly . These activa-
tions are not inhibited by responses at larger disparities,
because the smaller scale has no cells that are maximally
tuned to these larger disparities .
None of the complex cell activations in Figure 29b form

a connected boundary . This problem is overcome by using
output signals from the separate pool ofnear-zero disparity
cells . Adding the activations of near-zero disparity cells
to all the pools of nonzero disparity cells, as in Figure 29c,
does create some connected boundaries . Some of these
near-zero activations are caused by horizontal edges.
Others are caused by monocular viewing by the right eye
of region BC . The image representation in Figure 29c as-
sumes that allelotropia has deformed the binocularly
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figure 29 . (a) Left and right eye views ofa scene: region AB is closer than region BCD, and region BC is monocu-
lprly viewed ; (b) binocalarlq fused complex cell responsesofnonnero di'PaMS cells at two seeksand dvspandes; (c) com-
bination offused oonzero disparity responses with near-zero disparity TcsPneses to horizontal and monocularly viewed
edges; (d) filling-in of connected regions ; (e) deletion of boundaries at smaller scales and disparities due to FS inter-
scales from connected regions; (fl overlay of Oat boundary contour system (BCb) boundary representation andGilled-in
surface representations at the binocular syncytia.

viewed regions AB and CD in sucks a way that the monoc-
ularly viewed region BC can fit in between . In situations
where this is not tree, binocular rivalry can ensue, as de-
scribed in Grossberg (1987c) .
The CC loop does not substantially change the bound-

ary representation of Figure 29c except to attach endpoints
of allelotropically shifted edges to near-hero disparity
edges- Boundaries are not completed in the D, represen-
tation because inhibition from DZ disparity cells propagates

into the CC loop via complex off-cells and hypercomplex
off-cells (Grossberg, 1991).

Figure 29d indicates the regions ofFigure 29c chat can
be successfully filled-in within the monocular syncytia,
as in Figure 28e_ Figure 29e describes the boundaries that
survive the inhibition due to FB intercopies, as in Fig-
ure 28f. A similar inhibition of FCS signals for region
AB occurs at disparity DZ due to binocularFF intereapies,
as in Figure 28g. Figure 29f shows the effect of BF inter-
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copies on the final connected boundary scgmentations, as
in Figure 28h, and the final filling-in of the binocular syn-
cyda, as in Figure 28i. Surface AB selectively fills-in at
disparity D,, and surface BCD selectively fills-in at dis-
parity DZ . The ambiguous region BC hereby inherits the
depth of region CD.

29 . An Explanation of the Closer Appearance
of Higher Spatial Frequencies Than of

Lower Spatial Frequencies
An explanation of the depthful spatial frequency per-

cepts that were described in Section 3 can also be derived

from these mechanisms . The explanation begins by not-
ing that a high spatial frequency sinusoid activates a large
receptive field more than does a low spatial frequency
sinusoid, other things being equal, if the receptive field
is no larger than one-quarter ofthe sinusoidal period . This
is true because the luminance ofthe high spatial frequency
sinusoid increases more quickly across space, and thus
causes a larger contrast change per unit area, than does
the low spatial frequency sinusoid (Figure 30a) . As a re-
sult,just as at the ends ofthe cross inthe Redies-Spillmarui
display of Figure 9a, the vertically oriented complex cells
that arc activated by the high spatial frequency sinusoid
inhibit the contiguous vertically oriented hypercomplex
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Figure 30. Whyhigh spatial frequency inputs appear loser than low spatial frequency inputs : (a) Complex cells
at the larger scale and disparity respond more strongly to the higher spatial frequency. The larger scale, smaller dis-
parity cells. do not respond due to inhibition from BB intrascalcc. The smaller scale and smaller disparity cells do
respond because thesmaller scalecannot fuse the larger disparity. (b) Effect of end gaps on the low spatial frequency
activations of hypereomplex cells . (c) End cuts abut the him spatial frequency activateons ofhigher order hvpercom-
plex cells. (d) FB intercapies from the Gilled-in large disparity feature contour system (FCS) copy to the smaller dis-
pa.z'ity boundary contoursystem (8C3) cells inhibit the high spatial frequency responses there, and enable the smaller
disparity cooperative-competitive (CC) loop to complete vertical illusory contours among the low spatial frequency
responses . (e) Filling-in takes place at the large disparity representation of the high spatial frequency input and at
the smaller disparity representation of the low spatial frequency input. F'F intercopies and BF intereopecs prevent
the latter representation from filEing-in the high spatial frequency input.
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cells that arc activated by the low spatial frequency sinu-
soid, more than conversely . End gaps hereby begin to
form at these locations (Figure 3Qb) . These complex cells
arc activated by the continuously changing contrasts in
the sinusoids_ The activated cells generate a boundary web
ofform-sensctive boundary activations (see Figure 16 and
Grossberg & Mingolla, 1987a, for computer simulations
of boundary webs) .
The asymmetric inhibition of hypercomplex cells at the

first competitive stage enables the higher-order hyper-
complex cells at the second competitive stage to form end
cuts that hound tine high frequency sinusoids (Figure 30b) .
The CC loop binds the stronger high spatial frequency
activations and end cuts into an emergent boundary seg-
mentation as it deepens the end gaps at the ends of the
how spatial frequency sinusoids (Figure 30c) . The CC loop
hereby generates an emergent boundary segmentation that
builds closed compartments out of horizontal boundaries
and high spatial frequency vertical boundaries, but also
opens end gaps between the horizontal boundaries and the
vertical low spatial frequency boundaries .
FB intercopies from the larger disparity D, inhibit the

closed compartments at the smaller disparity D2 . The sur-
viving lower spatial frequency vertical boundaries can
hereupon use the CC loop at disparity D, to colinearly
complete vertical boundaries over the regions that were
previously occluded by the high spatial frequency sinu-
soid (Figure 3{)d) . These completed low spatial frequency
boundaries can be recognized via the direct SCS -- ORS
pathway (Figure 7) . Binocular FF intercopies and SF in-
tercopies act next to complete surface properties of the
high spatial frequency sinusoids at disparity D, and ofthe
low spatial frequency sinusoids at disparity UZ (Fig-
ure 30e) . Hence, the high spatial frequency surface looks
closer than the low spatial frequency surface .
This explanation also clarifies how the depth percept

can reverse itself through time . This can be explained,
without changing the theory, by invoking two additional
theoretical mechanisms that are in the right place to do
the job. These mechanisms control spatial frequency adap-
tation and attention shifts . Habituative transmitter gates
exist in the pathways to the hypercomplex colas ofthe sec-
ond competitive stage and in the bipole cell feedback path-
ways (Grossberg, 1987c) . These are the same habimative
transmitter gates that help to limit visual persistence and
to trigger reset of a boundary segmentation when stimulus
conditions change (Section 21), In the present example,
ifthe habituation attenuates the initially more active high
spatial frequency activations until they fall below die low
spatial frequency activations, then the end gaps will switch
to the high spatial frequency locations and the depth per-
cept will flip . When the low frequency transmitter gates
habituate, another depth flip can occur, and so on cycli-
cally thereafter, with the advantage of the high frequency
scale showing in its, more persistent percept as a nearer
figure . This is a preatteRtive mechanism for a bistable
depth reversal .
Aspatial attention mechanism can also operate via ORS

-- BCS feedback pathways (see Figure 7 and Section 49)

to influence such a bistable depth percept. A shift in at-
tention can prime the CC loop of one part of the image
mare than another part . Such a top-down prime can am-
plify the attended CC loop activations . A sufficiently large
amplification of the low spatial frequency boundaries
could reverse the position ofthe end gaps, and hence the
relative depth percept.

30 . An Explanation of 3-D Neon
Color Spreading and Transparency

The theory will now be used to explain the Nakayama,
Shimojo, and Ramachandran (1990) demonstrations of3-
D neon color spreading acid transparency (see Section b),
as well as 3-D percepts where opaque rather than trans-
parent percepts emerge . These explanations clarify how
the normal role of filling-in for surface synthesis can
sometimes lead to paradoxical percents of transparency .
Figure 31 depicts the network stages that account for

a percept of a neon disk in front of an occluded cross lying
on a more distant surface . Figure 31a shows the responses
of the vertically oriented nonzero disparity complex cells
at two scales and disparities that were chosen as m the
previous examples . The darker lines signify the large com-
plex cell activations due to white/black contrasts . Thinner
lines represent weaker activations at the white/gray and
gray/black contrasts where the gray cross meets the black
background and the fair Ehrenstein limbs . Note how
sparse these cues are for purposes of continuous surface
perception . Figure a lb adds signals from the near-zero
disparity cells . As a result, connected boundaries form
at the DZ+O disparity cell pool .
The hypercomplex and bipole cells of the CC loop re-

spond to the larger scale activations by forming vertical
end cuts at the horizontal ends of the cross . These vertical
hypercomplex cells cooperate via bipole cells with the hor-
izontal hypercomplex cells at the vertical ends ofthe cross
(Figure 3I6) . Circular illusory boundaries are hereby
Formed . The vertical hypereomplex ceps do not cooperate
as well with the horizontal hypercomplex cells at the dis-
tal ends ofthe vertical Ehirenstein limbs for two reasons :
(a) these Ehrenstein limbs are farther away, and (b) they
form an angle with respect to the vertical end cuts that
cannot coIinearly cooperate across al[ four sets of in-
ducers . End cuts also cannot form among the DZ dispar-
ity cells because of BB intrascale inhibition from the corre-
sponding D, disparity cells, and the propagation of this
inhibition via complex off-cells and hypercompiex off-cells
into the CC loop of the DZ cells (Grossberg, 1991) .
Due to the nonaverlappirzg nature ofthe complete con-

nected boundaries in Figure 31c, FB intercopies from the
larger scale do not inhibit any boundaries at the smaller
scale . Binocular FF intercopies inhibit FC5 inducers of
the gray cross at its horizontal and vertical ends, but leave
intact FC5 iaducers of gray color along the edges of the
cross . The $F intercopies in Figure 31d lead to a com-
plete D2+0 boundary representation of the cross, floe
Ehrenstein limbs . the illusory circle, and the background .
Filling-in at the D, +0 binocular syncytium creates a cir-
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Figure 31 . Explanation of3-D transparency in response to the Redies-5pillmann stereograin : (a) Complex cell acti-
vations at two scales and disparities, (b) addition of pear-zero disparity sctivations to those in (a), (c) cooperative-
competitive (CC) loop activations, (d) complete boundary segmeotations after BF intercopies act, (e) felled-in surface
representations at the binocular Fdlipg-In DOmains (F[nos) of the feature contour system (F'CS) . See Figm 11 .

cular gray disk (Figure 31e) . The black background, gray
cross, and white Ehrenstein limbs are filled-in only at dis-
parity Dz . A percept of a gray neon disk lying transpar-
ently in front of a gray cross on a black background is
hereby generated .

31 . An Explanation of 3-D Filling-In
Without Transparency

Why is the neon disk no longer seen when its pair of
vertical mducers at the horizontal ends of the crops code
a farther away, rather than a nearer, disparity? Why is
an observer nonetheless aware ofa circular structure that
is partially occluded by the cruciform black background?

Figure 32 illustrates the theory's explanation of this
percept .

The combined activations ofD,, D=, and near-zero dis-
parity complex cells are shown for two scales in Fig-
ure 32a . Note that a connected boundary can form only
at the larger scale of the D, +0 cell pool- The CC loop
at D, cannot respond to the pair of horizontal Ehrenstein
limbs to form vertical end cuts with which to generate
a circular illusory contour (Figure 32b) . This is due to
BB intrascale inhibition among the larger scale complex
cells . The D,-tuned cells are inhibited by the D2-tuned
cells, which are maximally sensitive to disparity D, . These
larger scale D2 cells inhibit the responses of larger scale
D, cells at tine corresponding positions throughout the
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Figure 32 . Reversal of relative depth eliminates percegt of 3-D neon and transparency . Instead, an occluded circle
is completed but only partly seen through an opaque occluding surface. See text for details.

complex-hypercomplex-bipole cell hierarchy . Such D2-
to-D, inhibition does not occur during 2-D percepts of
the Ftedies-Spillmann display (Figure 9a), and thus does
not prevent end gaps, end cuts, circular boundaries, and
neon spreading from occurring in that situation .

In the 3-D layout of Figure 32, the absence of these
vertical end cuts eliminates the source of cooperation with
which the horizontal boundaries at the vertical ends of
the cross formed an illusory circle in Figure 31 . Instead,
the vertical ends of the cross are subjected to conditions
that typically form neon flanks (Grossberg, 1987b, Fig-
ure 4; Redies & Spillmann, 1981) . Here, the strongly acti-
vated vertical hypercomplex cells at the ends ofthe ver-
tical Ehrenstein limbs cooperate best with the vertical
hypercomplex cells at the vertical ends of the cross, as
they weaken the horizontal boundaries at the vertical cross
ends (Figure 32b) . A single coated boundary that sur-
rounds both the cross and the Ehrenstein limbs is hereby
created, with weak boundaries at the vertical limb-cross
interfaces . In contrast, at the DZ + 0 cells, a circular
illusory boundary can be formed through the four limb-
cross interfaces (Figure 32b) . Vertical illusory boundaries

are not formed perpendicular to the horizontal boundaries,
because they are inhibited by BB intrascales from the
D, }Q cells atthe corresponding positions . The connected
components that fill-in the monocular Frnos are depicted
in Figure 32c .
FB intercopies inhibit some of the Ehrenstein limb

boundaries at the DZ cells, but not tine vertical ones that
support the circular illusory boundary after it forms. A
circular boundary can thus be recognized via the SCS -
ORS interaction at tie depth corresponding to D2 (Fig-
ure 7) . Binocular FF intercopies spare essentially all the
FCS inducers of the gray cross color and some inducers
of the white limb color . The Dl boundary at the binocu-
lar rino can support filling-in of a black background
around the cross in its binocular syncytium (Figure 32d) .
A light gray color can also fill-in within the cross-plus-
limb region . SF intercapies farm a complete boundary
representation at the D= binocular ADO around the cross .
the Ehzenstein limbs, the circle, and the background (Fig-
ure 32d) . This Dz boundary can support filling-in of the
gray cross and the white Ehrenstein limbs . The final per-
cept is one ofa farther away gray cross on a white surface
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that is partially occluded by a closer black region . This
percept is augmented by direct BCS - ORS recognition
ofthe complete circular boundary that joins the four ends
of the cross .
Comparison of Figures 31 and 32 shows how changing

the disparity of image edges that subtend infinitesimal
areas of a scene can alter the pcrccpt of surfaces that sub-
tend large sceroc areas . These examples dramatize the rad-
ical break that students of perception need to make with
classics! mathematical notions of 3-D geometry in order
to understand our percepts of the 3-D world .

32 . An Explanation of 3-D Opaque Bars
Instead of a Neon Disk

The next example further illustrates the context-sensitive
nature of this perceptual geometry . As noted in Section 6,
removal of the white Ehrenstein limbs abolishes the neon
percept that was analyzed in Figure 31 and creates the
pcrcept of a horizontal bar in front ofa vertical bar, with
clear illusory horizontal boundaries across the vertical bar.
An explanation of this percept is illustrated in Figure 33 .

D1 +0 D2 +0

_J_

Figure 33a depicts the D, +0 and D2 +0 boundaries that
are induced by the cross and its background . TheCC loop
at D, colinearly completes two horizontal boundaries and
thereby forms a closed, connected, rectangular boundary
(Figure 32b) . The FB iniercopies from this boundary to
the D2+0 boundaries eliminate the corresponding hori-
zontal boundaries at D2+0 . The remaining vertical bound-
aries are hereby freed to complete the two vertical bound-
aries and to thereby form another closed, connected.
rectangular boundary- Binocular FF intereopies eliminate
all FCS inducers at the Dz binocular FTDo ofthe horizontal
bar that is subtended by the D, connected boundary . BF
intercopies add the two connected rectangular boundaries
at the DZ binocular ono.

Figure 33c shows the result of filling-in at the binocular
Finos. The D, surface fills-En only a gray horizontal bar.
The D2 surface fills-in the gray unoccluded region of the
vertical bar, as well as the black unoccluded part of the
background . The final percept is one of an opaque hori-
zontal gray bar that partially occludes a mare distant ver-
tical gray bar on a black background . A comparison of
Figures 31 and 33 clarifies the key role played by the

Dl + 0 D2+0

0

Di +o nz+o

Figure 33. 3-D percept of a horizontal opaque bar occluding a more distant vertical bar, due to removal of the
four Ehrensteie limbs. See tract for details .
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Ehrenstein limbs in creating the percept of a transparent
disk, rather than that of an opaque bar .

33 . An Explanation of Kanizsa-Varin Variations :
Opaque or Transparent Square Occludes

Four Disks on Background
The 3-D percepts using Kanizsa squares and Varin dis-

plays that were described in Section 7 will now be ana-
lyzed. These two types of images generate different com-
plex cell activations, due to the absence in the Kanizsa
square of gray wedges in the mouths of the pacman fig-
ures . Despite this difference, both images generate similar
emergent boundary segmentations after the CC loops act.
They do not, however, generate the same FCS signals for
filling-in . As a result, the Kanizsa square does not induce
a percept of transparency, but the Varin figure does .

Consider, first, a Kanizsa square with black pacman
figures on a white background . Let the vertical bound-
aries of the pacman figures occur at the larger disparity,
D, . Figure 34a shows the D,+O and D, +O complex cell
activations at two scales . Figure 34b shows howthese ac-
tivations induce emergent boundary segmentations via
their respective CC loops. Figure 34c shows the con-
nected boundaries after FB intercopies act. The square
boundary at disparity D, fills-in a white color at the
binocular r-iDO, as in Figure 34d . TheFF intercopies in-
duced by the square boundary eliminate the FCS inducers
ofthe square at disparity DZ . The remaining FCS inducers
at the D2 binocular 1`1no fill-in the black wedges and the
white background around the square . Hence, an opaque
square is seen hovering above partially occluded black
disks on a white background . The completed disk bound-
aries in Figure 34b also input directly from the BCS to
the ORS (Figure 7) .
The Varin display differs from the Kanizsa square in

using white pacmen, gray wedges in the mouths of the
pacmen, and a black background . As a result of the gray
wedges, the circular disk boundaries do not have to be
completed at disparity DZ using illusory contours of the
CC loop . These contours are, instead, derived directly
from the image by the simple cells . The boundaries in-
duced by both images are similar at the CC loop stage,
as in Figure 34b .
The filling-in events induced by Kanizsa and Varin im-

ages differ in a critical way, however. Figure 34e shows
how filling-in at the binocular FiDOS generates a gray
square surface at the disparity D, binocular Ftvo . At the
disparity Dz binocular rzno, the white pacmen fill-in, as
does a black boundary outside the pacmen and square
boundaries . These filling-in events are completely analo-
gous to those in Figure 34d . In addition, the gray wedges
also fill-in, due to the existence of uninhibited gray FCS
inducers inside the round wedge boundaries . This filling-
in event has no analog in Figure 34d. Anothernew filling-
in event completes the black region that is surrounded by
the square and the wedges . The black FCS inducers for
this filling-in event exist outside the round gray wedge
boundaries . In all, a surface is filled-in at disparity DZ

that consists of a black background surrounding four
white-and-gray disks . The final percept is of a transpar-
ent gray square in front of a black background in which
four circular white disks are partially occluded by the gray
square (Figure 34e) .

This comparison between the Kanizsa and Varin per-
cepts illustrates two important points : (1) Images that have
different edges can have identical emergent boundary seg-
mentations . (2) Images with identical emergent boundary
segmentations can induce dramatically different percepts-
even the difference between transparency and opacity-
because they activate a different set of FCS inducers for
filling-in surface properties .

34 . An Explanation of Kanizsa-Varin Variations :
Square Occluded by an Opaque Foreground

With Four Circular Holes

A reversal of relative depth relationships in the Kanizsa
square and Varin display creates a totally different per-
cept (Section 7) . In particular, no transparency occurs in
response to the Varin display. Consider first the Kanizsa
square . TheD, +0 andD2+0 complex cell responses are
shown in Figure 35a, and the CC loop boundary segmen-
tations are shown in Figure 35b. The connected bound-
aries at the binocular FIvos after 1713 intercopies and BF
intercopies act are shown in Figure 35c.
The binocular FF intercopies inhibit only the FCS in-

ducers that bound the circular disks and the outer square
boundary of the background . As a result, the black pac-
men and white wedges can fill-in the binocular FcDO at
disparity D2, as in Figure 35d. At disparity D,, a white
surface fills-in around the four circular apertures, and a
light gray film-a mixture of black and white FCS in-
ducers from around the inner circular boundaries-fills-
in the four disks. The final percept is one of a near-white
opaque surface with four circular apertures through which
the four corners of a white square appear on a black back-
ground (Figure 35d) . The completed square in Figure 35b
is recognized via the BCS - ORS pathway (Figure 7) .
The relative depth reversal of the image contrasts causes

the Varin display to undergo essentially the same filling-in
events as the Kanizsa square . The D, +0 boundary in Fig-
ure 35c does not include the square boundary, as it does in
Figure 34c . Thus, the Varin wedges add nothing to the
Kanizsa display but a different color for filling-in at dis-
parity D2 . The binocular rZno at disparity DZ fills-in white
pacman figures and gray wedges by using the FCS in-
ducers at the corners of the square (Figure 35e) . Dispar-
ity D, fills-in a black occluding surface with four circu-
lar apertures by using the black FCS inducers that abut
the exterior background square and the exteriors of the
circles . The circular apertures fill-in a light-gray film by
mixing the white and gray FCS inducers at the inner cir-
cular boundaries . The final percept is one of a nearby
black opaque surface with four circular apertures through
which the four corners of a gray square appear on a more
distant white background . The comparison between the
transparent and opaque percepts summarized in Fig-
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Figure 34. Perception of a 3-D Kanezsa square and transparent Varin display. See text for details .

ores 34 and 35 provides strong support for the theory's of the various bounding contours . . . are identical"
riles . (p . 506) . With pacmen included, the display appears as

a gray transparent square in front of four partially oc-
cluded circular disks (see Figure 34e) . With pacmen re-re-

35 . Kanizsa-Varin Variations: moved, the display appears as a more distant square region
Depth Reversal by Pacman Removal upon which four wedges are seen through a closer square

Nakayama et al . (1990) noted that removal ofthe pac- aperture .
man figures in a Varin display can cause a depth reversal Figure 36a shows the D, +0 and D, +U complex cell
in the final percept, even though "the disparity relations activations after the pacmen are removed. Figure 36b
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Figure 35 . Perception of a 3-D Kanizsa square and opaque Varin display due to relative depth reversal. See text
for details .

shows the CC loop boundary completions . For definite-
ness, it is assumed that the CC loop of the smaller scale,
before iaterscale cooperation, cannot form vertical bound-
aries aver such a large distance . This property does not
affect the result, either way . Figure 36c shows the con-
nected boundaries after FB iRtercopies and BF intercopies
act . Figure 3bci shows the filing-in events at the binocular
FiDos . At disparity D,, the outer black frame fills-in, as
does an inner rectangular film that mixes gray and black

FCS indvccrs . At disparity DZ, the ACS inducers on both
sides of the curved wedge boundaries are spared by binoc-
ular FF intercopies_ Hence, they can fill-in four gray
wedges and a black region in between . The four wedges
are thus seen through a square aperture in the black occlud-
ing surface . When humane perceive this image, the oc-
cluded wedges do not seem to exist beyond the square aper-
ture . This property may be explained by the absence of
boundaries in Figure 36c to compete the wedges into disks .
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Figure 36. Effect of removing the Kanizsa pacman in Figure 34 on 3-D perception of the Varin wedges . See text
for details .

36. Differences in BCS and FCS Processing of
LGN Inputs at Isolumunance

The above data analyses have probed the properties and
interactions of $CS boundary segmentation and FCS
filling-in processes. These processes also clarify many
other types of data . These processes will be described in
greater computational detail in the remaining sections,
while more data are explained to illustrate these details .
One type of data that has caused considerable discus-

sion concerns the reduction or vanishing ofa percept when
chromatic inputs are adjusted to be isoluminant . The con-
clusion is then often drawn (Livingstone & Hubel, 1487,
1988) that the process supporting the peroept receives in-
puts from luminance detectors but not color detectors .
This conclusion is not warranted within FACADE theory
because the 50C Filter of the BCS groups inputs from the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in a different way than
the FCS does . In order to function well as a broad-band
boundary detector, BCS complex ceps combine inputs via
simple cells from all types of LGN color opponent cells,
albeit not necessarily with equal weights (Soynton, Es-
kew, & Olson, 1985 ; Tansley, Robertson, & Maughan,

1983 ; 'I'horell, DeValois,&Albrecht, 1984). In contrast,
the FCS maintains the opponent organization ofLGN cells
and elaborates it into a double-opponent organization
(Desimone et al ., 19$5 ; Livingstone & Hubel, 1984 ;
Zeki, 1983a, 1983b) in order to carry out its functions
of discounting the illumiaant and filling-in surface prop-
erties such as brightness, color, and depth.
BCS boundary activation may be weakened in response

to isoluminant stimuli even though its complex cells
receive inputs from all types of LGN cells . This is be-
cause of the way model simple cell and complex cell
receptive fields are built up from outputs of model LGN
cells. Far example, consider LGNcells that are sensitive
to I, cones and M cones in the L-M and L+M combi-
nations (Mollon& Sharpe, 1983) . The L-M LGNcells
individually become less active at isoluminance_ Hence,
simple cell receptive fields that are built up from their
output signals also become less active at isoluminance .
The L+M LGN cells do not necessarily become less ac-
tive at isoluminance . However, their simple cell targets
do, because these simple cells estimate the contrast dif-
ference within their receptive fields, which is abolished
or greatly reduced at isoluminance . A complex cell that
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receives inputs from simple cells with these different types
of receptive fields will also become less active at iso-
luminance . If the complex cell activations ofthe BCS be-
come too weak near isoluminance to significantly activate
FCS filling-in or ORS recognition processes, then the
percept will also become weak as isolummance is ap-
proached . Recent psychophysical (Cavanagh & Favreau .
1985) and neurophysiological (E,ogothetis, Schiller,
Charles, & Hurlbert, 1990) experiments using tsoluminant
stimuli support the idea that attenuation of activation at
isoluminance does not imply absence of chromatic inputs
to BCS boundaries .

37. Sparse Blue Cones and Continuous Blue Surfaces
A related paradox about early visual processing may

also be clarified in terms of SCSIFCS interactions . This
paradox concerns the fact that blue surface properties may
be vividly perceived even though blue cones are very
sparsely distributed across the retina . How does such a
sparse and discontinuous set of detectors generate a vivid
and continuous surface percept? How are sharp borders
of such a surface determined? Tie present remarks con-
sider possible contributions to this process that supple-
ment the local organization of receptive fields per se .
The BCS combines opponent inputs from all model

LGN tunnels at individual complex cells in order to build
up the strongest possible boundaries, whereas the FCS
preserves the LGN opponent organization and elaborates
it into a double-opponent organization in order to discount
the illuminant and fill-in properties of surface brightness,
color, and depth . A key stage in discounting the ffluminant
takes output signals derived from a field of similar photo-
detectors or other signal sources and inputs them into a
shunting on-center ofdsurround network (Cohen & Gross-
berg, 1984 ; Grossbezg, 1983 ; Grossbezg & Todorovic,
1988) . Such a network tends to normalize the total ac-
tivity of input patterns as it discounts the illurRinant (see
Figure 17b) . This operation tends to make the network
output independent of the total number of inputs per unit
area . In other words, discounting the illuminant partially
compensates for differences in receptor density . Filling-
in then smooths out such a normalized, but still sparse,
input pattern until it is obstructed by the best BCS bound-
aries that all the image data, working together, can gener-
ate . The result is a continuous, sharply bounded surface
representation whose vividness is assured by shunting
normalization_
Grossberg (1987b, Section 31) used these concepts to

analyze experiments about the effect of blue cones on
border distinctness (Boynton et al ., 1985 ; Tansley &
Boynton, 3976, 1978 ; Tansley et aL, 1983) . The hypoth-
esis that opponent information from LGN is used in dif-
ferent ways to generate BCSboundary segmentations and
FCS surface properties plays a central role in this analy-
sis, as it did in Section 36, to conclude that attenuation
of a percept at isoluminance does not imply that BCS
boundaries receive no chromatic LGN inputs .

38 . A Multiple-Scale Binocular Filter :
Size-Disparity Correlations, Fusion, and Rivalry
The computational analysis of how multiple-scale 3-D

boundary segmentations arise builds upon the theory of
binocular vision that was introduced in Grossberg (!987c)
and further developed through computer simulations in
GfOSSI?CTLQ and Marshall (1989) . This theory show-, haw
to convert the SOC filter whereby simple cell outputs com-
bine to generate complex cell receptive fields (Figures 12
and 18) into a multiple-scale binocular filter that is capa-
ble of supporting binocular fusion and rivalry .
To accomplish this, inputs from the two eyes are or-

ganized into hypercolumns (Figure 37a) . Small patches
of tine left (L) and right (R) eye retinas project to contig-
uous regions of visual cortex . The complete set of oriented
L and R simple cells corresponding to that patch forms
a hypercalumn (Flubel & Wiesel, 1977) . Hypercolumns
are joined together sequentially to form ocular dominance
columns (Figure 37b) . Traversal of an ocular dominance
column leads to changes in the preferred orientation of
receptive field responsiveness superimposed upon slower
changes in retinal position (Blasdel, 1989 ; Hubel &
Wiesel, 1977) .

Scenic contrasts are converted into a pattern of activa-
tion that is distributed across the spatial map of hyper-
columns. As a scenic edge is moved with respect to the
two eyes, it generates distinct activation patterns across
this spatially organized data structure (Figure 38) . The
binocular SOC filter from simple cells to complex cells
converts such a distributed activation pattern into multi-
plexed tuning curves whereby individual complex cells
code prescribed combinations of edge position, orienta-
tion, size, positional disparity, and orientational disparity .
The network that converts distributed activation patterns

across the model simple cells (level F,) into multiplexed
responses by model complex cells (level F2) is a variant
ofthe competitive learning model . Competitive learning
models-also railed self-organizing feature maps and adap-
tive vector quantizers-were developed in Grossberg
(1972, 1976a, 1976b) and ion der Malsburg (1973), lead-
ing in Grossberg (I97ba, 1978a, 1982b) and Willshaw
and ion der Malsburg (1976) to several versions of the
model, ofwhich many subsequent contributions are vari-
ations (Amari & Takeuchi, 1978 ; Bienenstock, Cooper,
& Munro, 1982 ; Carpenter & Grassberg, I987a, 1987b,
1988 ; Cohen & Grossberg, 1986, 1987 ; Grossberg &
Kuperstein, 1989 ; Kohonen, 1982, 1984 ; Lins3cer, 1986a,
1986b, 198bc; Rumelhart& Zipser, 1985 ; Singer, 1983).
A historical discussion of the development of these models
is provided in Grossberg (1987a, 198$).

In a self-organizing feature map, normalized input pat-
terns across level F, pass through an adaptive filter to an
Fz level, whose design includes competitive interactions
among its cell populations . Level F,, contrast-enhances,
or compresses, the signal pattern that it receives through
the filter . Thus, the activation pattern that is instated across
F2 is spatially more focused and featurally more selec-
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Figure 37 . (a) Small patches of left (L) and right (R) eye retinas

Project to contiguous regionsof visual cortex wherein a setof oriented
receptive fields, or local contrast detectors, selectively react to
oriented retinal contrasts. Such a complete set of oriented L and
R detectors corresponding to a pair of retinal patches is called a
hypcreofnma (FIu6eI & Wiesel, 19771. (b) Hypercolumns. in visual
cortex am joined together sequentially to form ocular dominance
columns. Here the black (white) bands represent sequential arravc
of hypercolumns from different eyes . From "Functional architec-
ture ofmacaque monkey visual cortex" by D. H. Hubel andT. N.
Wiesel,1977, Pmceedinp ofthe 12oya15ocietv ofLondon (B),198,
L59. Copyright 1977by The Royal Society. Reprinted by permission .

tive than its input pattern . The F, cells that survive the
competition with sufficiently positive activities can trigger
learning within the adaptive weights of [he filter . Learn-
ing occurs only in those adaptive weights whose pathways
abut the winning cells . [.earning better tunes the FZ recep-
tive fields to the statistics of the environment that acti-
vates them .

In the binocular SOC filter, level F, models simple cells
in the cortical hypercolumn map and level FZ models
binocular complex cells (Figure 34). Leartung in the adap-
tive filter from F, to FZ refines the tuning curves of the
binocular complex cells, notably theirsensitivity to binoc-
ular disparity. Reciprocal, top-down signals alsoexist to
stabilize the adaptive tuning process and to help select
binocularly consistent LGNactivations (Grossberg, 1980) .
Reciprocal, top-down connections are needed, more
generally, to stabilize the learning in all adaptive filter
circuits (Carpenter & Grossberg, 19S7a, 1988, 1991), but
wdl not be further discussed because they are not needed
to explain the data that are analyzed herein .

Multiple copies ofthe F, -Fz binocular filter exist, cor-
responding to different simple cell receptive field sizes
(Figure 40). Within each copy, the simple cell and com-
plex cell receptive field sizes covary . This property of
self-similarity across multiple scales enables the network
to exhibit the size-disparity correlation that was used in
Sections 27-35 td explain various 3-D percepts .
Figure 41 illustrates how self-similarity enables the

larger scale complex cells to binocularly fuse the left eye
and right eye monocular responses to an image edge over
a broader range ofdisparities than can the smaller scale
complex cells . Thus, there exist larger disparities which
the smaller scales cannot fuse but which the larger scales
can fuse . Large scale complex cells can fuse both low spa-
tial frequency and high spatial frequency input patterns .
Small state complex cells can fuse only high spatial fre-
quency patterns (Figure 41a) . The model hereby provides
an explanation of data showing that "there exists an as-
sociation between large disparities and law spatial fre-
quency, though the complementary association between
small disparities and high spatial frequencies, while logi-
cally possible, lacks experimental support" (Julesz &
3chumer, 1981, p . GE)9) . The model thus does not posit
separable pools of disparity-tuned and spatial frequency-
tuned cells, consistent with experiments showing "the
existence of a very limited number of discrete spatial
frequency-tuned mechanisms is human stereopsis (Rang
& Blake, 1991, p . 1187) . On the other hand, the model
clarifies why the maximum (usable disparity is larger for
low spatial frequency patterns than for high spatial fre-
quency patterns . The spatial frequency dependence ofthe
disparity range for stereopsis is called the size-disparity
correlation . This property has been reported in psycho-
physical studies (Julesz & Schumer, 1981 ; Richards &
Kaye, 1974 ; Schor & Tyler, 1981 ; Schor& Wood, 1983 ;
Schor et a1_, 19$4 ; Tyler, 1975, 1983) and is observed
when certain stereograms are viewed (Kulikowski, 1978) .
It suggests tow the disparity limit may remain approxi-
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FIgure 3$ . Translation of sreoic contour information ieto spatial patterns of ac4vity : (a) Over-
lapping like-oriented receptive fields generate a spatial pattern of activity at left eye monocu-
lar representations is response to a left eye monocalarly viewed scenic edge. The figure por-
trays a view from above of cortical ocular dominance columns for the left (L) and right (R)
eyes, and codes increased cell activation with darker areas. (b)-(d) Binocular inputs due to
a scenic edge viewed by the two eyes at increasing positional dispadties create distinct, ex-
pandlRg activity patterns across the oculardominance columns. Here bar heights code activi-
ties. (e) Binocular viewing can cause an orieQtadonal disparity that is coded by a positional
shift in the activity pattern caused by the left eye relative to that caused by the right eye. This
sltiR is perpendicular to the shift ceased by positional disparity, which separatesactivity pat-
terns caused by the two eyes in a horizontal, rather than avertical,direction. (Reprinted from
Grossberg, 14$7c.)
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Figure 39 . Visual signals broadly distributed across simple cells within the hyperrnlumn
layer, Fi, input to a complex calf layer, F2, via feedfarwardon-center off-surround shunt.
mg interactions.Feedback on-center off-surround shunting interactions transform broad
activations at Fi into sharp, multiplexed activatinnsat F2 . The Gaussian bandwidths ofthe
feedforward excitation and inhibition and the feedback inhibition covary with the spatial
scale o£ the oriented receptive fields of the simple cells . See text for additional details. From
"Stereo boundary fusion by cortical complex cells : A system of maps, meters, and feedback
networks formultiplexing distributed data" by S. GrossbezgandJ. Marshall, 1989, Neural
Networks, 2, 29-51. Copyright 1959 by Pergamon Press. Reprinted with kind permission
from Pergamon Press Ltd., Headington Hill Ball, Oxford 0X3 OBW, U.K.

mately invariant as the viewing distance is changed. The
model also explains how a size-disparity correlation can
coexist with data like those of the Weisstein effect (Sec-
tion 3), which seem to contradict it .
BB intrascale competition converts the range of possi-

ble (usable disparities within a given scale into the choice
of a disparity that best matches the image data . This com-
petition occurs among complex cells that code the same
position but different binocular disparities (Figure 41a) .
Consistent with neurophysiological recordings, itendows
model complex cells with a tuning curve that is more
sharply tuned to binocular disparity than are their activa-
tions without inhibition (Poggio, 1984, 1989 ; Poggio &
Talbot, 1981 ; Sillito, 1974, 1975a, 1975b, 1977, 1979 ;
Sillito, Salt, & Kemp, 1985).

After BB intrascales select the best matched complex
cells, they input to the hypercomplex cells via the first
competitive stage (Figure 1S). This interaction clarifies
how the size-disparity correlation regulates the onset of
binocular fusion or rivalry. Within the fusion range, a sin-
gle population of complex cells is activated which satis-
fies the size-disparity correlation . These complex cells,
in turn, excite a single population of hypercomplex cells
that is free from competition at the first competitive stage
(Figure 41b) . Within the rivalry range, spatially disparate
populations of complex cells are activated, because they
fall outside the range of the size-disparity correlation .
These populations mutually inhibit their target hypercom-
plex cells via the first competitive stage, thereby initiat-
ing binocular rivalry (Figure 41c) .

The net effect of these interactions is to activate those
hypercomplex cells which code the largest disparity, or
disparities, that can fuse the monocular inputs from the
left and right eyes . All other disparities are suppressed
by competitive interactions between complex cells (fusion
range) or from complex cells to hypercomplex cells (riv-
alry range) . In particular, if the complex cells that would
otherwise win the fusion competition do not exist due to
the size-disparity correlation, then the complex cells that
code the next largest disparity will be activated . Such a
disparity shift was used, for ample, to explain Bregman-
Kanizsa figure-ground separation (Figure 27) and the
pop-out of higher spatial frequencies (Figure 30).
The complex cells and hypercamplex cells hereby se-

lect the BCS signals that will be used to generate fused
or rivalrous BCS boundaries . The hypercomplex cells at
the second competitive stage respond to these signals by
selecting the most favored orientations, using competi-
tion within each position and scale but across disparities,
generating end cuts along the way. Bipole stage coopera-
tion responds to and modifies the signals it receives from
the hypercomplex cells via an interaction across positions
and scales but within a given disparity (or relative depth)
range (see Figure 43a and Section 42). Multiple bound-
ary segmentations hereby begin to form within different
relative depth ranges, and are modified by the exchange
of BF intracopy and FB intercopy feedback signals .

Parametric properties of binocular rivalry may occur
among these boundary segmentations when habituating
transmitter gates are incorporated into the network's
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Figure 40 . Early stages of spatial frequency sensitivity are repre-
sented by covariation of receptivefield sine with the spatial pattern
of activity generated by cells of this size across Fi : Small receptive
fields generate morelocalized patterns (a) than large receptive fields
(b). Bar height represents activity at each cell position . (Reprinted
From Grossberg, 1987b.)

cooperative-competitive interactions (Grossberg, 1987c) .
These are the same habituative interactions that have been
used to explain visual persistence data (Section 21) and
figure-ground reversal data (Section 29) . Arrington
(1992) has advanced this analysis with quantitative com-
puter simulations of binocular rivalry data, notably the
data of Mueller and Blake (1989) on interactions between
stimulus contrast and eye dominance . Multiple types of
data hereby support the model's processing stages .
TheManand Poggio (1979) stereopsis model also em-

bodies a size-disparity con-elation . It performs a multiple-
scale Gaussian average of the image before computing
disparities at zero crossings ofthe averaged left- and right-
eye images . This model has a number of properties chat
are inconsistent with data about stereopsis (Julesz &
Schemer, 19$1), and prevent it front explaining data about
figure-ground separation . Some of these properties are
summarized below to emphasize the new features of the
present stereopsis model The Marr-Poggio model does
riot create a binoculariy fused boundary from a pair of
spatially disparatemonocular boundaries_ Lt does not allow
smaller disparities than the preferreddisparity to be simul-
taneously activated, but suppressed due to complex cell
inhibition . It does not distinguish between the range of
spatial frequencies that can be detected by simple cells
of a given size and the range of disparities that their tar-
get complex cells can binocularly fuse . It thus does not
allow the complex cells of smaller scales to be activated

by disparities that are larger than those to which they arc
maximally tuned, a property that was used to discuss the
$regman-Kanizsa effect in section 27 . More generally,
the Marr-Paggio model omits the key properties that are
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Figure 41 . (a) Larger simple cell receptive fields can generate a
spatially broader response acres the ocular dominancecolumns than
can smaller receptive fields . They can also send convergent signals
to complex cells over a broader spatial region . Larger scales can
therefore fuse a broader rouge ofdisparities than can smaller scales.
BS ietrastale competition selectsthe complex cells within each scale
and position whom adaptive filter best matches the spatial distri-
bution ofsimple cell inputs . Outputs from larger scale complex cells
to hypercanpiex cells (b) can bioocularly fuse images at disparities
for which theresponse in smaller scales (c) may berivalrous, [hereby
relating life size-disparity correlation to a property of interscale self-
similarity .
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needed to understand the role of stereopsis in forming
binocular boundary segmentations .

39, Better Discrimination of Figure
Than of Ground

The better discrimination of features when they are per-
ceived as figure than when they are perceived as ground,
as summarized in Section 10, is clarified by the competi-
tive disparity interactions within multiple spatial scales
[hat were described in Section 38 . These mechanisms
show how a part of a planar image that is perceived as
a figure can be preferentially processed by the largest scale
that can optimally fuse its disparities . The analysis of Fig-
ure 30 in Section 1d used this property along with the
property that, when another image part is perceived as
ground, it often activates smaller scales that are not max-
imally tuned to this disparity- The stereopsis model sum-
marized in Section 38 slows how this can happen using
cells within each scale that can respond to a broad range
of disparities . Because a poorer combination of left and
right eye inputs survives the binocular competition in the
smaller scales than in the larger scales, a weaker and spa-
tially fouler reaction occurs in the BCS scales that build
up the "ground" of the percept, as was reported in the
Brown and Weisstein (1988a) experiments .

This explanation also clarifies the finding of Wong
and Weisstein (1983) that sharp targets are detected 6et-
ter against a figure and blurred targets are detected better
against a background . Sharp targets are detected better
against a figure because they are processed by scales that
can sharply fuse their features . Blurred targets are detected
better against a ground because they can span the spatially
fuzzy reactions ofthe ground :scales . This explanation over-
comes the abjection, noted in Section 10, that a spatial
frequency difference per se is insufficient to explain these
figure-ground differences because the same image part
can serve as figure or ground in a muftistable percept.
This analysis also is consistent with the discussion in

Section 29 of how figure-ground switching can occur be-
tween high and low spatial frequency patterns . When the
high spatial frequency pattern is processed as a figure,
it can complete a connected surface using the larger scale
and disparity, as in Figure 30 . The low spatial frequency
pattern uses a smaller scale and disparity to build up its
boundaries and fill-in its surface . When switching occurs .
the low spatial frequency pattern can create end gaps in
the boundaries ofthe high spatial frequency pattern . Then
the low spatial frequency pattern can complete a connected
surface using the larger scale and disparity, whereas the
high spatial frequency pattern is relegated to the smaller
scale and disparity. The greater discriminability of figure
than of ground is hereby accounted for by contextually
sensitive mechanisms that provide a better match between
image data and the percept precisely when these data are
perceived as "figure ." Two separate systems for figure
and ground are not needed and, as noted in Section 10,
could not explain these data .

40 . BB Intrascaies : Ocular Dominance,
Ailelotropia, and Disparity Competition

Figure 42 illustrates a simple and testable self-organizing
feature map within which the desired computational prop-
erties ofmultiple-scale competitive disparity computations
are attained . This figure depicts an idealized response to
an edge by the ocular dominance columns that correspond
to a large scale . Because the scale's receptive field size
is large, several left eye columns yin white) and right eye
columns (n black) are activated . The adaptive filter from
the simple cells to the complex cells groups the activity
pattern across the simple cells in multiple ways . In par-
ticular, left eye and right eye inputs to the binocular cells
add within the adaptive filter, before nonlinear competi-
tive interactions select the winning combinations, consis-
tent with the data of Freeman and Ohzawa (1940) .

Figure 42 illustrates how properties of allelotropia, size-
disparity correlation, and separation of disparity-tuned cell
"pools" could be spatially organized across cortical com-
plex cells . The spatial location of a complex cell varies
with the total number and pattern of simple cell inputs
that project to it . The complex cells that win the BB intra-
scale competition in response to a monocular L or R in-
put lie above the L and R markers, respectively, as do
near-zero binocular inputs . The complex cells that get the
largest input, and thus win, in response to binocular in-
puts to L and R typically lie symmetrically between L and
R . Allelokropia (Section 2A) is hereby initiated via a coor-
dinated shift in map location and disparity tuning to
binocularly fused cells at a location midway between the
monocular positions L and R . These symmetric binocular
complex cells code a binocular disparity that is scaled to

l
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Figure 42. Simple cell ocular dominance columns tend to generate
a spatial correlation between d6parityJsensitivity, ocular dominance,
tote! input streugth, and. possebly,cortical layerat the complex cells.
Monocular responses are marked in white or black, binocular re-
sponses are marked in white-and-black stripes . This arrangement
gives rise to the requisitecomputational properties ofBB intrascaks .
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the cortical distance J~~L-Rjl between L and R . Not all
spatial scales carp span this cortical distance A size-
disparity correlation derives from tie fact that L and R
simple cells with larger receptive fields can span a larger
cortical distance via their self-similar output pathways,
and thereby cause a unimodal activity profile at their target
symmetric complex cells (cf. Figure 41b) . Complex cells
whose receptive fields span a narrower cortical distance,
within a given scale, tend to code smaller disparities .
Complex cells with larger receptive fields thus tend to
code larger disparities and to lie in different network
layers . Cells tuned to different disparity ranges are hereby
spatially segregated, thereby facilitating separation of their
output signals to separate BCS copies .
Freeman and Ohzawa (1990) have suggested thatcom-

plex cell disparity tuning might be set up by pairs of sim-
ple cells with the same receptive field center, rather than
by the shifted centers used above . In this proposal, the
disparity phase-shift between the cell pairs is achieved by
using even-symmetric and odd-symmetric receptive fields .
It is not yet clear how such a mechanism could explain
allelotropia, the spatial separation of disparity-tuned
"pools," and the fact that larger scales can fuse a broader
range of disparities. Any cortical scheme that supports
these properties is consistent with the rest of the theory .

left and right eye cortical represeniaTions that were equally
displaced on the cortex (Figure 38) . In this limiting case,
a single cortical receptive field size could be used m cash
BCS scale to fuse these larger peripheral disparities and
smaller foveal disparities . In general, this compensation
needs larger peripheral receptive fields at same stage of
processing in order to fuse larger peripheral disparities .
Figure 43 represents this self-similarity property with
respect to the retina, but it needs to be kept in mind that
the cortical magnification factor substantially, if not com-
pletely, carries out the necessary transformation before
the simple cell stage . As a result, the range of disparities
capable ofbinocular fusion (Figure 41) is matched to the
degree of receptive field scatter .
The explanation of hyperacuiry data in Grossberg

(1987b, Section 30) uses spatial properties of this self-
similar (complex cell)-to-(hyper-complex cell) filter . The
cortical magnification of filter breadth with retinal eccen-
tricity enables the theory to interpret data wherein ver-
nAer acuity varies with the cortical magnification factor
(Levi, Klein. & Aitsebaomo, X985) . These considerations
clarify why the term BCS scale is used, rather than recep-
tive field size . Each scale includes a range of receptive
field sizes in order to begin the transformation from the
size-disparity correlation to perceived surface. depth .

41 . Cortical Magnification Factor,
Scale Self-Similarity, and Hyperacuity

A BC5 scale is not the same thing as a receptive field
size . This is true because an object contour at a fixed depth
from an observer generates a larger binocular disparity
as it activates each retina at an increasing distance from
the fovea . AD ofthese disparities need to activate the same
scale, so that they can fill-in a surface at a fixed depth,
as illustrated in Sections 27-35 . The explanation of the
size-disparity correlation in Section 38 used the self-
similarity of recepkive field sizes in simple cells and their
complex cell targets . This explanation implies that the
largest disparity that a complex cell can binocularly fuse
covaries with the corresponding simple cell receptive field
size . How are receptive field sizes of a BCS scale or-
ganized to enable larger disparities to be fused at larger
retinal eccentricities? The cortical magnification factor has
properties that are consistent with this computational re-
quirement (Daniel & Whitteridge, 1961 ; Fischer, 1973 :
Schwartz, 1984 ; Tootell, Silverman, Switkes, & De-
Valois, 1982 ; van Essen, Newsome, & Maunsell, 1984) .
Larger receptive fields with more receptive field scatter
occur at more peripheral locations in the retina and LGN.
This arrangement enables higher spatial resolution at the
cortex for the registration offoveal retinal inputs than for
the registration of peripheral retinal inputs . In particular,
less eccentric, notably foveal, retinal locations are rep-
resented across more cornea? area than air more eccentric
retinal locations . A Larger retinal disparity at the periphery
is hereby compensated for by a smaller spatial separation
on the cortex . Were this compensation perfect, larger pe-
npheral disparities and smaller foveal disparities that cor-
responded to the same egocentric distance would activate

42, Multiscate Interactions of the CC Loop:
Coarse-to-Fine Boundary Completion,

Curvature Detection, and Depth Repulsion
With these computational interpretations of the corti-

cal magnification factor (Section 41), the size-disparity
correlation (Section 38), and the topography of ocular
dominance columns (Section 40) in mind, we can now
computationally redline the property that the bipole cells
o#'each CC loopgenerate boundary segmentatioRS far con-
trolling tilling-in at a prescribed relative depth from the
observer . In particular, disparity is scaled to compensate
for the cortical magnification factor, as in Figure 43 . It
is also assumed that the (hypercomplex cell)-to-(bipole
cell) filter is self-similar (Gross6erg, 19$7c, Section 20).
This assumption means that the receptive field sizes of
the bipole cells increase with the maximal receptive field

FOVEA PERIPHERY

Figure aa. The recEfuvP field sizes and mn like disW-
it9ec increase with distance from the fovea within each boundary
containsystem (BCS) copy as part of the transformation tram recep-
tive field size and stereo disparity into surface depth.
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sizes of the (simple cell) -- {complex cell} - (hyper-
complex cell) filter that feeds them . As a result, a large
hipole cell needs mare scenic input to fire than does a
small bipole cell . Finally, it is assumed that each CC loop
receives inputs from cells that are tuned to its disparity
range from all the BCS scales to compute a SCS copy
(Figure 22b) . These converging inputs enable the CC loop
to use all the available scenic evidence to build bound-
aries whose positions and orientations are as accurate as
possible . The several SCS scales can selectively cooper-
ate at each position and disparity in the model by using
the spatially regular organization of disparities with
respect to the ocular dominance columns (Figure 42) .
The explanations of 3-D data in Sections 27-35 illus-

trate how the larger scale activations may stabilize be-
fore the smaller scale activations that they modulate .
Larger scales, however, may provide a poorer measure
of a scenic edge's location, especially at locations of high
curvature . The CC loop cooperation across scales within
each disparity range enables the large-scale, spatially
coarse boundary groupings to be positionally adjusted as
small-scale, finer boundary groupings are activated . This
process continues until all the scales get a chance to
cooperate and compete to complete the boundary web
across all positions at each depth . Computer simulations
of positional adjustment using multiple-scale cooperation
are described in Carpenter et al . (1989) .
A number ofstudies have provided evidence for large-

scale spatial channels being activated before smaller state
spatial channels (Arend, 1976; Ferraro& Foster, 1986 ;
Watt, 1987). Such studies have led to the hypothesis that
low spatial frequency, fast channels generate a percept's
coarse background, whereas high spatial frequency, slower
channels elaborate the percept's finer figural representa-
tions (Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976; Ginsburg, 1982 ; Julesz,
1978 ; Wong & Weisstein, 1983) . The present theory
shows how this can happen without contradicting such
basic properties as the size-disparity correlation and the
fact that an object's image on the retina increases in size
as it approaches an observer . In particular, the largest
scale that can binocutarly fuse a nearby object may be
used to generate the representation of that object as a fig-
ure in front of a background .
CC loop cooperation across scales helps to explain Grif-

fiths and Chubb's (2993) data showing that subjects can
integrate information across different spatial freq4ency
channels to determine contrast boundaries . Also clarified
are Wilson and Richards's (1989) data militating that only
(relatively) small, high spatial frequency mechanisms are
involved in curvature discrimination, except when a curve
is low-pass filtered . To see this, suppose that, at a given
disparity, the largest fusable scales are too coarse to re-
spond with positional accuracy to a high curvature edge .
Then intrascale competition across positions at the hyper-
complex cells of these scales' first competitive stages (Fig-
ure 18) attenuates the output from them to the CC loop .
This suppression is like the lateral inhibitory interactions
that have been reported across positions at the same scale
and disparity (Klein & Stromeyer, 1980 ; Quinn, 1985 ;

5agi &Hochstein, 19&4). Finer scales that respond more
selectively to the high curvature region will not be attenu-
ated . Thus, as in the explanation of greater acuity when
features are perceived as figure than when they are per-
ceived as background (section 39), in the present expla-
nation, the scales that provide a better match to the image
data use competitive interactions to reduce or eliminate
the influence of the weaker scales . In particular, when
the image data exceed the bounds ofthe size-disparity cor-
relation, as in Figure 41c, or one eye's data mismatch
the other eye's data as a result of "ghosts" or other false
binocular matches (7ulesz, 1971 ; Kaufman, 1974), then
binocular suppression or rivalry can occur.
These mechanisms are also relevant to the results of

Westheimer and Levi (19$7) an depth attraction and repul-
sion of disparate foveal stimuli . In their experiments,
depth attraction occurs if targets are separated by less than
2'-8' ofarc . Depth repulsion occurs at larger separations,
between targets with the same or opposite contrasts rela-
tive to the background . The attractive effect at small sepa-
rations may be analyzed in terms of the cooperative pool-
ing across ocular dominance columns by the binocular
filter in Figure 42 to select a best disparity at the com-
plex cells and, to a lesser degree, the longer range cooper-
ative linking of nearly colinear activations within a
prescribed disparity range . The repulsive effect at larger
separations may be analyzed in terms of the composite
effects of the first and second competitive stages and FB
intercopies, as in the explanations of binocular rivalry
(Figure 41c) and Bregman-Kanizsa figure-ground sepa-
ration (Figure 27) . The repulsive competitive interactions
work for either direction-of-contrast, because they occur
after the complex cell stage (Figure 18) .
Westheirner and Levi (1487) noted that these depth at-

traction and repulsion effects are not the same as the posi-
tional attraction and repulsion effects that their lab had
earlier reported (Badcock & Westheimer, 1985a, I98Sb) .
These positional displacements wereanalyzed inGrossberg
(1987b, Section 30) in terms of pouting by simple cell
receptive fields (short-range attraction) and competition
at the first competitive stage (long-range repulsion) . The
properties of these two types of effects may be used in
future computational studies to help select optimal param-
eters for the filters and competitive interactions .
For bipole cells to achieve the type of multiscale dis-

parity processing suggested above, the connections be-
tween hypercomplex cells and bipole cells, no less than
those between simple cells and complex cells, need to be
adaptively tuned by experience . Marshall (1990) has
shown how long-range cooperative connections can self-
organize in his model of motion perception . The learn-
ing mechanisms that he used are drawn from models of
competitive learning and adaptive resonance (Carpenter
& Grossberg, I987a, 1987b ; Gzossberg, 1982b, 1987c ;
Kohonen, 1984) . Although the Marshall model does not
use bipole cells, it provides an example of how selective
long-range connections can self-organize by sensing sta-
tistically reliable spaUotemporal correlations among spa-
tially distributed inputs .
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43. :year-Zero Disparity Boundaries,
Disparity Pools, and Interpool Cooperation

To prevent brightness and color signals from flowing
out of a region, the region boundary must be closcci_ When
we view even a 2-D picture, however, we gee it at a dis-
tance, so that our eyes receive disparate images . The dis-
parities ofnonfoveated vertical and oblique edges are thus
nonzero . On the other hand, the disparities of horizontal
edges are zero, or approximately so . These facts suggested
the hypothesis, used extensively in Sections 27-35, that
near-zero disparity boundaries interact with nonzero dis-
parity boundaries in order to close region boundaries even
when we view a 2-D picture, and certainly when we view
3-D scenes . Near-zero disparity boundaries must be able
to group with the several different nonzero disparity
boundaries generated by the scene, or else many region
boundaries could not close . Et is therefore assumed in the
theory that near-zero disparity boundaries are processed
in a separate pool from nonzero disparity boundaries . We
assumed above that these near-zero boundaries can add
multiple copies of themselves to all the pools of nonzera
disparity boundaries to enable certain boundaries to close .
The theory hereby makes the prediction that near-zero dis-
parity cells and multiple pals of nonzero disparity cells
can cooperate via multiple pools of bipole cells in area V2
(and possibly V4) of the prestriate cortex . With these re-
sults about multiple-scale BCS boundary segmentation in
view, we can now turn to a more detailed discussion of
how the BCS controls FCS filling-in,

44. Binocular BCS Modulation of Monocular
FCS Filling-In Domains

The FCS is decomposed into multiple copies, each with
its own Filling-In Domains, or Finos . The theory needs
to describe (Figure 11) : (a) how a binocular BCS segmen-
tation, or BCS copy, is defined ; (b) how a binocular BCS
segmentation interacts with each monocular FIao, so that
only those monocular feature contour (FC) inputs to the
FtDO that are consistent with the binocular segmentation
generate outputs, while binocularly inconsistent FC in-
puts are suppressed ; (c) haw the output signals from a
pair ofleft eye and right eye monocular Finos are binocu-
larty matched at a binocular ADO ; and (d) how these
binocularly matched FC signals interact with signals from
the binocular BCS segmentation to trigger filling-in ofa
FACADE representation at each binocular rzDo .
An answer to (a) was developed in Sections 40 and 41 .

Each BCS copy binds boundary activations that corre-
spond to a prescribed range of nonzero disparities, as well
as signals from the near-zero disparity pool which inter-
act with these nonzero activations via each copy's CC
loop . Within each BCScopy, the nonzero disparity range
varies with distance from the fovea according to the cor-
tical magnification factor in order to define a prescribed
relative depth from the observer . Absolute depth measures
also require information about the vergence of the eyes
(Blank, 197$ ; FoIey, 1980 ; Greve, Gross6erg, Guenther,
& Bullock, 1993 ; Rock, 1484).

We next develop an answer to (b) Each BCS copy sends
topographically organized signals to a corresponding
monocular FCS copy via BF intracopies . Because each
BCS copy is maximally sensitive to a range of disparities
at each position, this separation is not absolute . Thus, each
FCS copy receives inputs from its preferred BCS copy
and, possibly, lesser inputs from BCS copies with similar
disparity selectivsties_ We now analyze how a monocular
FC5 filling-m network, followed by a double-opponent net-
work, reacts to binocular BCS signals in the desired way .

45 . The FACnnF Filter : Combining Filling-in,
Double-Opponent, aid Boundary-Gating Operations

Each FCS copy is organized into opponent pairs of
FiDos, where each pair corresponds so opponent colors :
(red, green), (blue, yellow), (white, black) . Figure 44a
illustrates that each FC input is delivered to all the FCS
copies . Such an FC input selectively activates all, and
only, the Fioos corresponding to its color, across multiple
FCS copies . A mixed color can activate more than one
Fino in each FCS copy, much as a mixture of red and
yellow codes orange . Each FCS copy also receives topo-
graphically organized BF intracopy signals from its BCS
copy . Figure 44a shows that each such BCS - FCS in-
put is delivered to all the Finos of its FCS copy . Figures
446 and 44c show that the FC input to a Fro generates
an output from the Sao only if the BCS input occurs in
the proper spatial relationship to the FC input . Figure 45
explains haw this happens_
Figure 45 illustrates the simplest cellular geometry

wherein a shunting on-center off-surround network can
receive inputs from a filling-in syncytium . Illuminant-
discaunted FC signals input to a filling-in syneytium .
Filling-in occurs across the syncytium until it hits a BCS
boundary or is attenuated by its spatial spread . Each shunt-
ing on-center off-surround network responds to spatial
nonunifornuties in the filed-in activity pattern across its
syneytium . Its outputs code the ratio-contrasts ofactivity
levels, and thereby teed to preserve the brightness or color
code ofthe FC inputs that activated tine syncytium (Gross-
berg & 1'odorovie, I988) . In Figure 44b, an FC input to
a syncytium fills-in freely around file input position be-
cause no BCS input occurs to impede its spread . The
shunting network therefore does not register a detectable
ratio-contrast, so tie Rno generates no output signal . Thus,
the FC input to the lower Ftno in Figure 44a generates no
output signal . In Figure 44c, the FC input to the syn-
cytium occurs spatially adjacent to a BCS input to the syn-
cytium . Filling-in occurs only to one side of die BCS
input . The shunting network detects the ratio-contrast of
the filled-in activity levels, and generates an output signal
that increases with this ratio-contrast . Together, Figures
44b and 44c show that a monocular FC input to a moo
that receives a $F intracopy input can generate an output
signal, whereas the same FC input to a rTno that does not
receive a BF intracopy input cannot generate an output
signal .

This argument can now be extended to an understanding
of how only binocularly consistent FC signals generate
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Figure 44. How BF intracopies control monocular Filliag-Tn-
DOm9iu (QUO) outputsgnaLS: (a) Each ilhuminan~ -discounted fea-
ture contour (FCC input is broadcast, within its position, to all the
filling-in syncYtia that code its color across all feature contoursys-
tem (kCS) scales. Each BF intracopy is broadcast, within its posi-
tion, across all syncytia correspondto itstargeted FCS copy. (b) If
noBF mfrecopy impedes the filling-in oftheFC iaput, then no out-
put is generated by that Fmo. (c) IIa BF irttracopy causes a spa-
tial discontinuity to occur in the filling-in of the FC input, then an
output is generated by that FTno.

outputs from a ono. Each ono consists of a pair of op-
ponent filling-in syncytia that activates a double-opponent
output network. Such a double-opponent network consists
of three parts : (a) a shunting on-center off-surround net-
work fed by one syncytium, (b) a shunting on-center off-
surround network fed by the opponent syncytium, and
(c) subtractive opponent interactions between the opponent
syneytia at each position (Figure 4G). The doable-opponent
network responds to the filled-in activation patterns of the
opponent syncytia by selecting the monocular FC signals
that are consistent with the binocular BCS segmentation .
Because a Fino combined with binocular BCS gating sig-
nals can select appropriate Form-And-Color-And-DEpth
combinations, we call it a FACADE filter. The following
sections explain how this selection process works.

46 . Binocular Fusion and Rivalry:
The Kaufman Stereogram

Binocular rivalry phenomena illustrate how a FACADE
filter suppresses the monocular featural data that are not
consistent with the binocularboundary segmentation . The
rivalrous percept generated by a Kaufman stereogram
(Figure 47) provides a particularly vivid example. Dur-
ing this percept, the mutually perpendicular diagonal lines
in the left eye image and right eye image cannot simulta-
neously be perceived . When one orientation is perceived
in a given region, the perpendicular orientation is sup-
pressed by binocular rivalry . Binocular rivalry between
perpendicular orientations is initiated within the CC loop
when they compete at the higherorder hypercomplex cells
ofthe second competitive stage (Figure 18) . Suppose that
one ofthe orientations (say, the right eye orientation) has
won the competition in a given region during a given time
interval . We need to show how this binocular BCS seg-
mentation interacts with the monocular Fliaos to select the
monocular FC signals from the right eye for further pro-
cessing at the binocular moos, while it suppresses the
monocular FC signals from the left eye (Figure 4$) .
We consider first the role of opponent processing by

the Finos, and then the role of double-opponent process-
ing. Given opponent processing, a scenic input generates
an on-input (e .g ., red or white) to its syncytiunn and an
offinput (e .g ., green or black) to the opponent syncytium

Figure 45. BFietracopy inputs and illaminant-discounted feature
contour (FC) inputs converge an a filling-in syncvtium. FC inputs
activate a syocvfitm, which carries activation electrotonically to
neighboring syncytisl cells, except at cell membranes that receive
BF vttracopy inputs . SyQCytis1 cells activate a shunting on-center
off~auinund network whose output signals encode the rabD-contrast
of spatial discontinuities in the filitd-in syncytisl aetivatiao pattern .
Thus, if no BF inhacopy prevents lateral spread of the FC input,
then so output signals occur, as in Figure 44b.

FCS SCS
INPUT INPUT
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Figure 46. A Filling-In-DOmam, or F[[xk The filled-in activity
patterns of the on-syncytium and the off-syncytium are filtered by
contrast-sensitive an-center off-surround shunting networks. In ad-
dition, the output signals from the shunting nets compete at each
position to compute the nn and oft outputs from !heir respective
FIDOS .

(Figure 49a) . The off-input has a shape complementary
to that ofthe on-input . Its maximum is thus spatially dis-
placed relative to that of the on-input. Suppose that a BCS
boundary signal is received by both syncytia at a location
between these maximal opponent responses (Figure 49b) .
Then the on-syncytium fills-in on one side of the bound-
ary and the off-syncytium fills-in on the other side of the
boundary . As a result, the shunting network that is at-
tached to the on-syncytium generates an on-output, while
the shunting network that is attached to the off-syncytium
generates a spatially displaced off-output .
Consider how to explain the pcrcept corresponding to

Figure 4$b using the network properties summarized in
Figure 49b . The explanation summarized in Figure 49b
shows how on-inputs (+ signs) fill-in the on-syncytium
on one side ofthe boundary, and off-inputs {- signs} 0-
in the off-syncytmm on the other side of the boundary .
After opponent processing between the syncytia, the
double-opponent output network generates a row of on-
output-, and a spatially displaced row of offoutputs for
further processing at the binocular Frops . This would also
occur in the absence of double-opponent competition be-
tween the on-cells and off-cells-
Consider how to explain the percept corresponding to

Figure 48a . Here the BCS boundary does not occur be-
tween the on-inputs and off-inputs . Consequently, filling-
in can occur nn both sides of the on-inputs and the off-
inputs . At positions away from the BCS boundary, the

shunting networks attached to the on-syncytiurn and off-
syncytium can, by themselves, attenuate moo outputs, as
in Figure 49c .

47 . Tissue Contrast and Binocular Rivalry:
Lines Are Thick

Why is the double-opponent competition between pairs
of opponent syncytiurn outputs needed, as in Figure 46?
It is needed to prevent outputs from occurring along the
row of FCS positions that is spatially contiguous to the
BCS boundary . To clarify why this is so, I explain the
percept of tissue contrast (Helmhaltz, 1962) . To demon-
strate tissue contrast, place a gray circular disk on top
of a red background . Cover the whole figure with a white
piece oftissue paper . The tissue paler lets the colors he
seen and creates an edge without lines, shadows, or other
edge-thickening contrasts . Then the gray area looks green .
Now draw a circular line with a black pen on the tissue
to divide the disk from the background . The gray area
looks gray again .
The red-green tissue percept may be explained as fol-

lows . As in Figure 49a, the red surround creates red FC
inputs just outside the disk boundary and green FC in-
puts just inside the disk boundary . The red-gray edge cre-
ates a narrow boundary signal between these FC inputs .
As in Figure 49b, green fills-in the disk interior and red
fills-in the disk exterior . Gray also fills-in the disk interior
and desaturates the green percept .
When the black line is drawn on the tissue paper, it

causes changes in both BCS and FCS processing . This
is because the black line has a determinate thickness . It
generates a band, or boundary web, of BCS boundaries
(sec Figure 16 and Grossberg, 1987b ; Grossberg & Min-
golla, 1987a ; Grossberg & Todorovic, 1988) . The red FC
inputs that are registered outside the black line again in-
duce spatially displaced opponent green FC inputs, as in
Figure 49a . However, the green inputs now occur within
the region that is covered by the boundary web . Filling-
in of green therefore occurs in the same region where
filling-in of black, from the black line, occurs- Green is
therefore not seen . The interior of the gray region looks

Figure 47. The xauLmae stermgran induces a perceptora square-
in-de* ac the perpendicular Line patterns undergo binocular rivalry .
From Sight and mind: An introduction to visual perception, by
L. 1{aaCman,1974, New York : Oxford University Press. Copyright
1974 by Oxford University Press. Reprinted by permission .
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Figure 48. Two-dimensional overlap o1' a boundary contour sys-

tem (RCS) boundary contour and a line of correlated on and off
inputs to opponent on and off syncytia determine whether output
signals will be emitted by their Filling-In Domains (eeuoc) : (a) If
nn ( +) and off (-) inputs are not interpolated by a boundary (solid
line), the filled-+n activities within the on and on syncvtia can can-
cel each other' s output signals . (H) IC a boundary (solid life) inter-
polates on (+) and off (-) inputs, output signals from the on Fina
and the off IF-rnc>, respectively, can be generated fromopposite sides
of the boundary .

gray, not green, because the opponent FC interaction that
occurs around the gray/black edge is an achromatic
black/gray interaction, rather than the red/gray interaction
that occurred before the black line was drawn . In sum-
mary, the black line converts the tissue image from two
filling-in regions to three filling-in regions, and traps the
opponent green induction within a region where it is over-
whelmed by black.
The main insight from the tissue contrast percept that

we need to explain binocular rivalry is that lines are thick .
In particular the tints in the Kaufman stereogram (Fig-
ure 47) are thick. Consider what this implies for process-
ing the pattern in Figure 4$a, where spatially displaced
opponent FC inputs are not separated by a $CS boundary .
Within the on-syncytium, filling-in occurs up to the BCS
boundary . However, lines are thick'. Thus, there exists
a sharp discontinuity in the filled-in activity pattern on
both sides of the line-induced boundary web . A sharp dis-
continuity also occurs in the filled-in activity pattern within
the off-syncytivm . Without additional processing, the
shunting network attached toeach syncytium would gener-
ate large on-outputs and off-outputs to the binocular Ftnos
on either side of every line, and the suppressed image
would be seen . This additional processing is provided by
the competition that occurs at each position between the
output signals from each opponent pair of on-syncytium
and off-syncytium (Figure 46) . The opponentcompetition
works together with the filling-in process to suppress out-
puts near the line boundaries, as follows .
The FC on-inputs and off-inputs to their respective

filling-in syncytia are spatially displaced, as in Figure 49a.
Can the other hand, they are ofapproximately equal size .
Filling-in obliterates this difference in spatial phase, as
in Figure 49c. Thus, the filled-in activity levels at each
position along the BCS boundary are essentially identical
in the on-syncytium and the off-syncytium. Opponent
competition between the syncytium outputs at each posi-
tion therefore annihilates the outputs that would otherwise
have occurred at each line, and suppresses the percept

from the nondominant eye . Experiments that combine tis-
sue contrast and binocular rivalry operations might be use-
ful to further test this explanation .

In summary, interactions ofan unoriented filling-in pro-
cessand an unoriented double-opponent network with an
oriented boundary segmentation can selectively filter ori-
ented image properties, including properties that are selec-
tive for appropriate combinations of FACADE . This result
suggests that color representations are already formed ire
area Y2 before they are binoc4larly matched to form the
final figure-ground FACADE representation in area V4.
Whether this predicted V2 representation also contributes
to recognition of color remains an open question .

48 . The FACADE Representation
in Prestriate Area V4

The output signats from the FF binocular intercopies
of the FCS interact with the BF intcrcopies of the BCS
to fill-in multiple surface representations at the binocular
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Figure 49. (a) A scenic contrast generates a feature contour (FC)
on-input to its s,,ncctium and a spatially displaced FC off-input to
the opponent svncytium. (b) 1f a $F intercnpy ppsitiona[Ir interpo-
lates the FC nn-input and off-input, then output signals are gener-
ated by the shunting output networks of the target synch tin. (c) If
no BC inlercopr is processed, then filling-in occurs in both cync%tix
and their shunting neEHOrks compute zero output signals .
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FiDos (Figures 11 and 28) . As m the monocular FrDos,
several FC5 copies exist at the binocular FiDOS, cor-
responding to the several BCS boundary scgmentations
that process different disparity ranges . The final FACADE
representation multiplexes perceptual properties of Fx-
cnnE in a manner that is qualitatively in accord with the
multiplexed receptive field properties that have been re-
parted in prestriate cortical area V4 (Desimone et al .,
1985 : Zeki, 1983a, 1983b) . The theory also predicts that
area V4 may play an important role in figure-ground per-
ception . Some data consistent with this prediction are re-
ported in Schiiler and Lee (1991) .
Such multiplexed surface representations begin to clar-

ify how a visual percept combines several different prop-
erties, such as orientation, size, color, and depth, at a sin-
gle perceptual location . In contrast, other binocular
theories have typically failed td explain the appearance
and figure-ground properties of surface percepts_ [nstead,
they show how disparity planes or other geometric sur-
face properties may be computed (Mary & Poggio, 1979) .
Even these computations collapse, however, when a sur-
face percept is induced by very sparse image contrasts,
or aces not obey continuity constraints, as is typically the
case in many stereograms (7u3esz, 1971) and in most of
the percepts explained above .

49. Attentive Object Recognition, Spatial
Orientation, and Visual Search

The organization of the $CS boundary and FC5 sur-
face representations suggests how greattentive visual pro-
cesses in the prestriate cortical areas may interact recipro-
cally with attentive cortical processes . These attentive
processes form part of the What cortical processing stream
for object learning and recognition and the Where pro-
cessing stream for spatial localization and orientation
(Goodale & Milner, 149 ; Mishkin et al ., 1983 ; URger-
leider & Mishkin, 19$2) . The concepts of object-based
attention (Duncan, 1984) and spatial-based attention (Pos-
ner, 1980) have also been used to interpret psychological
experiments that probe these processes .
The What processing stream includes the parvocellular

area V4 and the inferotemporal (IT) cortex . The Where
processing streampasses through the magnocellular area
MT and parietal cortex (Figure 1) . When the distinction
between the What and Where streams was first made, the
functional separation of these streams was emphasized .
However, as Zeki (1990) has noted, "all the specialized
areas communicate, either directly or indirectly, with
parietal and temporal areas" (p. 65$) . FACADE theory
provides some indications of how and why this may oc-
cur . In particular, the theory offers a framework for
analyzing how both the FCS and the static BCS contrib-
ute to attentive object recognition, how both the FCS and
the motion BCS contribute to attentive spatial orientation,
and how both processing streams may interact during
visual search (Figure 7b) . In neural terms, this analysis
suggests why both parvocellular conical streams interact

with IT cortex, and why both the parvocellular and mag-
noceliulat streams interact with parietal cortex .
Some of these processes have been used in previous sec-

tions to clarify how a preattentivcly completed BCS seg-
mentation can directly activate the visual ORS, whether
or not the boundary segmentation supports visible bright-
ness or color differences within the FC5 (Figure 7) . This
distinction between recognition and seeing was used, for
example, to explain how partially occluded objects can
be recognized so well even if their occluded regions are
not seen The ORS can, in turn, read out learned top-
down expectations, or pruning signals, that focus attention
upon those prototypical boundary configurations that have
been learned through prior experience (Carpenter &Gross-
berg, 1987b, 1991 . 1993 ; Carpenter, Grossberg, & Rey-
nolds, 1991 ; Grossberg, 1980 . 1982b) . Thus, in response
to familiar objects in a scene, the final 3-D segmentation
may be doubly competed, first by automatic preattentive
segmentation processes and then by attentive learned ex-
pectation processes . Unfamiliar boundary segmentations
are completed only by automatic BCS processes, as a
prelude to learning reciprocal visual object-recognition
codes in the $CS -- ORS feedback loop . These inter-
actions are thus part of the object-based attention system .

Growing neurophysiologicaF evidence suggests goat such
a boundary segmentation process takes place in prestriate
area V2 and possibly beyond in V4, and exhibits proper-
ties like those of the CC loops in the static BCS (Peter-
hans & von der Heydt, 1989 ; von der Heydt et al ., 1984 ;
Zeki & Shipp, 198$) . Much neurophysiological evidence
suggests that floe visual ORS includes IT cortex (Dcsi-
mone, 1991, 1992 ; Desimone et al ., 1985 ; Desimone &
Ungerleider, 1989 ; Gochin, 1990 ; Gochin, Miller, Gross,
& Gerstein, 1993 ; Houses & Pesrett, 1991 ; Miller, Ls,
& Desimone, 1991 ; Mishkin, 1982 ; Mishkin & Appen-
zeller, 19$7 ; Perrett, Mistlin, & Chitty, 1987 ; Riches,
Wilson, & Brown, 1991 ; Schwartz et al ., 1983 ; Spitzer,
Desimone, & Moron, 198$) . Accumulating neural evi-
dence suggests, moreover, that the operations of IT cor-
tex are similar in some key respects to those ofART. See
Carpenter and Grossberg (1993) for a review .
ART networks model haw learned top-down expecta-

tions prime, focus attention upon, and bind prototypical
feature combinations as part of the process whereby new
recognition categories are continually learned throughout
life without new learning forcing unselective forgetting
of previously learned, but still awful, memories . Within
ART, top-down signals, by themselves, cannot fully ac-
tivate their target cells . Their subliminal priming func-
tion is said to obey the "2I3 rule . " Such a priming effect
may be compared with data showing that cortical top-
down or "backward connections seem not to excite cells
in lower areas, but instead influence the way they respond
to stimuli" (Zeki & Shipp, 1988, p . 316) . In addition .
although preattentively completed boundary segmentations
do not require attentive feedback in order to form, they
may be weakened or suppressed if they are not confirmed
by a top-down expectation after attention is engaged . Thus
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object-based attention (Duncan, 1984) is analyzed within
ART as a property of the process whereby object recog-
nition categories are stably learned and remembered .
These model BCS -- ART interactions make predic-

tions about how areas V2, V4, and IT may interact . In
particular, there are three main types of organization that
are consistent with the theory : (1) The complete BCS
boundaries, as in Figure 27f, are formed in area V2, and
project BF intercopies, as in Figure 27h, directly to the
FCS FiDos of area V4 . (2) The complete BCSboundaries
are formed in area V2, and project to a BCS region of
area V4 where the BF intercopies are formed, after which
these composite boundary signals project to the FCS Finos
of area V4 . (3) The complete BCS boundaries, whether
formed in area V2 or area V4, are also represented in
area V4, after which BF intercopies are formed as in (1)
or (2) . In alternative (1) or (2), direct V2 -- IT inter-
actions are predicted to subserve the boundary recogni-
tion of the completed letters B in Figure 27f. In alterna-
tive (3), direct V4 -- IT interactions could perform this
function . Thus, the theory requires that complete BCS
boundaries project to the ORS before the stage at which
BF intercopies reorganize these boundaries to control sur-
face filling-in within the FCS binocular Ftnos. If V2 » IT
signals do not perform the boundary recognition function,
area V4 should contain both the complete BCS bound-
aries and the BF intercopy representation .
These reciprocal interactions between the BCS and the

ORS are predicted to bind boundary segmentations that
are distributed across multiple BCS copies into object rec-
ognition categories . These interactions are consistent with
the following types of data : Object superiority effects oc-
cur using outline stimuli with little surface detail (Davidoff
& Donnelly, 1990; Homa, Haver, & Schwartz, 1976),
The number of errors in tachistoscopic recognition and
the speed of identification are often comparable using ap-
propriately and inappropriately colored objects (Mial,
Smith, Doherty, & Smith, 1974 ; Ostergaard & Davidoff,
1985). There is no difference in the speed with which rec-
ognition occurs using black-and-white photographs or line
drawings that are carefully derived from them (Bieder-
man & Ju, 1988). Davidoff (1991) has summarized a
wealth ofadditional evidence concerning the ability of nor-
mals and clinical patients to recognize objects using only
boundary segmentations.
On the other hand, FCS surface representations are also

predicted to interact reciprocally with the ORS to gener-
ate more complete object recognition codes than the BCS
can support on its own (Figure 7) . Categorical represen-
tations of BCS boundary segmentations within the ORS
are hereby joined with categorical representations of the
corresponding FCS surface representations . These atten-
tive BCS » ORS » FCS binding interactions supplement
the preattentive BCS -- FCS interactions that form the
separate boundary and surface representations . A theo-
retical analysis of how this binding and categorization pro-
cess takes place goes beyond the scope of this article (al-
though see Asfour, Carpenter, Grossberg, & Lesher,

1993). Several types ofexperimental evidence nonetheless
support the hypothesis that distinct boundary and surface
representations are formed before being actively bound
together . These include the following: A failure to atten-
tively bind colored surfaces to the correct forms occurs
during illusory conjunctions (Mclean, Broadbent, &Broad-
bent, 1983 ; Stefurak & Boynton, 1986 ; Treisman &
Schmidt, 1982) . Color can facilitate object naming ifthe
objects to be named are structurally similar or degraded
(Christ, 1975; Price & Humphreys, 1989). Colors are
coded categorically prior to the processing stage at which
they are named (Davidoff, 1991 ; Rosch, 1975).
The types of surface categories that can form depend

upon the organization of the FCS binocular FtDOS. In each
Fino, as illustrated in Figures 3b and 44, unique combi-
nations of depth and color are structurally separated from
other conjunctions of these features . These FCS color-
depth slabs interact with ORS recognition categories via
adaptive filters . Different combinations of FiDos may input
to each filter, and thus converge on different ORS cells .
In this way, different combinations of filters may be bi-
ased to be sensitive to different combinations of bright-
ness, color, depth, and surface form properties . Spatially
distributed competitive interactions among the ORS rec-
ognition categories choose the categories whose adaptive
weights best match the filtered visual data . All the while,
nonspecific gain control, possibly mediated by the pulvi-
nar, modulates the balance between bottom-up and top-
down (FCS, BCS) -- ORS interactions (Carpenter &
Grossberg, 1993; Desimone, 1992 ; Robinson & Peter-
sen, 1992) .
These categorical recognition codes of the ORS are as-

sumed to occur in a coordinate frame wherein retinotopic
variations in position, orientation, and size-but not nec-
essarily viewpoint (Perrett et al ., 1987)-are partially
overcome by appropriate preprocessing. Such a transfor-
mation towards spatially invariant recognition categories
greatly reduces the computational load on learning and
memory resources, since otherwise a combinatorial ex-
plosion of recognition categories coding the same object
at all possible retinotopic positions, orientations, and sizes
would be needed . Within the model, the Where processing
stream helps to organize this invariance transformation .
Both the FCS and the motion BCS input to the multiplexed
spatial map that carries out the model's Where process-
ing operations (Figure 7b) . Thus the FCS is predicted to
play a dual role : in categorical recognition of colored 3-D
surface forms via the What processing stream, and in or-
ganizing spatial orientation and visual search via the
Where processing stream . Data supportive of this hypoth-
esis are linked below to the way color-depth feature con-
junctions are structurally separated from one another on
their own binocular FiDOS.
As in the case of FCS -- ORSinteractions, the recipro-

cal FCS interactions with the multiplexed spatial map also
operate through adaptive filters, albeit adaptive filters that
preserve a record of the spatial locations of their inputs .
Carpenter, Grossberg, and Lesher (1992, 1993) have de-
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veloped a model called a What-and-Where filter to illus-
trate now such a spatial map may form . The filter trans-
forms a filled-in FCS figure that has been separated from
its background into activation ofa cell population within
the multiplexed spatial map . This visuospatial transfor-
mation uses the same types of competitive and coopera-
tive mechanisms that are used for boundary segmentation
by the SCS. Activation ofindividual cells m the map rep-
resents a figure's position, as well as its overall oncnta-
tion and size . When a ADO inputs such a What-and-Where
filter, it generates a spatial map whose individual cells
represent a figure's position, orientation, size, depth, and
color . When more than one figure occurs in a scene, the
spatial map represents, in parallel, all their positions, as
well as their orientations, sizes, depths, and colors . The
color-depth Ftnos hereby organize the overall spatial map
min separate color-depth maps of position, orientation,
and size . Competitive interactions across these Spatial
maps work to select the map locations that are most ac-
tive at any trine .

This spatial organization provides a framework for mak-
ing sense out of many data about visual search that no
single previous theory has been able to handle . Many of
these data were discovered subsequent to the seminal find-
ing that fast parallel search seems to occur if a target is
distinguished from distractors along a single stimulus di-
mension, whereas serial search seem,; to occur ifa target
is defined by the conjunction oftwo or more stimulus di-
mensions (Treisman & Gelade, 1980 ; Treisman &
Souther, 1985) . A typical exception to this rule was dis-
covered by Nakayama and Sdveeman (1986), who showed
chat targets that differ from distractors by a combination
of depth and color, or ofdepth and motion, can be rapidly
separated without serial search . Why can some feature
conjunctions be rapidly searched while others cannot' One
contributing factor is that a unique conjunction of depth
and color is structurally separated from other conjunc-
tions of these features on its own ono . This observation
suggests that feature conjunctions [hat can be structurally
separated from other conjunctions on their own ADO are
among those that can be rapidly searched .
The problem of which feature combinations can be rap-

idly searched is hereby related to the problem of which
feature combinations are multiplexed to lie on structurally
separate parts of the total 3-D FncnoE representation and
its multiplexed spatial map . This hypothesis is consistent
with the data of Enns and Rensink (1990) showing that
the attributes that control visual search form pan of the
3-D representation of a scene, and the data of He and
Nakayama 119021, which emphasized the impontaricc of
3-D surface representations in the search process . More-
over, any operation that primes, and thereby amplifies
the activities of, a particular color-depth slab in Figure 44
can amplify all representations with that color throughout
the FCS - ORS -- BCS feedback loop in Figure 7,
thereby enabling the amplified targets to be searched first.
This mechanism helps to explain the data of Egeth et al .

( 1984), who demonstrated that subjects could restnct their
visual search to just the red items where the targets were
red Os and the distractors were red Ns and black Os .
These observations indicate how the multiplexed spa-

tial map may be organized, but more structure is needed
to understand how attention is dynamically distributed
among spatial and object representations, and how atten-
tion shifts control eye and arm movements . Inputs from
the motion SCS to the multiplexed spatial map are also
needed to understand how this happens . The main new
properties of this interaction are clarified by comparison
with properties ofthe $C5 - ORS interaction . The BCS
-- ORS object attention and recognition process results
from a combination of bottom-up activation of a learned
category, top-down readout of a learned expectation, and
their mutual resonant binding through afeedback process
that is relatively slow to develop . In contrast, the motion
BCS input to the multiplexed spatial map can begin to
operate quickly enough to start tracking a rapidly flash-
ing or moving target even before it is recognized . This
process uses afeedforward filter mechanism that is called
the MOC filter (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993 ; Grossberg
& ftudd, 1989, 1992) .
The MOC filter also activates a motion segmentation

mechanism that generates representations of form-from-
motion . These motion segrnentations require slower feed-
back interactions to develop using a network, called a
MOCC loop, that is homologous to the CC loop of the
static BCS . The fast feedforward signals from the MOC
filter are capable of generating motion direction signals
front unambiguous visual data ; the slower feedback signals
ofthe MOCC loop supplement these signals with motion
direction signals from ambiguous visual data, thereby over-
coming the aperture problem (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993) .
The fast inputs to the multiplexed spatial reap from the

motion BC5 have properties that are useful to draw at-
tention to the spatial location of rapidly moving targets .
For example, if a targeted predator or prey is moving
rabidly across a scene, perhaps darting behind protective
cover, then an animal may be able to see the target only
intermittently . Grossberg (1941, in press) has suggested
how the Where processing stream may use the motion sys-
tem to interpolate these temporally discrete views with
a continuous motion signal that adapts its speed to the
varying speed of the target, much as apparent motion sig-
nals do (Kolers, 1972) . These continuous motion signals
can speed up or slow down to cover variable distances
in equal time . The results of Remington and Pierce (19$4)
and Kwak, Dagenbach, acid Egeth ( 194I ) are of particular
interest in this regard, since they report a speedup of spa-
tial attention to cover variable distances m equal time .

In the MOC filter, a spatially continuous motion signal
is generated only under certain spatiotemporal conditions,
the speed of the motion signal between two successive
target locations is nonuniform in time, and spatially dis-
crete jumps in activation may occur in cases where contin-
uous motion is not observed (Grossberg & Rudd, 1942).
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Hence, both spatially discrete and continuous shifts of at-
tention can be reconciled by such a model (Eriksen &
Murphy, 1987; LaBerge & Brown, 1989 ; Remington &
Pierce, 1984) . In addition, the front end ofthe MOC filter
is sensitive to stimulus on-transients, which can therefore
preferentially activate and draw attention to their respec-
tive locations. Yantis and Johnson (1990) have reported
that abrupt cue onsets capture attention in visual search
experiments .
Such a continuous motion signal maybe used to predict

the location and speed of a moving target and, accord-
ingly, to command such motor responses as eye move-
ments. Experimental evidence consistent with attentive
eye movement control by the parietal cortex has been re-
ported by Fischer (1986), Fischer and Breitmeyer (1987),
Maylor and Hockey (1985), Mountcasde, Anderson, and
Motter (1981), Rizzolatti, Riggio, Dascola, and Umilta
(1987), and Wurtz et al . (1982) . Grossberg and Kuper-
stein (1986, 1989) have modeled how attention is com-
petitively allocated to potential saccadic eye movement
targets . In their model, the control of visually reactive
saccades, saccades directed to an intended target, and
planned sequences of saccades are self-organized through
interactions that are interpreted to occur across superior
colliculus, parietal cortex, and frontal cortex, among other
structures . These various input sources compete for at-
tention to determine the next saccadic target . In the model,
multiple target locations can be stored in a spatially or-
ganized working memory for the control of sequential eye
movements . These top-down planned targets compete
with bottom-up transient visual cues for priority . The
model applies the working memory model of Grossberg
(1978b, Sections 29 and 42), which has a "transient mem-
ory span" for ordered readout of stored locations that
equals (appropriately) four . Consistent experimental evi-
dence for such a model has been reported by Yantis and
Johnson (1990) and Yantis and Jones (1991), who have
shown that up to four simultaneous abrupt-onset stimuli
can sequentially attract attention in a visual search task,
and by Yantis and Jonides (1990), whohave reported that
a highly valid top-down attentional cue can override at-
tentional capture by an abrupt bottom-up stimulus onset.

Attention can be allocated to several positions of the
multiplexed spatial map at the same time . That this can
happen in vivo is shown by experiments wherein subjects
track multiple visual targets moving about a display screen
among identical nontarget elements (Pylyshyn & Storm,
1988; Yantis, 1992) . Any initial selection cue, such as
flashing the targets before they begin to move, can set
up an invisible BCS boundary segmentation that groups
the targets together while it also activates feedback be-
tween the BCS, the FCS, and the multiplexed spatial map
that attentively maintains the enhanced salience (and, per-
haps, the enhanced brightness) of this grouping via posi-
tive feedback .

In summary, the multiplexed spatial map may be acti-
vated either by FCS surface representations or by motion
BCS signals . During visual search, these spatial repre-

sentations interact reciprocally with primed ORS cate-
gories to recursively search for and identify desired targets
(Figure 7b). Grossberg, Mingolla, and Ross (1993a,
1993b; also see Ross, Grossberg, & Mingolla, 1993) have
simulated these interactions to derive quantitative fits of
visual search data, including those of Cohen and Ivry
(1991), Mordkoff, Yantis, and Egeth (1990), Treisman
and Sato (1990), and Wolfe, Cave, and Franzel (1989) .
The model thus suggests an explanation of the types of
data that have led to variations of feature integration the-
ory (Treisman, 1982; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treis-
man & Sato, 1990) and the guided search model (Wolfe,
1992 ; Wolfe et al ., 1989). Its mechanisms can be neu-
rally interpreted in terms of prestriate, inferotemporal,
parietal, and frontal interactions and can be linked to other
types of perceptual phenomena via the models of vision,
spatial attention, object recognition, and eye movements
that were outlined above.

50 . Concluding Remarks

The present article suggests a solution to the classical
3-D figure-ground problem ofbiological vision . In so do-
ing, it provides a unified explanation of a large data base
from visual psychophysics and neurobiology that has not
been explained by alternative theories . It also clarifies why
many of these models work where they do . Along the
way, the theory makes testable predictions that may lead
to novel experimental designs because the theory inte-
grates many types of data that have not previously been
linked . The theory thus presents an opportunity for large-
scale cooperation between theory and experiment, guided
by a body ofperceptual principles and model neural mech-
anisms that are capable ofinforming each new fact with
theoretical significance .
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APPENDIX

The following is a list of abbreviations from this article .

ART Adaptive Resonance Theory
BC Boundary Contour
BC5 Boundary Contour System
BB Boundary-Boundary
BF Boundary-Feature
CC Cooperative-Competitive
FACADE Form-And-Color-And-DEpth
FB Feature-Boundary
FC Feature Contour
FCS Feature Contour System
FF Feature-Feature
FIDO Filling-In-DOmain
IT InfemTemporal
LG13 Lateral Geniculate Nucleus
MOC Motion Oriented Contrast-sensitive
MOCC Motion Oriented Cooperative-Competitive
MP Monocular Preprocessing
ORS Object Recognition System
SpC Static Oriented Contrast-sensitive
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